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INTRODUCING 
LOTUS SMARTSUITE 

FOR OS/2 

For the first time. there's one 

box that will let you tum loose the 

full 3 2-bit power of OS/ 2." 

The new Lotus" SmartSuite ™ 

for OS/ 2 is a veritable all-star team 
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The new Arni Pro for 05/ 2 word processor makes 
work much easier. And better looking. 

of desktop applications. The 1-2-3" 

spreadsheet is The Worlds Most 

Popular Spreadsheet.™ Ami Pro" 

is the industry's top-rated word 

processor. Freelance Graphics" has 

set the standard for presentation 

software. And ccMail™ is far and 

away the leader for electronic mail. 

All in one box. 

E 

All are native 32-bit applications 

that fully exploit the advantages of 
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ccMail is so powerful and easy. anyone can 
become an e-mail expert in minutes. 

the OS/ 2 platform. All support 

multitasking and multithreading. so 

you can perform several tasks at 

once. And with full support of the 

object-oriented Workplace Shell. 

you'll see the kind of improvements 

in performance and productivity 

that OS/ 2 was built to deliver. 

SmartSuite has also set a high 

standard for integration. All appli

cations share a common interface. 

including Smartlcons." so when you 

know one. you know them all. All 

are integrated to easily share data 

formats and processes. You can 

even create live hot links from one 

Working Together 

application to another. All are mail

enabled. And all have cross-platform 

capabilities. so all your work from 

other platforms is secure. 

BUY LOTUS 
SMARTSUITE AND 
GET 0S/2 2.1 FREE 

The OS/ 2 operating environ

ment was built so you could work 

smarter and faster than ever before. 

And the four top-rated applications 

in Lotus SmartSuite were built from 

the ground up for OS/ 2. 

In fact you can be off and run

ning with OS/ 2 2.1 with one step. 

For a limited time~ when you buy 

Lotus SmartSuite or a SmartSulte 

upgrade, you1I get OS/ 2 2.1 FREE. 

Visit your Lotus Authorized 

Reseller and take advantage of 

this special 

SmartSuite 

offer. Or 

call 1-800-

872-3387. 

ext 9203 .. for more information. 

Machines Corporation. Lotus 1-2-3. Ami Pro Smartlcons and Freelance Graphics are registered trademarks. and SmartSuite and The World's Most Popular Spreadsheet are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation 
subsidiary of Lotus Development Corporation 
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Announcing ♦ ♦ ♦ 

a weekly fax newsletter 
from the editor.1 of OS/2 Prof e~Mional 

N
ow start every work week with 

the most up-to-the minute news 

in the fast-paced OS/2 world: 

► product ships and slips 

► key personnel changes 

► developing market strategies 

► strategic shifts 

Executives and experts will find the 

report waiting on their desks eve1y 

Monday morning. Attractively 

designed, 0S/2 Week is two to four 

faxed pages of cutting edge industry 

news. Concise. Sharply written. No fat. 

Just the facts decisionmakers 

Designed to meet the needs of: 

► Information technology executives 

► Marketing and advertising specialists 

need to compete and survive in a 

rapidly expanding market. 

No one can deliver the inside scoops 

on the OS/ 2 market like the staff of 

0S/2 Professional. Now that insider 

information is at your fingertips-with 

0S/2 Week. 

Fifty weeks of 0S/2 Week-at the 

charter subscriber rate of $200-is the 

best computer intelligence bargain 

around. Subscribe now and don't miss 

another issue. 

All subscriptions are for individual ryes 

only and may not be copied or ref axed. 

►Strategic planners 

► Developers 

► Cutting-edge expert users 

◄ 



Company _________________________ _ 

FAX _________________________ _ 

Address ________________________ _ 

City, State, Zip _______________________ _ 

Voice Phone ________________________ _ 

Billing information 

0 VISA O MasterCard O Check O Please bill me $ ___ Amount 

Card Number ____________ Exp. Date _______ _ 

Signature __________________________ _ 

Please check the appropriate box below: 
0 Marketing/Advertising O Operations 

0 Developer/Engineer 

O Sales 

□ MIS 

0 Managerial 

0 News Media 

0 Other ____ _ 

You may f a.,"C thil form to 

(JOI) 770-7062. 
Or mail to: OS/2 WE~ 
172 Rollin.., A1 1enue 
Rockville, MD 20852. 
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• Apex Data has the,most 
complete range1of modems in 
the industry for the IBM ,"·'•, 
ThinkPad~ We offer data/fax 
speeds of 14, 400/14, 400, · 
9600/9600 & 2400/9600 for 
most models. MNP 2-5, 10 anil 
AutoSync are standard. · 

' The first modem products to, 
ThinkPad Proven - a seal to 

~ ' give you peace of mind. Teste , 
+:, , ,warranted and supported to 

"'~··.. ThinkPad~ComP.aJj!Jility ~ 
Standards. , ~ . ~, 

,.·;<?-• ' . ', 
. . ... "' ' ·,..,.,_:..) .... ;,;;;._ -.,_ 

lme of memory upgrades for 
IBM (and other leading _ 

••~n~o
1

tebook computers)~ With our 
modem and memory products 
your applications will •fly. 

•, .,,, . ._....., 
IBM's on site .service is 
available, fora~Apex~ . 
products. So, even wtie~u · .... 
are on the road, help is , 
available with a minimum of 
delay, by the world's largest 
computer company. 

ThinkPad 
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Screen Saver & Keyboard Lock For OS/2 

New Version 2! 
The latest version of the best-selling 32-bit 
screen saver for OS/2, with full system password 
security and the most complete monitor phosphor 
burn-in protection available today. 

Revolutionary! 
New Version 2 "toasts " the competition once again 
with the only Ful I Screen DOS & OS/2 session 
keyboard monitoring. 

Features: 
I Digital audio & video enabled 
I Use TIFF, GIF, BMP & PCX backgrounds 
I Play audio CD's , MIDI or WAV files with 

program effects 
I On-line help 
I Assorted background images included 
I Hot-key activation 
I Keyboard/mouse password protection 

Exciting New Effects ... 
I Enhanced Window Washer 
I Riding Mower Cutting Grass 
I Message Board or Screen Blanker 

ISpotlite ~ 
I Slider , 
I PM Lines ' 
I Digital Movies · ' 

UP • 

fl'MIPiithNNAMII • D 

• D 

Screen Capture & Conversion For OS/2 

Capture Your Images 
Our easy-to-use capture process allows you 
to select any rectangular area, window or the 
entire desktop and capture with a single 
user-defined keystroke or mouse click. 

What About Output ... 
Open Shutter offers a wide selection of output 
devices including printer and clipboard. For 
soft copy, save your image as an OS/2 or 
Windows BMP, ICO or metafile. Also save as 
PCX, TIFF, GIF, IMG or MacPaint. 

Special Features ... 
I Set your own hotkey for quick save or print 
I Save in 2, 4, 8 or 24-bit color or grayscale 
I Viewer utility for all supported formats 
I Preview captured or modified images 
I Gray shading and color mapping 
I Screen magnifier 
I On-line help 

System Requirements For Both Programs 
Any OS/2 2.x -supported Personal Computer with a 3.5'' high 
capacity diskette dri ve ( 1.44MB) . No memory is required beyond 
that needed for OS/2 2.x. Window Washer digital 
audio & video also requires MMPM/2 (included with OS/2 2. 1 ). 
Digital audio also req uires an audio card supported by MM PM/2. 

Call now for competitive upgrade pricing! 

1-800-678-01 UP 
Fax 214-620-9626 

One Co,poralion • 1603 LBJ Freeway, Suite 200 1 Dallas, Texas 75234 

R 
.. ™ 
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Market Share by M ajor Carrier 
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eal fuformation. 
The SAS® System for Information Delivery. 
The head of new business development is demanding next 
year's sales predictions-by next week. The Total Quality 
Management team has found an outstanding new way to 
design experiments- but their stand-alone software 
doesn't know how to do it And the CFO is still looking for 
spreadsheets- of unlimited size. 

Unfortunately, your time is limited. And so is your budget 
for new analytical packages. So how can you possibly keep 
up with the diverse data analysis needs of your diverse 
user community? The answer is the SAS® System for 
Information Delivery. 

One System for Your Organization's 
Entire Range of Data Analysis Needs 
No matter what kind of data they're analyzing, your clients 
will get results they can trust with the SAS System. 
Renowned statistical tools are fully integrated with powerful 
operations research, econometric, and time series methods. 

For specialized tasks, explore the SAS System's quality 
improvement, experimental design, clinical trials testing, 
laboratory data analysis, and visualization techniques. 
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There's even an interactive matrix language for the most 
advanced mathematical, engineering, and statistical needs. 

Call Today for a Free Evaluation 
See for yourself why more than 20,000 companies- from 
aerospace to agriculture, manufacturing to medical research
trust their most important data to the SAS System. Just give 
us a call at 919-677-8200 to discuss your organization's 
analytical needs and to receive a free SAS System executive 
summary. Also ask for details about the SAS System 
Executive Briefing ... coming soon in your area. 

The SAS@ System. 
The World's Leading 
Information Delivery System. 

IA~ SAS Institute Inc. 
Software Sales Division 
SAS Campus Drive □ Cary, NC 27513 

® Phone 919-677-8200 □ Fax 919-677-8123 

SAS is a registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc. 
Copyright © 1992 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA. 



PUBLISHER ' S MEMO 

A Great Beginning 

T hey were dancing. That's the image I walked away with 

fro~ the OS/2 _Prof~ssional Interchange in Palm 

Sprmgs. Our closing rught party, "The Streets of Cali

fornia," saw the lawn of the Marriott Desert Springs Resort hop

ping with excitement. Hundreds of people were rollicking, play

ing volleyball, basketball, croquet, or toss football ... singing 

karaoke, dancing to "Pretty Woman" or ''YMCA" or merely eat

ing from the quarter-mile-long ethnic food buffets or building ice 

cream sundaes at the sweet shop. All ofit was televised on a giant 

screen by roving cameramen provided by IBM's Toronto labs. 

What a party! 

And what a year it has been. Our Interchange was more than 

just a gathering of the finest minds in OS/2, the presentation of our 

Awards, and a cause for celebration. It was also our first anniver

sary as a publication. And never did any ofus think-back in those 

first hours a year ago-that we would be hosting such an event. 

It has been an extraordinary roller-coaster of struggle and suc

cess from those first days last October when five people holding 

down day jobs started working nights and weekends to bring into 

being the 65,000 copies of the first issue of OS/2 Professional. Who 

would have dreamed that within eight months our circulation 

would grow to 200,000-plus, our staff would expand to two dozen 

full-timers and a dozen part-timers, we would kick off our own 

conference on BIX, we would broadcast a weekly fax newsletter, 

OS/2 Week, that our own Interchange would be hailed by atten

dees as the OS/2 event of the year, and that we would have so dra

matic an impact on OS/2? For that matter, who knew for acer

tainty that OS/2 would be posed to eclipse NT and grow into a 

multimillion-user operating system? 

The support we have rallied from within the industry and our 

reader base is unprecedented. By now, in late October, we have 

counted more than 42,000 responses to our September issue 

request that readers send in signed subscription reconfirmations. 

We expect an equal number to respond to our October request. 

Our advertisers report that your enthusiastic response to their 

advertising outperform monthlies five times our size. At Palm 

Springs, IBM's John Soyring hailed our magazine as "one of the 

fastest growing magazines in the world." The success has been 

startling, but never taken for granted. 

That's why we are moving to a more intense level of editorial 

coverage at OS/2 Professional. Our tough team of reviewers, 

reporters, and writers is covering OS/2 like no one has ever cov

ered it before. Ironically, the vehicle that helps energize that effort 

is our fax newsletter, OS/2 Week. OS/2 Week's mission is to scoop 

OS/2 Professional with up-to-the-minute news about the OS/2 

world. For those of us who come from the hard news world, it's 

a welcome weekly test of enterprise journalism. OS/2 Week sepa

rates the vapor from the solids, and extracts information with all 

the drive of a major metro daily. The result is a monthly maga

zine and a weekly intelligence report that have become the world's 

most informed sources on OS/2. 

For us, it's also important to be the world's most fiercely inde

pendent source for OS/2. We're going to stand up to IBM, 
Microsoft, and our biggest advertisers with honest reviews, inci

sive reporting, and tough insights. The price ain't cheap. In an 

issue of OS/2 Week several weeks ago, and in this issue of OS/2 

Professional, we broke a story that prompted a threat of retaliation 

from IBM. We stood up to it, and the threat vanished. 

On several occasions, our on-target reviews of software have 

led advertisers to make subtle--and sometimes not-so-subtle

threats against our advertising budget. There was, for example, a 

senior executive who confronted our editors at Spring Comdex 

and threatened to withhold advertising in response to a passing 

comment our reviewer had made while evaluating a competitive 

product. And the book publishing company that assured us they 

advertise in magazines only if reviews were positive and-sub

mitted to them in advance. Just as I was writing this, a major 

advertiser called to subtly imply he would pull advertising because 

an OS/2 Professional Award was voted for his competitor. But 

in all these and other cases, we generally keep our advertising 

because we stuck to our guns and because we have, in OS/2 users, 

the most loyal readership in the business. To keep each of you, 

we make clear that we place our readers first, and second-and 

our advertisers third. 

That's easier said than done. I actually sympathize with larger 

publications whose giant advertising allotments dwarf ours and 

who have millions of dollars at stake. Who in their right mind 

would jeopardize that much money over a review or an analysis 
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PUBLISHER ' S MEMO 

piece? Ironically, the reading public seems to sense exactly what's 

at play, and they support us for our stance. 

That's why I am launching a new drive to preserve our inde

pendence. We are moving to paid subscriptions forthwith. With

in our 200,000 circulation, approximately 180,000 readers are 

"controlled," with the remainder split between newsstands and a 

comparatively small number of paid subscribers. That means the 

magazine's income comes almost entirely from advertising. Every 

one of those full page ads is important to us. And it takes more 

than a little stamina to stand up to the pressure. 

We are now asking our readers to voluntarily convert their free 

subscriptions to paid-and in so doing to help guarantee our inde

pendence in a world where money talks, and small independent 

publishing is virtually unknown and often walks. We'll be doing 

it readership segment by segment. When you have the opportu

nity, we ask you voluntarily to sign up for a paid subscription.You 

will find a subscription coupon on page 32. If our first year was 

the year of growth as the world's largest mass circulation OS/2 

publication, our second year will focus on fortifying our publica

tion to sustain the very attributes that have made our magazine 

so popular within the OS/2 community. 

In that vein, we hope to proliferate the best and brightest about 

OS/2 and leave behind some of traits and trends that emerged 

when the operating system was embattled and struggling for 

acceptance. For example, we have led the abandonment of NT 

and Windows bashing. We are promoting responsible exchanges 

on the bulletin boards with os2.pro, our own BIX conference. It's 

already jammed with the latest insights and information on 

emerging and existing products and trends. There's a point here. 

OS/2 is headed for broad acceptance across the spectrum of com

puting, from the corporate world right down to the individual 

DOS user in search of greater productivity. Many of these com

panies and people have no stake in the OS war-all they want is 

a more productive and reliable operating system. OS/2 needs to 

speak the part and dress the part, and credibly promote its 

strengths. The MIS of some Fortune 500 company ready to stan

dardize on OS/2 will be convinced by facts and performance, not 

slogans and defensive attitudes-whether on the boards or in the 

boardrooms. 

I've done enough preaching. As I look back on a year of suc

cess, I need to do some thanking. Ironically, my first thanks goes 
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to several people at IBM who had the foresight and sense to sup

port an independent-minded publication and to often also give it 

a double dose of criticism. That includes: Ted first, and then Bill, 

John, Lois, Gail, Melissa, Dave, Dave, Verna, Paul, Peter, 

Joanne, Kevin, and Francis, and many more. I also thank our 

friends at WordPerfect including Rich, John, and Troy; our 

friends at Computer Associates including Jay, Gary, and Laura; 

our friends at Lotus including Jim, Georganne, and Greg; and all 

the small and large advertisers who have invested their trust and 

resources. 

But the greatest thanks goes to the small staff at OS/2 Profes

sional who have labored through many nights and through many 

demands to make us a success. That's Catherine, Terry, Liz H., 

Alan, Annie, Wayne, Steve, Chris and Chris, Alexa,Jodi, Kelly 

and Frank. And to our special group of contributors and outside 

support team: Will Zachmann, Rich Malloy, John Dvorak, 

Arlene Williams, Karen Thomas, Martina Delude, Brendan 

Connors, and Dan Willard. 

To the initial six: I salute you from the bottom of my heart. 

A year ago I divided a $100 bill into equal pieces. It's time to 

collect. Here I mean: Editor Brad Kliewer who (make no mis

take about it) invented the magazine; Advertising Manager 

Rich Dubin, who has been such a buddy and such a producer, 

and who is being promoted next month to advertising director 

(he'll be reading it for the first time in this column); Assistant 

Publisher Margaret Dutcher who has held it all together; and 

our picture-perfect graphics team, Assistant Art Director Susan 

Levine, who wields her own brand of creative lightning, and 

our Art Director, my wife Elizabeth, who is responsible for all 

those beautiful covers and making sure impossible production 

deadlines are somehow met. Imagine, just as the OS/2 lifestyle 

and workstyle, with its multi

tasking and added productivi

ty, gave me all that extra time 

to relax, Elizabeth allowed this 

magazine to steal it all back. 

I promise here publicly, we'll 

take a weekend soon. 

See you all at Comdex. 

Edwin Black 



Overwhelmed 
with 

lmagePlus®/2 is designed to enhance the 
way you process documents and other 
paper-based information: 

• Scan your document into lmagePlus/2 
• Index it 
• Save it. 

Ready! TM 
paper? 

Now you can 
• Search the electronic file room 
• View, zoom, rotate, print your image 
• Fax documents in or out. 

Never lose a document again! 

for OS/2 lmagePlus/2 offers powerful business functions such as: 
• Document and folder management 
• Automated workflow 
• Stand alone or client/server OS/2 workstation 
• Extensive API's, 

yet it is easy to install, learn, and use. 

ImagePlus/2 
solves lmagePlus/2 Desktop - JOHN 

file ~elect Y._iew tfelp 

your Fileroom John's Basket (3) 3119 Scanner Local Facsimile 

IBM's lmagePlus/2 is just right for a variety of 
industries and applications. Virtually any business 
can enlist the capabilities of ImagePlus/2 to improve 
efficiency and reduce paperwork for such 
applications as: 

• Personnel, accounting, payroll 
• Corporate and client correspondence 
• Customer service and billing 
• Warranty contracts 
• Legal and organizational compliance 
• Corporate libraries 
• And more. 

See us at the COMDEX booth: L882 

problem. 
If you have a lot of paper moving around your office, 
lmagePlus/2 could be your ticket to increased 
productivity! Call today for more information or to 
order CD-ROM: 1-800-3-IBM-OS2. In Canada, call 
1-800-465-7999, ext. 660. 
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INGRES. 
The complete OS/2 solution. 

Now available on OS/2 - The ASK INGRES Intelligent Database. The 

very same database that has proved so popular with blue chip 

organizations and high-end professional users in commerce, industry 

and Government. 

Fully featured, fully portable, fu lly scalable. 

The ASK INGRES Intelligent Database is a leading edge, intelligent, 

relational database, ideally suited to client/server applications. ASK 

INGRES supports all major desktop and UNIX networking standards 

as well as IBM SNA, enabling communication with DB2 and IMS. 

The ASK INGRES Intelligent Database is complemented by a range of 

professional-standard rapid application deve lopment tools . 

ASK/Windows4GL - portable, object-oriented, fully featured and 

GUI-based - combines intuitive user friendliness with unparalleled 

power and functionality. ASK/VisionPro packs equally impressive 

performance into character-based application development and 

includes such features as automatic code generation. Users can also 

access the database using ASK/Query and Reporting tools or tools from 

industry-leading software vendors. In addition, users have the pick of 

an ever-growing number of third-party ASK INGRES-based 

applications. 

For a free INGRES OS/2 Solutions Kit, please call 1-(800)-446-4737 

or 1-(510)- 769-1400 (outside North America). 

t 
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How to contact OS/2 Professional 

Letters to the editor must be addressed: Input, OS/2 
Prefessional, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852. All 
letters must be signed on letterhead, no more than two 
typed, double-spaced pages. Diskette files accepted. All 
letters must be accompanied by a daytime phone number 
for verification, become the property of OS/2 Prefessional, 
and will be edited for size, content, and clarity. Diskettes 
will not be returned. Letters may also be faxed or e-mailed 
to the address below. Please do not ask for technical help 
from Input. 

General correspondence, such as inquiries and technical 
questions, must be addressed: Dept. C, OS/2 Prefessional, 
172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 20852. 

To contact us by Fax: (301) 770-7062. 

To contact us by E-mail: 

OS/2 Prefessiona/ 
MCI-Mail: 560-3615 
Internet: os2pro@mcimail.com 

Bradley D. Kliewer: 
MCI-Mail: 470-2447 
Internet: bkliewer@mcimail.com 
CompuServe: 70262,2724 
BIX: bkliewer 

All unsolicited software, diskettes, hardware samples, eval
uation units, and manuscripts are sent at the risk of the 
sender and OS/2 Prefessiona/ assumes no responsibility for 
their receipt, storage or return. 

How to subscribe to OS/2 Professional 

Subscriptions for 12 monthly issues are S30 in the United 
States, $45 in Canada and Mexico, and S75 aismail to 
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PRESENTING WORDPERFECT® 5.2 FOR OS/2 
Now when you switch to the system of the future, 

you can get the one word processor that helps bring 

everyone along. Namely, the new WordPerfect® that's 

native for OS/2. Right from the start, it runs just like 

14 0S2 Professional November 1993 

other graphical versions of WordPerfect, so more 

people already know it than any other. And besides 

saving you from training all your users, it can also 

save you from losing all your files. Because not only 

does every WordPerfect DOS, Wmdows, RS/6000 and 



VAX file you have remain fully compatible, you 

can exchange every WordPerfect AS/400, VMS and 

IBM 370 file as well. WordPerfect 5.2 comes filled 

with best-of-breed features along with advanced 

Workplace Shell Integration - like drag & drop 

spreadsheets, graphics, and documents and new 

REXX-launching capabilities. So if you're stepping 

forward to OS/2, don't make everyone take two 

steps back. Get WordPerfect 5.2. For a free brochure 

or demonstration disk call (800) 526-5172 today. 

WordPerfect 
5.2 FOR OS/2 
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-0S/2®-
OPERATE AT A HIGHER LEVEL 1

~ 

This Specially 
Designed 
Package ... 

■ ■ .Gets You 
In Gear! 

"Stepping Up To OS/2" helps migrate you from 
other operating environments and systems, while 
the "Getting Started" video shows you how to 
install 2.X. "OS/2 Workplace Shell" 

teaches you the ins and outs of the interface and 
the "Portable Guide To OS/2" is an easy access, 
"lie flat" reference with clear instructions. 

Stepping Up to OS/2 2.X 
book .......................................... ..... ...................... $16.95 
Getting Started 2.X 
VHS video/disk ..................... ..... ..... ....................... 39.95 
OS/2 Workplace Shell 
book ................................... ... ........ ... .... ... .... ........... 24.95 
Useable Portable Guide To OS/2 
book .............................................. ........ .. ........... .... 14.95 

Regularly ~ 

-- Special Offer Only $75.00 -
For Easy Ordering Call 1-800-342-6672 and Ask For Item No. 1060 

[II -
To Receive Your Free Catalog of Additional OS/2 Products 

Call Toll-Free 1-800-342-6672 
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Thanks 
Thank you for providing an extremely 
informative and helpful magazine for 
the best operating system on the market 
today. I have enjoyed reading the arti
cles and learning much about how to 
use OS/2. I have OS/2 2.0 and have 
just upgraded to 2.1 on my home sys
tem. Your magazine provides me with 
insights on using the OS to its best 
advantages. I hope to see more articles 
in this realm as time goes by. 
David Jankowski 
West Carrollton, OH 

Snaking around 
I thoroughly enjoy reading OS/2 
Professional, but I can't help wondering 
if I'm the only one who finds it irritat
ing to have to keep flipping through the 
entire magazine just to read the Input 
column. 
Brian Foreman 
West Palm Beach, FL 

Honesty is such a lonely 
word 
I would like to extend my congratula
tions to Mr. Black and all others 
involved in publishing OS/2 
Professional. It is so refreshing to see a 
magazine dedicated to the operating 
system of the next generation. I am an 
avid OS/2 supporter who rants and 
raves to all of his friends about how 
they need to be running OS/2. For the 
most part, everybody I know that has 
installed OS/2 has been very happy 
with the system's performance (espe
cially with the release of version 2.1 
with its broad-based OEM hardware 
support). 

I believe kudos are due to the various 
authors of articles in OS/2 Professional 
for presenting readers with accurate, 
reliable information. In reading Mark 
Minasi and Michael Kogan's articles on 
OS/2 2.1 vs. NT [August], I was ecsta
tic that they managed to stay firmly 
rooted in reality when comparing the 
two operating systems. It is incredibly 
disheartening to pick up a copy of 
another trade journal and read articles 
written by "experts" in the computer 

Comments, criticisms, and observations 

industry who seem capable of gathering 
accurate information about an operating 
system that has been available for more 
than a year, yet when the spotlight 
turns to Windows NT, the fledgling 
operating system which recently 
became available, these experts seem to 
find no faults! Keep up the good work. 
I am anxiously awaiting my next issue. 
Derek Berube 
Athens, GA 

Price wars 
I was pleased to see that my local com
puter store now carries OS/2 
Professional. I do, however, have a 
minor gripe. I think $6 is out of line 
with current computer magazine pric
ing when the mode cost is about $2.95. 
I hope this only a short-run tactic to 
provide dealers with high margins. In 
the long run I think you need to reduce 
the price substantially to build reader
ship. 
Ronald Jones 
Ohio State University 

{Editor's note: You can have OS/2 
Professional for a modest $2.50 an issue. 
Just order a subscription for $30 a year, 
saving $42 ef.f the cover price.} 

Windows at work 
I'd like to make a comment on the arti
cle entitled 'Windows Unlatched" 
CTuly) on the benefits of using OS/2 2.1 
with Windows applications. This is the 
kind of marketing that will allow the 
OS to survive, and even proliferate the 
market. The Windows crowd, in which 
I must reluctantly include myself (we're 
a Windows shop at work, a situation I 
am endeavoring to change), needs a 
better alternative to crash-prone 
Windows, and OS/2 2.1 is that alterna
tive. I am a constant user of Windows 
applications every day, but I am by no 
means an extremely demanding user. 
However, even in my modesty I man
age to crash my system at work on aver
age of several times a week. In contrast, 
my OS/2 2.0 system at home has been 
running happily for months without a 
crash. If Windows users could under-

stand this benefit, the biggest possible 
market for OS/2 would be open. 
L. Scott Flowers 
Edmonton, Alberta 

This is getting Borg-ing 
Regarding your Special Report: The 
Borg Arrives (May). The illustrations 
on page 5 and page 26 are reversed left
to-right. The laser device was worn on 
Stewart's right side. Only your cover 
properly depicts this. Does this mean 
we can't tell left from right with OS/2? 
The familiar face shown on page 26 is 
that of Captain Piccard who was trans
formed into a Borg himself (notice the 
human skin tones, not the white like his 
captors). Not to mention he was later 
restored to his natural state. Following 
this is an OS/2 parallel: It implies that 
one might try OS/2 for a while, but one 
will go back to DOS/ Windows once 
free of your captivity. 

I also feel that I should point out that 
the text reads: "The new version-code 
named BORG (referring to the all
powerful entity on Star Trek: The Next 
Generation) ... " neglects to inform that 
the Borg were disarmed by a simple 
sleep directive and then destroyed. The 
Borg could easily be portrayed as a 
Galaxy race of Hitlers whose goal is to 
absorb all known technologies for personal 
benefit and leave those in their path 
obliterated or destroyed. I hope this 
isn't the image OS/2 is trying to portray? 
Walt Stoneburner 
MCI Mail 

Wanted: more graphics 
Just dropping a note. I love the maga
zine, but I have one note of criticism. I 
feel the software reviews should have 
more graphics of each program. While 
I may be alone in this feeling, it is hard 
for me to make a decision on a program 
using a GUI when I have nothing but 
words to base my decision on. I think it 
would help those companies whose 
software you are reviewing if there were 
a few graphics of the look of the desktop. 
Bill Cunnane 
MCIMail 

continued on page 23 
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or HIS? 
DCF/2-DI 

Let's face it, the price for OS/ 2's additional 
power is disk space-anywhere from 20 to 50 
megabytes depending on system options and 
available memory. The DCF/ 2 can reduce this 
space requirement so that even small-disk laptop 
computers can enjoy the 32-hit multitasking power of OS/ 2. 

More than just simple compression. The DCF /2 offers OS/ 2 users 
an externalized facility guaranteed to grow with your OS/ 2 desktop. 
You can control what type of compression is performed on individ
ual files by specifying multiple Virtual Disk Units (VDUs). You con
trol how and when a disk file is compressed by where you store it. 

FOR OS/2 

I 

I 
) 

\ 

( 

\ I 

<:f:f<'7,, 
Increase your disk capacity by 35% to 70% 

Supports FAT & HPFS $129.95 

Proportional Software Corporation 
1717 Linden Lake Rd., Fort Collins, CO 80524 
Tel. (303) 484-2665 • Fax (303) 484-2670 
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King of the Hill 
Here's a possibility guaranteed 
to do one of two things: cap
ture your imagination, or 
totally gross you out. A new 
CD-ROM entitled "The 
Software T oolworks Presents 
... Capitol Hill" allows a user 
to explore the possibility of 
being a member of the United 
States Congress. The software 
mixes first-person experience 
with interactive multimedia to 
guide the user through a polit
ical career that spans from 
freshman orientation to 
speaker of the house. 

"Capitol Hill" is one of 
three titles in the first-person 
series from The Software 
Toolworks Inc. and Amazing 
Media Inc. of San Anselmo, 
California. The other 'Jour
neys" available on CD-ROM 
are the Ocean and the Space 
Shuttle. (415) 883-3000. 

Alan Kay 

Nebulous NetWorld 
In 1987, Novell presented the 
first NetWorld show, design
ed for database users. A year 
later, Novell licensed the name 
to trade show mogul Bruno 
Blenheim, who since then has 
been putting on successful 
NetWorld shows twice a year, 
alternating Boston and Dallas. 

The Blenheim NetWorld 
era has now ended, though. 
The license agreement 
between Novell and Blenheim 
ran out on Oct. 14th, and 
Novell has relicensed the 
name to Ziff Davis' Interop 
group, which will host a new 
combined show entitled Net
W odd + Interop in Las Vegas 
and Atlanta in 1994. 

Blenheim, meanwhile, 

News and trivialities, important and obscure 

retains the dates, locations, 
and theme ofNetWorld, but 
has rechristened the event 
Networks Expo, the name it 
already uses for its European 
conferences. 

So what happened between 
Novell and Blenheim? Novell 
isn't talking. And not only did 
it drop the license; the com
pany is "waiting to see how it 
pans out" before signing up to 
be an exhibitor at the 1994 
Blenheim Networks Expo. 

How Novell's withdrawal 
will affect the numbers at 
Networks Expo in Boston in 
February remains unclear. 
Based on the minimal increase 
in Dallas attendees, however, 
NetWorld (under the 
Blenheim name) may have 
seen its day: 1993 drew 41,243 
attendees and 500 exhibitors; 
1992 produced 39,396 visitors 
and 395 exhibitors. 

Anne Longsworth 

Microsoft denies 
Word for OS/2 
Developer sources at 
Microsoft have told OS/2 Pro
fessional that the company is 
indeed developing a 32-bit 
version ofWord for OS/2 to 
be released next year; the work 
is supposedly underway in 
Building 16 at the Redmond 
Campus, several Microsoft 
sources said. But senior 
Microsoft officials immed
iately denied the claim in 
the strongest terms. 

According to Chris Peters, 
general manager of Micro
soft's Word Business Unit," 
It ain't true. And there is no 
wiggle room." 

Peters says that some peo
ple may have mistaken work 
on a maintenance release of 

PM Word early this year, 
from 1.la to l.lb, as beta 
work for OS/2. The work was 
done for a company in Hol
land. Peters said anyone who 
claimed they had a beta was 
"authorized to immediately 
send a copy to OS/2 Professional," 

adding, "No such beta exists." 
Peters said the main reason 

Microsoft was not pursuing a 
native 32-bit Word version for 
OS/2 was, "OS/2 runs the Win
dows version so well, we can't 
see the incremental sales over 
the market we already sell." 

Edwin Black 

IBM team ports NT 
One of the busier IBM devel
opment teams these days is 
the group porting NT to the 
PowerPC. The original six 
person-team began work last 
February using office space 
provided by Mircosoft at its 
Redmond campus and has 
already expanded to 20 peo
ple. Several weeks ago, the 
group moved off-site to an 
office in Kirkland called the 
Kirkland Programming Center. 
This weekend, the group is 

moving to yet larger quarters, 
some 20,000 sq. feet, in antic
ipation of expanding the team 
to 60 people before year's end. 

Edwin Black 

New color ThinkPad 
Although IBM announced 
the ThinkPad 750 line in Sep
tember, getting your hands on 
a 750C hasn't been easy. The 
machines are on constant 
back-order because of a limit
ed manufacturing run. 

The ThinkPad 750Cs, 
however, is the same as the 
750C but with a "dual pas
sive," rather than active, color 
matrix screen. When looking 
directly at the screen, users 
will discern no difference. It's 
only when viewing the screen 
at an angle that the picture on 
the Cs starts to get lost. 

The functional difference 
between the 750C and 750Cs 
is relatively slight, but the 
price difference isn't. With a 
list price of$3,890, the 750Cs 
could save the end user $800. 
IBM insists it will be available 
in mid-November. ♦ 

Anne Longsworth 

WORK-IN-PROGRESS • PART 2 
OS/2 is a work-in-progress. We've been asking readers to tell 
us what changes or new features should be included in 
the next version of the operating system. 

This month's entries are drawn from OS/2 Professional's 

os2.pro conference on BIX: 

► Fix the install program 
► A tape back-up system 
► Streamline the process of upgrading video drivers 
► Built-in keyboard macros 
► The ability to accelerate the keyboard 
► A usable, key-assignable zoom/unzoom 
► Brighter screen colors 
► Better CD-ROM support 
► Real dual monitor support (not just 8514 and VGA) 
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Create GUI Applications 
That Deliver The Promise Of 0S/2. 

YOUR WAIT IS OVER! 

Now there's a graphical development and 
decision support system that combines 
unparalleled data access and reporting with the 
stability and multitasking power of OS/2 2.0. 
It's called PM/FOCUS from Information 
Builders, a leader in application development 
tools for almost every environment. 

EXPERIENCE OUR EASE AND SPEED 

PM/FOCUS offers a rich graphical toolset for 
fast, easy application development with a 
minimum of coding. All application components, 
including databases, procedures and forms 
become simple graphical objects that can be 

INTRODUCING 
PM/FOCUS 

controlled by mouse-driven "drag and drop." 
Built-in list boxes, check boxes, radio 

buttons, type fonts and other graphical tools 
allow you to create attractive GUis that are so 
intuitive, they're a snap for even the most 
unsophisticated end users. 

POWERFUL REPORTING FEATURES 

PM/FOCUS offers the most powerful reporting 
language of any product on the market today. 
And building reports is a breeze. You simply 

transform database fields, record selections, and 
report headings and footers into selectable 
objects. Even complex sorts are available at the 
touch of your mouse. 

DELIVER GREAT OS/2 GUis 

Get the promise of OS/2 now. Make PM/FOCUS 
your corporate standard for sensational GUI 
application development. For more information, 
or to attend a free seminar ... 

Call 800-%9-INFO 
In Canada call 416-364-2760 

PM/FOCUS 
rmation Builders, Inc. 
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ZACHMAN N'S VIEW 

OS/2's Other Secret Weapon: 
the Workplace Shell 

U 
nlike the Mach 3 microkernel, which is still relatively 

unknown, OS/2's other secret weapon is readily visible 

to anyone who's so much as seen a demonstration of 

OS/2, let alone used it. 

The Workplace Shell is OS/2's secret weapon not because it is 

concealed from view but because its full power remains hidden 

even though the WPS itself is in plain sight. It is so secret that a 

fair number ofindustry analysts and writers in the trade press are 

still so foolish as to believe that the Work

place Shell is a problem for OS/2. 

They are dead wrong. 

Admittedly, long-time Windows users 

are sometimes a bit uncomfortable at first 

with the Workplace Shell. However, 

people who'd lived in a cave with a five

foot ceiling would probably be uncom

fortable, at first, with being led out into the 

open air. 

In fact, former Windows "power users" 

form a major contingent among the early 

adopters of OS/2. Now that OS/2 2.1 

finally delivers an operating system that 

runs Windows applications as well as Windows 3.1 does, and 

DOS applications better than Windows does, lots of Windows 

users are upgrading to OS/2. 

Those who do are unlikely ever to return to the old Windows 

GUI, and for good reason. Compared to the OS/2 Workplace 

Shell, it is a clunky, old-fashioned, extremely limited interface. 

The WPS's features leave the Windows 3.0/3.1 interface-itself 

little more than a shadow of the older Macintosh interface in the 

first place--way behind. 

Microsoft, trying hard to maintain long-term control of the 

desktop operating system environment with 'Windows Every

where," recognizes this. That's why it is working so hard to make 

the future "Chicago" and "Cairo" the successors to DOS or the 

DOS/Windows 3.x combination, while repeatedly promising to 

deliver-"real soon now"-the object-oriented capabilities 

available today with OS/2's Workplace Shell. 

Aside from its resource requirements, one of Windows NT's 

most important limiting factors is its boring Windows 3.1-like 

interface. Just compare it to WPS or N extStep ( or even the Apple 

desktop). 

Microsoft officials have told everyone, of course, that they "pre

served" the Windows 3.1 GUI in Windows NT for the sake of 

compatibility. There are, however, other reasons that are readily 

evident. Not the least of these is that to 

build a new GUI requires a lot of addi

tional work. 

NT was very late out the door in the 

first place, even with resource require

ments that, in memory at least, nearly 

double what was originally promised. To 

incorporate a newer and more powerful 

GUI on top of NT would not only have 

made the product even later, but would 

undoubtedly have further increased its 

already demanding (for the desktop, 

anyway) memory, disk, and processor 

requirements as well. 

OS/2 went through the necessary transition to a more power

ful object-oriented GUI with the Workplace Shell nearly two 

years ago. Its GUI of the future is already in place. 

Microsoft, however, must still navigate a difficult transitional 

passage from the old-fashioned File/Program Manager GUI to 

the more powerful object-oriented GUI that the prevailing wis

dom associates with "Cairo." In fact, I suspect it may actually 

introduce the new GUI as part of what I've long called NT Lite 

and Microsoft calls Chicago (or Windows 4.0/DOS 7.0 or 

whatever). 

To do so, however, will not be easy unless the Redmond 

developers limit the capabilities of the new GUI shell for all the 

flavors of Windows. There are three reasons why they must do 

so. First, existing users will have to adjust to the new GUI. Sec

ond, it will require huge amounts of new code. Third, to the ex-
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tent that it offers new capabilities, it will require new applications 

to exploit it. 

These are, of course, exactly the same three obstacles initially 

faced by the OS/2 Workplace Shell. The crucial difference is that 

WPS has now been shipping for nearly two years. Lots of users 

are already accustomed to using it and more are becoming so. The 

fundamental code for WPS is already well tested and stable and 

is ready for further optimization. WPS-exploitative applications 

are now appearing from numerous vendors at an increasing pace. 

Cairo (or whatever Microsoft wants to call its newer and more 

powerful GUI) still has all that ahead ofit. 

Beyond that, however, the OS/2 Workplace Shell is much 

more than just the user interface for OS/2. It is the common inter

face that not only will span the range ofIBM's microcomputer 

operating systems (OS/2, AIX, and Workplace OS) but will play 

a prominent role on the PowerPC and on OSF- and COSE

compliant Unix offerings from many other vendors as well. 

But they'll have in common more than the user interface. These 

operating systems will also share a common microkernel archi

tecture based on Mach 3. The latter promises to unite these at the 

bottom much as the Workplace GUI unites them at the top. 

The Mach 3 kernel and the WPS GUI together create an 

extremely powerful, robust, versatile foundation for a family of 

operating systems that will be able to span the entire range of 

systems, regardless of what type of processor provides their hard

ware basis. 

Kernel plus GUI together give IBM's operating system strat

egy an excellent chance to be as successful in the world of dis

tributed, downsized systems as was the original OS for IBM 

mainframes in its day. To say that this will be a serious challenge 

to Microsoft's 'Windows Everywhere" strategy is a considerable 

understatement. ♦ 

Need To Simulate/Train Your OS/2 Applications? 
Introducing CCW for OS/2 

A powerful computer-based training development tool 

■ Exact simulation of OS/ 2, Mainframe and DOS-Based 
applications 

■ Captures actual OS/2 screen components directly from 
the application 

■ Provided FREE"" with custom development project 

■ Used for over two years to meet customers' needs 

Putting Performance Support At lour Fingertips 

55 State Street ■ East Bloomfield, New York 14443 
Tel : 800-964-6299 ■ Fax: 800-934-6299 
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Custom CBT Developers 
For Over a Decade 

* Must meet minimum project amount 
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Annulment, please 
Blessing and Peace! Although I am still 
interested in continuing to receive your 
magazine, I became disheartened by the 
difficulties with OS/2 2.0 and the 
inability to resolve the "bugs" even with 
tech support. The final straw was being 
told that in order to receive the "main
tenance" update, which corrected over 
300 bugs, I would have to pay $24.95. 
This resulted in my deleting OS/2 from 
my system (386-40 mhz, AMI chip, 
8mb memory) and replacing it with 
DOS 6.0. Receiving the letter offering 
2.1 for $60 has not enticed me. I wrote 
to IBM Fulfillment about my dissatis
faction but have not received a reply. So 
I guess, at this point, OS/2, IBM, and I 
are separated. Nevertheless, continue to 
send the magazine since we haven't 
reached the divorce stage as yet. Love 
and Care in the Lord, 
Rev. Frederick Pompei 

INPUT 

Personal problems 
I can save you some money. After my 
experiences with OS/2, you don't have 
to keep sending me your expensively 
printed magazine. I installed OS/2 the 
first time and it first ruined the parti
tioning of my hard disk, then aborted 
the installation for reasons I couldn't 
understand. I had to reformat my hard 
disk and reinstall DOS to get back con
trol. The second time I tried to install 
it, it got hung up while trying to destroy 
my partitioning and aborted. But the 
egoistic parts of the programs were 
already installed and prevented me from 
getting back to DOS-it couldn't run 
in an OS/2 session. 

The third time I tried I got all ofit in 
but nothing worked. Clicking on the 
icons produced no action. I had to 
reformat the hard disk to get back con
trol. Only I couldn't install DOS again 
because nothing was formatted when I 
tried. I have two hard disks and both 

were unformatted by OS/2. DOS then 
offered to install itself on disks, which I 
accepted. I managed to soft reset the 
computer with the DOS 5 startup disk 
in drive A and got control again. I even 
used it to format both hard disks. 

OS/2 may be a good operating sys
tem, but it seems to denigrate every
thing in the computer to get itself 
installed. I really don't want any part of 
it. I met a woman who programs in 
REXX so I do know some people can 
use it-it's just that I can't. 
Sam Wetmore 
Venice, Florida 

Power PC 
I was reading some newsgroups on 
Internet, and came across a new news
group devoted to the new PowerPC 
machines. Since this new system seems 
to be part of a long-range plan with 
IBM and OS/2, are you planing on 

continued on page 67 
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Q&A 
A straight-talk interview on topics of prefessional concern 

Associating with 

RUSSELL ARTZT 

0 
nee upon a time, the name Computer Asso

ciates was known only to data center admin

istrators. Today, that has changed: The 17-

year-old CA has reshaped itself into a hard-charging 

multi-platform software company. Last year, CA 

made a commitment to a suite ofOS/2 applications, 

several of which are now shipping. 

Russell Artzt was one of CA's four co-founders, 

workingvirtuallyround theclockwith Charles Wang 

to build the Islandia, Long Island firm. Today, he 

serves as the company's executive vice president for 

research and development. Speaking with Artzt on 

Sept. 30, OS/2 Professional Editor-in-Chief Edwin 

Black probed CA's involvement with OS/2. An edit

ed transcript follows. 

Edwin Black: It's been a long road since 1976, when 
Computer Associates was founded. You were one 
of the original four co-founders. Today CA is a near
ly $2 billion company with 7,000 employees world
wide. Compare your existence today with those 
original days. 

RussellArtzt: In the old days, Edwin, when we start

ed in '76, we all did everything. I was running devel

opment. I mounted the tapes. When I had to be an 

operator in the computer room, I was. More often 

than not, we would work through the night. We still 

have the same philosophy we started with in 1976. 

We believe our managers need to be hands-on, tech

nical. They need to understand what's going on. 

That's why a lot of our development managers are 

"working managers" in that they not only manage a 

group of programmers, they are also very often 

involved in the actual coding--just as I used to be. 

So CA employs technocrats who can manage, not 
managers who interface with technocrats. 

Correct. My feeling is that if you don't know how to 
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do development yourself, you're not going to be successful as a 

manager, because you don't know what it takes. 

In those early days, you started out by swapping development 
for time on other peoples' computers, correct? 

Right. In the early days, [CEO] Charles [Wang] would make 

deals with other companies: "Give us x amount of free computer 

time and we'll give you the product for free." 

Any companies we would recognize today? 

Some. We worked with companies like American Can, Infor

matics, .... 

Are these currently now your customers, actually paying for the 
software? 

Yes, they are. And we can afford our own computers now. 

Working through the night-how did that affect your family life? 

Charles and I would work the weekends and through many a 
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night, our wives with us in the computer room. Basically, we 

had to get the work done. If you don't get the work done, you 

don't eat. 

Has it gotten any easier? Are you able to spend more time with 
your wife now than 17 years ago? 

I would sayyes. It's become easier in that sense. But the same pres

sure is there. The last time I worked through the night was a few 

months ago, getting out CA-Unicenter for HP-UX. Most 

importantly, it's just as much fun as in the old days--and that's 

the main thing to me. 

Back then, when you were going hand-to-mouth, did you ever 
envision you would be a billion dollar software vendor? 

We always wanted to be the biggest and best software company. 

I personally never thought in terms of numbers, or "would we hit 

a billion." But we did believe that if we created the best software 

we knew how, things would follow. As it turned out, we knew 

what we were doing. And we were able to make acquisitions that 

successfully fit into our existing technology. 
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How? 

Over the years, we built an architecture we call CA90s, the foun

dation for all of our software. CA90s gives developers a guide

line for developing software products. We employ a common 

set of tools that we use over and over again in building our soft

ware products. When we acquire other companies or other soft

ware products, the first thing we do is integrate these products 

into our architecture and make use of the common tools. 

You've seen a lot of operating systems come and go in the last 
20 years. Now you're energetically venturing into OS/2. Were 
you a believer from the outset? 

Yes, I knew about it from day one, years ago, and was always 

excited about it. 

But how long did it take CA to actually develop an app for 
OS/2? 

In the release 1 days, we were pretty excited, but frankly, the 

product was buggy and we weren't able to use it. We started our 

OS/2 product development last year after 2.0 was released 

and OS/2 became stable. 

How easy a decision was it? 

There was a meeting with Charles, and a consensus was reached. 

A lot of our large clients were telling us that OS/2 is important 

to them. Based on that, we decided to go for it. 

How many large clients? 

I had personally heard from hundreds of corporate clients attend

ing our conferences. Our larger database and application 

development clients made it clear that OS/2 was very important 

to them. And I certainly noticed a trend among some ofIBM's 

larger MVS clients, especially in the area of application 

· development. 

The first three applications to ship for OS/2 were CA-Compete, 
CA-Textor, and CA-Simply Accounting. Where are CA-Realiz
er and CA-SuperProject? 

They're in the final stages of production. We're looking to 

The Panasonic CF-580 Notebook Line 
Expandable Desktop Workstations 

That Fit in Your Briefcase 
The CF-580 series offers everything you need for 

serious computing in an expandable, 6-lb package. 

A 25Mhz 486S1 CPU is the engine behind these 

workhorse notebooks. 

Your expansion options start with an industry stan

dard PCMCIA type II slot, a dedicated fax/modem 
slot, and a replaceable 120 or 200 Mb. hard drive. 

Memory, which starts at 4 Mb., can be expanded to 

a generous 20 Mb. And the optional docking bay 
(with two 16-bit slots) makes instant connection to a 

wide range of peripherals a snap. All of this come 
packaged in a rugged, trim, ergonomic design. 

It's the only computer you 'll need. 

The CF-580 Series ... only from Panasonic! 
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actually ship them by Nov. 5th. 

So by the time our readers at Comdex see this interview, there 
should be boxes of CA-Realizer and CA-SuperProject avail

able. 

There should be. 

CA-Unicenter for 05/2, on the other hand, is just going into its 
initial beta test. How was your success with CA-Unicenter on 
other platforms? 

Very good. Our first delivery was CA-Unicenter on Hewlett 

Packard's 9000/800 machines running HP-UX. It exceeded our 

expectations. In fact HP is bundling it with its series 800 

machines. Whenever a new HP machine ships, it includes a free 

120-day trial for CA-Unicenter. 

When will CA-Unicenter finally make it to the 05/2 platform? 

We see a ship time frame of January. 

To what extent do the Windows and 05/2 versions of these 
applications differ structurally? 

Each is optimized internally for the environment it was designed 

for. Sometimes there are minor user interface differences which 

come from the differences between Windows and OS/2 PM. 

Otherwise it is the same application. There was quite a bit of 

development effort required to get the applications to run on 

OS/2 Presentation Manager. 

Was this a ground-up situation or a port? 

All these products are ports from Windows to full 32-bit OS/2 

implementation. 

Will they offer extensive Workplace Shell features? 

I wouldn't say the initial versions exploit it as much as we want. 

It will be more so in subsequent releases. For right now, we have 

ported our Windows applications over into a pure OS/2 Presen

tation Manager environment and still we have exploited some of 

the high frequency functions. For example, printing is multi

threaded in the background. 

I assume you used Micrografx Mirrors throughout? 

No. We wrote our own tools. Most of our code is written in C, 

so a lot of it was just a matter of taking the Windows dialogues 

and the C code, and then recompiling it under IBM's OS/2 C 

compiler. We have a utility tool to generate OS/2 PM code and 
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that helped us. But in a lot of cases, it was a matter of converting 

Windows dialogue into PM dialogue. So, you see, there was a lot 

of what we would call "grunt work'' involved. 

And when we see this CA-Unicenter box, what version will it 
sport? 

The CA-Unicenter box will be 1.0. 

That will be the first step. What version will further exploit the 
Workplace Shell, and what's the time frame? 

2.0. But we haven't announced a date. 

So you can't commit to 1994. 

Until we finish the planning process, I'd rather not. 

Moving on to CA-Realizer, is it going to be the counterpoint to 
Visual Basic? 

Yes. CA-Realizer is our Visual Basic competitor. As you know, 

Visual Basic only runs on Windows. CA-Realizer runs on both 

Windows and OS/2 now. It's a very powerful product, has a lot 

of tools, and a lot of capabilities Visual Basic doesn't have. The 

language is very robust, the visual forms environment called 

F ormDev is beautiful, just tremendous. 

Also, CA-Realizer comes with a lot of CA-written custom 

controls. When you design your form, you can design in your cus

tom controls: We've written our own container control, our own 

notebook control, for example. 

What's in the future for CA in 05/2? 

Two very big areas for us are application development and sys

tems management.We think CA-Realizer is going to be a big hit 

on Windows and OS/2. Also in application development, we just 

came out with a new GUI product called CA-Realia II Work

bench, a complete COBOL development environment for off

loading maintenance and downsizing mainframe applications, 

that runs under Windows. And we're in the process of moving it 

over into OS/2 Presentation Manager. Actually, all of our appli

cation development products will be moving over there. We have 

for instance CA-Ret, the Windows report writer, bundled with 

CA-Realizer 2.0. 

And CA-Unicenter? 

OS/2 is critical for CA-U nicenter. We're also looking at OS/2 as 

being strategic to CA-U nicenter as a client as well as a server.We 

are going to be using it as a client workstation in the future. 

, 
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So in all, if someone were talking to you on Jan. 1, 1994, how 
many OS/2 products would they see at Computer Associates? 

Several new ones, keeping in mind that there are also client appli

cations. 

Currently, approximately 75 percent of CA's revenue is from 
mainframes, and 10 percent from PC software. But by the turn 
of the century, that will all change. 

Yes. We all feel that the numbers are going to be pretty much split 

over a period of time. Mainframes will be maybe 25 percent, with 

the desktop being 25 percent with DOS and OS/2, Unix being 

25 percent and then another 25 percent of other platforms. 

Do you feel that there is going to be one OS that will dominate 
the remainder of this century, or is it really going to be split 
between a number of OSs? 

I twill be split among a number of operating system vendors. Just 

look at the mainframe. We started with one vendor, IBM. Now, 

you're talking about three major operating systems, MVS, VM 

and VSE. So I definitely see multiple operating system vendors. 

Some of the smaller players will die out. 

When will we see CA ship boxes of NT apps? 

We're definitely working on our application development prod

ucts for NT, and CA-Unicenter NT, but we haven't announced 

a delivery date. 

So that means 1994 will see CA-Unicenter for NT? 

Yes. 

And which do you believe will be the most popular product: CA
Unicenter for OS/2 or CA-Unicenter for NT? 

Hard to say. It really depends on how successful IBM is with OS/2 

as opposed to how successful Microsoft is going to be with NT. 

Well, would you bet the farm on IBM's marketing? 

I think it's pretty good. A lot of false starts, yes. But now, I see a 

serious, focused effort to get OS/2 out there. I've seen a big dif

ference lately. 

And are you confident that OS/2 is going to be a leading profit 
center for Computer Associates in the coming years? 

Yes I am. 

Thank you, Mr. Artzt. ♦ 
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ffLE OF 
Choosing Sides in 

PowerPC is emerging as the RISC 
on the microprocessor market. 

million CPUs 

BY MICHAEL 

he platform wars are the battles being waged in the 

computer industry for the desktops of the business 

world. The hostilities, involving as they do the future 

profitability of large manufacturing companies and a highly 

lucrative commodity, are intense: As businesses downsize and 

reengineer their information systems in the 1990s, they are mak

ing crucial decisions about platforms that have far-reaching 

implications. 

Since the advent of general purpose microprocessors in the 

1970s, technology has evolved through advances in processor 

architecture such as Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) 
technology, and by exploiting better manufacturing techniques. 

At the forefront of the microprocessor battles are two chips 

that have benefited from these technological advances: Intel's 

Pentium processor and the PowerPC chip developed by IBM, 

Motorola, and Apple. These processors are set to compete for 

the high-end PC market and the low- to mid-range workstation 

market. 

As the critical link between the hardware and the applications, 

operating systems are a key factor in the wars. As microproces

sor-based operating system technology has advanced from sim

plistic DOS/Windows to advanced multitasking environments 

like OS/2 2.x, Windows NT, PowerOpen, and Workplace OS, 

it has defined the terrain over which the chip battles will rage. 

RISC History 
Understanding RISC technology and its origins is important to 

any comparison of RISC and x86 processors. 

As the personal computer industry grew over the late 1970s 

Photo: Debi Fox 
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the Silicon Skirmish 

chip likeliest to challenge Intel's lock 
But an installed base of 130 
is hard to beat. 

KOGAN 

and 1980s, computer architects in academia and industrial 

research laboratories observed that processor cycle times were 

advancing faster than memory (RAM) access times and noted 

that this speed mismatch inevitably would result in performance 

bottlenecks. Also, analysis of instruction streams revealed that 

many complex instructions in a processor's instruction set were 

used only infrequently by compilers, yet considerable silicon 

resources were dedicated to the support of these instructions. 

In their attempts to overcome these bottlenecks, 

researchers found that the instruction set architecture of a 

processor has far-reaching effects on the performance of pro

grams. By using a simple instruction set rather than a complex 

instruction set (CISC), processor architects were free to 

evolve other techniques, such as pipelining, register 

windows, caches, and superscafar architecture, to 

increase performance. The term RISC was coined to 

refer to processors that conform to all or most of these evo

lutionary design tenets. 

As the technology matured, RISC processors 

entered the market as the CPUs for workstations~ 

desktop computers positioned above PCs and below mini

computers in price and performance. Configurations for RISC 

systems ranged from 16MB RAM and 

500MB of disk space at the entry level on up. In 

the 1980s, RISC workstations became attractive 

for large applications that needed more 

power than was available on PCs, or for 

large applications that were not scalable 
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to the segmented 16-bit x86 architecture prevalent in the PC 

market. 

Although most experts agree that RISC architectures are more 

suited to general-purpose computing than the x86 architecture, 

RISC applications appear primarily in niche applications such as 

visualization, modeling, and floating-point-intensive tasks. Hav

ing come of age in the shadow of the exploding PC market of the 

1980s, RISC technology continues to face an uphill battle against 

CISC's firmly established foothold. 

However, the transition from 16-bit to 32-bit software in the 

1990s provides an opportunity for greater exploitation of RISC 

technology in the computer industry. 

Battle of the Microprocessors 

In the near term, the Intel Pentium processor will be competing 

primarilywith the Power PC in the high-end PC and low- to mid

range workstation segments of the market. While there are other 

commercially viable RISC processors, such as the DEC Alpha, 

Sun SPARC, HP PA-RISC, and MIPS R4000 series, the Pow

er PC has the best chance for broad commercial acceptance for 

several reasons. 

REPORT 

First, the Power PC is backed by two of the largest and most 

capable semiconductor manufacturers in the world, IBM and 

Motorola. Second, due to the advanced manufacturing tech

niques of these two companies, PowerPC chips have a signifi

cantly lower cost and price/performance ratio than competing 

RISC processors, allowing aggressive pricing of Power PC chips. 

Third, this chip will be the heart of future Apple computers and 

IBM workstations, creating an immediate opportunity to sell 

significant volumes ofPowerPC chips. And finally, these volumes 

will allow the IBM/Motorola/ Apple troika to leverage Power PC 

products into the market and evolve distribution and support 

channels competitive with those of the PC market. 

Technical Overview 

Although classified as a CISC processor, the Pentium processor 

incorporates all of the characteristics of RISC-style design except 

for the simple instruction set. Internally, the Pentium processor 

is actually a RISC processor core that supports the x86 instruc

tion set. 

The Power PC architecture is the culmination of 20 years of 

experience developing RISC technology at IBM, and the 

-TABLE 1. PROCESSOR COMPARISON 

Pentium Processor PowerPC601 

Availability ....................... Now .......................................................................... Now 

Price (1000s) ..................... < $9001 ...................................................................... $4502 

ClockRate ........................ 60, 66MHz ............................................................... 50, 66MHz 

#ofTransistors ................ 3.1 Million ............................................................... .2.8 Million 

Fabrication Process ......... 3-layer metal BiCMOS ........................................... .4-layer metal CMOS 

Process Size ...................... 0.8 micron ...................................................... ........... 0.65 micron 

Die Size ........................... .294 mm2 .................................................................. 121 mm2 

Instruction Set ................. 80486+ ...................................................................... PowerPC 

Cache ................................ 8KB Code, 8KB Data .............................................. 32KB Unified 

Cache Coherency ........... .. MESI 3 ..................................................................... MESI 

Superscalar Issue ............. 2 integers per cycle or .............................................. .2 integers plus 
2 floating point per cycle 1 floating point per cycle 

Superscalar Execution .... .2 integers per cycle or ............................................... 1 integer plus 
2 floating point per cycle 1 floating point per cycle 

Branch Prediction ............ Dynamic ................................................................... Static 

lsource: Intel Marketing. 
2Source: Motorola. 
3Modified-Exclusive-Shared-lnvalid, a standard protocol used to manage memory coherency in 

multiprocessor architectures. 

L 
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PowerPC 601 is the first in a series of PowerPC micro

processors derived from IBM's RIOS single-chip (RSC) 

processor, which is used in RS/6000 workstations. 

Although both chips have about 3 million transistors, the Pen

tium processor die, based on an O. 8 micron process, is significantly 

larger. The fabrications ofthe Power PC use a smaller0.65 micron 

process. A larger die size means fewer chips per wafer during pro

duction, lowering yields and raising costs. However, Intel has said 

that 0.6 micron fabrication of Pentium processors should begin 

during the fourth quarter ofl 993, with availability in early 1994. 

But architectural differences in various microprocessors, 

although important, are often overemphasized. Each processor 

implementation makes different tradeoffs among instruction set 

design, clock speed, pipeline depth, superscalar capabilities, cache 

design, cost/price, and compiler technology. Also, many of the 

elements classified as RISC are now appearing in CISC archi

tectures like the Pentium processor, further blurring the line 

between the two. The only real difference between RISC and 

CISC is the actual instruction set architecture and its impact on 

performance. 

While benchmarks do not necessarily indicate how a proces

sor will perform running a specific application, they do provide a 

starting place for understanding the impact of different architec

tural characteristics. An important configuration parameter often 

overlooked in benchmarks is the size of the external cache. Since 

most benchmarks execute loops to generate their data sets, they 

are sensitive to external cache size. When considering price/per

formance, the cost of the static RAM used for the external cache 

should be factored into the total price. The SPECmark ratings in 

Figure 1 for the PowerPC utilize infinite external cache, while 

the x86 and Pentium processor benchmarks use 256KB of exter

nal cache. 

While the 66MHz PowerPC and Pentium processors have 

competitive integer performance, the Power PC has significantly 

better floating point performance as measured by SPECfp92. 

This is because the PowerPC has a better floating point archi

tecture while the Pentium processor, to retain compatibility, still 

uses the stack-based architecture found in 80x87 coprocessors. 

Also, the PowerPC can issue an integer and a floating point 

instruction in a single cycle. This leads to better performance for 

floating point-intensive applications such as visualization and 

engineering. Nevertheless, the majority of general-purpose com

puter applications are 90-95 percent integer-specific; hence, the 

REPORT 

PowerPC and Pentium processors should perform comparably 

for most native applications. 

Future Versions 

In addition to evolutionary increases in Pentium clock speeds, the 

Pentium's successors (the P6 and P7 chips) will probably incor

porate 64-bit addressing and additional modifications to the basic 

instruction set architecture, potentially enabling a native RISC

style instruction set while retaining x86 compatibility. 

Several future incarnations of the PowerPC-the 603 604 
' ' 

and the 620-have already been announced by IBM and Motoro-

la. The 603 will be a low-power version of the 601 suitable for 

battery-powered systems and hand-held devices. The 604 will 

incorporate high-performance features for high-end work

stations and servers including an enhanced instruction set and 

more superscalar capabilities. Further enhancements may in

clude dynamic branch prediction and dual integer operation 

execution capability. 

The 620 will be the highest performance PowerPC chip and 

is positioned for servers and supercomputers. Current rumors 

suggest that IBM is developing a microcode x86 emulation that 

would boost PowerPC x86 emulation speeds to Pentium pro

cessor performance levels. The 603 and the 604 are scheduled to 

become available in the 2nd half of 1994, and the 620 is ex

pected in early 199 5. 

The near-term competition between the PowerPC and the 

Pentium processor presages the next generation of software and 

microprocessor competition. As RISC developers are proving, 

there are better architectures than the x86 for maximizing per

formance. 

Nonetheless, the migration to non-x86 platforms will not dra

matically accelerate for several years. Why? Because Intel and 

other x86 vendors continue to create systems that are price, 

price/performance, and compatibility winners. Additionally, the 

RISC performance advantage depends on native software which 

is not yet available, and the maturation of stable 32-bit operating 

systems. 

Battle of the Software 
Software will in fact be the determining factor in the long-term 

prospects for migration to non-x86 processors. While the micro

processor architectural battle shows a clear trend toward a RISC 

victory, the operating systems conflict offers no clear indication 

which paradigm will dominate. Rather, several new trends are 
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emerging in all of the competing operating systems' architectures. 

For now, the two dominant models appear to be backward com

patibility and cross-plaiform portability. 

Backward compatibility lets off-the-shelf software written for 

existing platforms run on new platforms. The importance of 

backward compatibility becomes obvious when you consider the 

current installed base of systems and software. 

x86-based computers account for 85 percent of the 130 mil

lion microprocessor-based systems currently in use. In 1992 lntel 

shipped more than 30 million 32-bit x86 processors, with addi

tional shipments of another 40 million expected in 1993. This 

represents an overwhelming hardware and software market share 

when compared to Apple Macintosh or all the RlSC platforms 

combined. Apple Macintosh systems, for example, constitute 

only about 10 percent of the market, while combined RlSC sys

tem sales fall into the remaining 5 percent. 

Likewise, x86-specific software dominates the installed appli

cations market with more than 50,000 DOS and Windows 3.x 

applications. In contrast, Apple Macintosh applications number 

about 7,500, and some 5,000 applications exist for various RlSC 

platforms-mostly SunOS and IBM's AIX. 

REPORT 

Thus, users considering migration from an x86 platform to a 

PowerPC or other RlSC platform require support for DOS and 

Windows 3.x software. Likewise, Apple Macintosh users 

upgrading to the forthcoming PowerPC-based Macintosh will 

require support for existing 680x0-based software. (See sidebar 

for more on backward compatibility). 

In contrast to background compatibility, which supports exe

cution of "foreign" applications, cross-platform portability sup

ports software in native mode across platforms through recompi

lation and redistribution. Cross-platform portability benefits 

both developers and users. Software developers can target more 

platforms, thus generating more sales. Users and IS managers 

gain consistent applications and interfaces in multi-platform 

environments. 

You can see evidence of the trend toward cross-platform porta

bility in the decoupling of operating systems from hardware archi

tectures, and the decoupling of applications and operating sys

tems. In an ideal world, a combination of cross-platform porta

bility and backward compatibility would allow all applications to 

run on all operating systems which should run on all platforms. 

(See Across the Great Divide, page 39). 

SPECmark92 Measurements 
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The Operating Systems Universe 

Currently shipping Pentium processor systems primarily are run

ning DOS/Windows 3.1, OS/2 2.1, and Windows NT. As other 

environments are developed, they likely will be made compatible 

with x86 and Pentium processors because of their large hardware 

installed base. 

PowerPC 601-based RS/6000 workstations currently run 

IBM's AIX and will ultimately support a PowerOpen-compliant 

version of AIX. 

PowerOpen is not a specific operating system, but rather a term 

for operating systems sold by members of the PowerOpen Asso

ciation that are compliant with the PowerOpen specification. 

The association plans to support a standard architecture that lets 

users choose applications from various "PowerOpen-compliant" 

Unix environments, thereby avoiding the incompatibilities that 

exist across Unix platforms today. 

The PowerOpen specification, derived primarily from IBM's 

AIX, includes X/Windows, and optionally includes the Open 

Software Foundation's Motif interface. PowerOpen will provide 

an attractive, compatible migration path for existing IBM work

station users, and will be the platform of choice for PowerPC

based Unix systems. 

The first PowerPC 601-based Apple Macintosh systems are 

due by mid-1994, and will run a PowerPC version of System 7 

that also provides compatibility for existing 680x0-based Macin

tosh applications. Since System 7 is proprietary to Apple, it will 

REPORT 

be available only on Apple systems, and will be the platform of 

choice for most existing Apple users. But don't expect much 

migration from Unix applications to Macintosh. 

For the merger of Apple with other operating environments, 

look instead to Taligent. This Apple/IBM joint venture plans to 

deliver a completely object-oriented, platform-independent 

operating system known as Pink. IBM and Apple will migrate 

object technology developed by Taligent into OS/2, AIX, and 

System 7 over time, and will also make the Pink personality avail

able on their own operating systems when it is completed. 

(Because Pink represents an entirely new model and will not be 

available until 1995, it will most likely miss out on the first wave 

of software migration to 32-bits in the near-term.) 

Workplace OS, the portable version ofOS/2, will be attractive · 

to OS/2 users looking for platform independence, more power, 

and high-end, mission-critical features and performance. IBM 

expects to begin beta-testing Workplace OS before the end of 

1993, with general availability scheduled for late 1994. 

The PowerPC will be the first Workplace OS platform, with 

the Pentium processor second, and possibly other processor plat

forms to follow. While the initial release of Workplace OS will 

run DOS, Windows 3.x, and DOS, Windows 3.x, and OS/2 

applications, the system design can support other personalities 

such as AIX, Macintosh, and Pink in the future. With support 

for so many standard applications, Workplace OS should com

pete on any platform with any environment. 

Operating Systems Processor Platforms 

TABLE 2 

Native Applications 

--
Backward Compatihility Availability 

DOS/Windows 3.x .......... x86, Pentium ..................... DOS, Windows 3.x .......... N/ A .............................................. Now 

Apple System 7 ................. PowerPC .......................... Macintosh ......................... Macintosh .................................... 1Q24 

Powe.Open ...................... PowerPC .......................... PowerOpen ...................... DOS, Windows 3.x, .................... 2Q24 
AIX,Macintosh 

TaligentPink ................... PowerPC ........................... Pink .................................. DOS, Windows 3.x, .................... 1995 
Macintosh 

OS/2 2.x ............................ x86, Pentium ..................... OS/2 ................................. DOS, Windows 3.x, ..................... Now 
OS/216-bit 

Workplace OS ................. Pentium, PowerPC ........... OS/2 ................................ DOS, Windows 3.x, .......... ......... .4Q24 
AIX 

Windows NT .................... x86, Pentium, MIPS, ....... Win32 .............................. DOS, Windows 3.x, .................... Nowl 
Alpha, PowerPC POSIX 

1Alpha version currently in beta test, PowerPC version expected during 1994. 
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Windows NT, Microsoft's portable 32-bit version of Win

dows, is currently available for Pentium processor and MIPS sys

tems, and a DEC Alpha version is in nearing completion. A Pow

er PC version ofNT is expected sometime in 1994, and Microsoft 

appears to be aggressively porting NT to as many platforms as 

possible. 

Although Windows NT is ahead of Workplace OS at the 

moment, its immaturity and inability to compete with 32-bit 

x86 client platforms like OS/2 2.x are inhibitors to 32-bit appli

cation development in the near term, and give IBM the time it 

needs to complete Workplace OS. However, with Microsoft's 

outstanding developer support and marketing, Windows NT is 

currently the leading contender for the long term on non-x86 

platforms. 

While the Apple Macintosh and Unix workstation markets 

offer opportunities for volume shipments, the volumes will not be 

significant when compared to the PC market. To date, RISC 

proponents have not had much success convincing the major PC 

vendors to produce low-cost RISC-based PCs. IfPC makers cre

ate low-cost PowerPC-based PCs, however, Windows NT and 

ultimately Workplace OS appear to be the most viable platform 

REPORT 

alternatives because of the existing installed base and migration 

momentum. To penetrate the high-volume PC market, RISC

powered systems must rely on operating systems and applications 

that are not yet available or mature. 

That may take a while. Application developers in the x86 PC 

market who are migrating to 32 bits will first target the x86 32-

bit platforms because of the number of 386 and 486 systems in 

place and the continued growth in the x86 market. Software ven

dors will then leverage their PC-based products into selected 

RISC markets, based on volumes and available operating systems. 

As a result, it will take years for a substantial native application 

base to grow for RISC markets. 

The Outlook 

The Pentium processor and the PowerPC are the two most sig

nificant competitors in the platform wars. The Pentium proces

sor, because of its history and huge installed base, is clearly the 

front-runner for capturing the high-end PC market and portions 

of the low-end and mid-range workstation market. The Power

PC is the only RISC candidate that has the potential to ship in 

volumes large enough to compete with the x86-based offerings. 

LOOKING BACK 

U sers demand, reasonably enough, that any new platform 

be able to run everything the old platform ran, and run it 

atleast as well. Operating systems such as OS/2 2.1 have already 

demonstrated how backward compatibility can be provided on 

the same platform, but this task is considerably more difficult 

across processor platforms. 

While RISC processors can run native software fast, they are 

not inherently compatible with programs written for other 

architectures. Since the Power PC does not implement the Intel 

x86 or the Motorola 680x0 instruction set, Power PC-based sys

tems must use software emulators to run non-native software. 

Emulators imitate non-native systems and execute non-native 

programs by translating their instructions into equivalent native 

instructions. 

The leading emulation products for DOS and Windows 

support are Insignia Solutions Inc.'s SoftPC, Locus Comput

ing Corp.'s Merge for Unix environments, and Sun Microsys

tems Inc.'s upcoming Wabi software for Windows compatibil

ity in the Solaris environment. However, none of these prod-
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ucts currently provides absolute compatibility, the ability to use 

existing device drivers, or performance comparable to that of a 

native x86 processor. In fact, in testing SoftPC on a 150MHz 

DEC Alpha system (which is much faster than Power PC 601), 

DOS and Windows programs ran slower than they did on a 

native 25MHz 486 system. 

Apple's System 7 and PowerOpen will both provide Macin

tosh Application Services (MAS), an emulator that will allow 

existing Motorola 680x0-specific Macintosh software to run on 

a PowerPC-based system. Initial testing ofMAS on prototype 

PowerPC systems indicates that performance of 680x0-based 

Macintosh applications is slower than on a 25MHz 68040-

based Macintosh. 

To enable RISC processors to run DOS, Windows 3.x, and 

Macintosh programs is a difficult task, and with current tech

nology the result does not compare in price, performance, or 

price/performance to running on a native x86 or 680x0 proces

sor. However, emulation technologywill continue to evolve and 

improve over time. 
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However, the PowerPC-based systems will have to overcome all 

of the inherent problems facing any RISC candidate-those of 

backward compatibility, price, price/performance, and native 

application software. 

Over the next two to three years, cross-platform operating sys

tems will mature, more 32-bit software will be developed, and 

emulation technology will improve. While IBM, Motorola, and 

Apple accelerate their efforts to introduce PowerPC-based prod

ucts, Intel will be able to continue producing x86-based systems 

that are still price, price/performance, and compatibility winners, 

maintaining and growing the x86 market. 

ACROSS THE GREAT DIVIDE 

C ross-platform portability comes in one of two ways: 

operating system-dependent or operating system

independent. 

In the former case, the application is coded to the API of 

an operating system that is available on multiple platforms. 

In the latter scenario, the application is coded to an operat

ing system-independent interface, such as an application 

framework or object-oriented programming technology, 

that is available on multiple platforms. 

To enable operating systems across processor platforms 

with different instruction sets, advanced operating systems 

are appearing in portable implementations. To accomplish 

this, systems architects developed a construct called the 

microkernel. 

Micro kernel technology is the result of operating systems 

portability research conducted during the 1980s at Carnegie

Mellon University. A microkernel architecture such as 

Carnegie-Mellon's Mach isolates the portions of an operat

ing system that are processor-specific and multiprocessor

specific in a module known as a microkernel. 

Windows NT, PowerOpen, OSF/1, Workplace OS, and 

Taligent/Pink are all microkernel-based systems. All are 

based on the Mach microkernel, except Windows NT, 

which utilizes the proprietary NT Executive. 

An unfortunate side-effect of portable implementations 

is that they generally have higher system hardware require

ments and poorer performance compared to processor-spe

cific implementations such as OS/2 2.x. 

REPORT 

The Pentium processor is the system of choice for x86 users 

looking for more power, and is the ideal bridge to the non-x86 

based processors for the future. Users currently evaluating RISC

based platforms in their enterprises will most likely purchase a 

few PowerPC or other RISC-based systems to get experience 

with the technology. However, full and effective implementa

tions of Power PC or other RISC-based systems in the enterprise 

will await the maturing of the market. 

Over the long haul, the transition to 32-bit software and 

advances in emulation technology will pace the acceptance of 

RISC (or non-x86) architectures in the general computing mar

ket. However, by the time these technologies are mature, next

generation microprocessors that support a non-x86 RISC-style 

instruction set and the x86 instruction set may be available, effec

tively leveling the processor market. Only time will tell. ♦ 

Michael S. Kogan, Sc.D. , an independent consultant who specializes 

in personal computer software and systems, was lead designer of OS/2 

2.0. Kogan is co-author of The Design OJOS/2. 
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AIDA & OS/2: 
BY JOSEPH J. LAZZARO 

Providing "reasonable 
accommodation"Jor 

disabled workers is not 

the expensive, 

complex process 
it's made out to be. A 

variety ofOS/2 
technology solutions 

are available. 

Photo: The ALVA Braille Terminal reproduces in braille the information 
seen on a standard computer screen. 
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]I 
f you run or help manage a business, you don't need to be 

told about the Americans with Disabilities Act. What you 

do need to hear, though, is that you can comply with the let-

ter of the new regulations without breaking the bank. In fact, it 

can be less costly or complex than you may think to accommo

date disabled workers and avoid the costly penalties written into 

the three-year-old law. 

As a manager, you ignore the ADA at your peril. When a New 

York man recently sued a company for failing to hire him because 

ofhis blindness, he was awarded $6,000 inlostwages and $20,000 

in pain and suffering claims. If the company had known about a 

speech synthesizer that could have been purchased for a few hun

dred dollars, the situation likely would have played itself out very 

differently. The man would likely be employed, and the compa

ny would be $26,000 richer-a winning situation all around. 

Letter of the Law 

Signed into law in 1990, the ADA states that companies cannot 

discriminate against applicants or existing workers based on their 

disability. The ADA also says that "Reasonable Accommoda

tion" must be provided to permit disabled workers and applicants 

to perform their jobs independently. 

Therein lies the rub. The ADA has made company managers 

nervous because they fear that providing adaptive equipment is 

an expensive proposition. While accommodating some disabili

ties may indeed be complex, in most cases nothing could be fur

ther from the truth. 

In fact, you're already way ahead of the game in ADA com

pliance. Personal computers are readily adapted for disabled per-
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sons, in many cases for little more than what it would cost you to 

add a printer to an existing system. 

According to Brian Charlson, network administrator and an 

adaptive computer instructor at the Carroll Center for the Blind 

in Newton, Massachusetts, "Once you have mastered memory 

management and interrupt-conflicts, making workstations on a 

network function with large-print, Braille, speech, or other adap

tive systems is really no more complicated than doing the same 

on a stand-alone system. The real key issue is managing memo

ry resources and resolving conflicts with other installed circuit

cards, especially network adapter cards." 

The nature of the OS/2 operating system helps. Because of its 

object-oriented design, OS/2 is a ready and willing platform for 

adaptive developers. In fact, OS/2 is a particularly supportive 

environment for the disabled because of the ability to construct 

specialized objects like notebooks, dialogue boxes, or folders that 

suit special needs. 

As James Thatcher, a researcher at IBM's Thomas]. Watson 

Research Center, observes, "Compared to other graphical user 

interfaces, OS/2 is highly compatible with adaptive hardware and 

software products because it possesses the internal hooks and sys

tem calls to work together with various forms of adaptive tech

nology. An example of this is the embedded support within OS/2 

for speech-output programs for blind users." 

Adapting the PC 
Since most personal computers can accept circuit cards or exter

nal serial, parallel, or SCSI devices, it is a relatively straight-for

ward task to interface adaptive peripherals that permit equal 

access to work and information. And, of course, adaptive soft

ware loads and configures as easily as does any other application 

or utility. 

Many forms of adaptive technology are available to choose 

from, depending on the nature of the disability. Speech synthe

sis hardware and software permit blind and visually impaired users 

to hear their keystrokes and to verbally "read" both text- and 

graphics-based computer screens. Deaf and hearing-impaired 

users can employ the computer as a communications device to 

"talk'' over the telephone or to share information within the office 

environment. 

Local area networks, fax, on-line conferencing, and electronic 

mail are also empowering technologies for hearing-impaired 

workers, permitting communication in a non-verbal manner. 

People with motor impairments can use the computer to com

municate and access information through devices that bypass the 

keyboard. Hardware-based keyboard emulators can, for example, 

be plugged directly into the standard keyboard socket and used 

to control an OS/2-based computer system. As far as the com

puter is concerned, input is coming from the standard keyboard. 

For example, the T-TAM from the University of Wisconsin's 

Trace Center allows any serial output communication aid to be 

used instead of the computer's standard keyboard and/or mouse. 

IBM Keyguard 
One of the simplest forms of adaptive technology is a shield for 

the traditional computer keyboard that helps assure that the right 

key is pressed only when the user wants to do so. A product of 

IBM, the Keyguard ($80) is a molded plastic overlay that fits over 
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a standard qwerty-style keyboard. It has holes that permit access 

to the individual keys. In order to strike a key, a finger must be 

inserted into one of the holes. 

The guard is designed for individuals who have the ability to 

type on an ordinary keyboard, but have some difficulty with fine 

motor control. It permits the worker to rest his or her hands on 

the keyboard between keystrokes, considerably reducing the 

number of accidentally struck keys. The Keyguard also allows the 

keyboard to be positioned at the angle that is most comfortable 

for efficient data entry. 

Screen Reader/2 

The shift to graphics-based user interfaces has caused great con

cern among blind computer users because reliable methods to ver

balize graphics platforms like OS/2 and Windows-that is, con

vert them to speech-based output-were not available until very 

recently. Now, however, speech and Braille output screen reader 

systems have burst upon the market, broadening still more access 

opportunities for disabled users. 

Screen Reader/2 vl.1 from IBM ($723) is a graphics-based 

program for blind and visually impaired computer users running 

OS/2 2.1. This powerful software package permits blind users to 

hear their keystrokes aloud, and to read the screen by character, 

word, line, icon, or window. 

Once installed, the screen-reading software begins speaking 

immediately after OS/2 and Presentation Manager load into 

memory. 

Operating the speech software is as simple as using an arrow 

key to move around the screen. When the cursor or mouse is 

moved to an object, the speech software automatically verbalizes 

that letter, word, line, window, or individual icon. An external 

keypad is also used to read pre-defined screen regions. 

Screen Reader/2 can also monitor any portion of the screen for 

changes, and make verbalizations based on those changes. For 

example, if the phrase "main menu" suddenly appears in a win

dow, Screen Reader/2 can be programmed to verbalize the entire 

window, or any select portion, automatically. 

The software will work with many commercially available 

speech synthesizers; voice quality depends on the brand of speech 

hardware being used. For the most natural-sounding speech, 

consider the D ECtalk synthesizer from Digital Equipment 

Corporation. 

Screen Reader/2 is the first verbalization program to offer 

access to three operating environments: OS/2 2.1, Microsoft 

Windows 3.1, and DOS. (A DOS-only version is also available 

from IBM.) For advanced users, it comes with its own program-
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ming language. Similar to Pascal, the Profile Access Language 

(PAL) permits Screen Reader/2 to verbalize applications soft

ware by monitoring what is painted to the screen, allowing the 

creation of speech-friendly talking applications. 

Braille Output 
Screen Reader/2 can also provide Braille output with the addi

tion of an optional refreshable Braille display device. Designed 

especially for blind computer users, refreshable Braille displays 

translate computer output into Braille in real time using mechan

ical pins that pop up and down under software control. The Alva 

Braille display from Humanware of Loomis, California, consists 

of a metal strip that holds the mechanical Braille dots for the user 

to read. Arrow keys move the display through a document, 

spreadsheet, or other types of files. 

The Alva displays consist of standard 8-dot Braille cells, and 

can be purchased in either 20, 40, or 80 cell configurations. Alva's 

four models are compatible with DOS, Wmdows, and OS/2. The 

23 and 43 are portable units, while the 43 and 83 are desktop 

models. Each unit includes status cells for the monitoring of cur

sor location and video attributes such as highlight bars and screen 

colors. The prices of the Alva range from $4,995 to $14,495. 

Braille printers can also be used with OS/2 systems to gener

ate hard-copy Braille documents on demand. Since most Braille 

printers interface through standard serial or parallel ports, they 

can be connected easily to stand-alone or networked computers. 

In order to generate hard-copy Braille, all you need is a Braille 

printer and a special piece of software known as a Braille transla

tor. The translator accepts standard word processing files and for

mats the text for proper Braille output. The Juliet Braille printer 

from Enabling Technologies of Stuart, Florida ($3,995), prints 

up to 40 characters per second, and can connect via a serial or par

allel port. Juliet can print on both sides of the paper, and can also 

emboss on metal or plastic for sign-making. The DOS-based 

Duxbury Braille Translation software from Duxbury Systems 

(Littleton, Massachusetts, $495) can translate text files into stan

dard Braille, and is compatible with most Braille printers on the 

market. Duxbury can run in a DOS window under OS/2. 

Phone Communicator 
Designed for deaf and hard-of-hearing users, the PhoneCom

municator from IBM is a DOS-based system that permits a com

puter to be used as a text-telephone device, passing messages back 

and forth over telephone lines. The system allows deaf persons to 

"talk" to hearing persons, provided the hearing person has a 

touch-tone telephone. No special equipment other than the tele-
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486/33 = 486/33 
Right? 

The clock rate of your microprocessor isn't the on ly thing 
that affects how fast your machine can run OS/2. The bus 
type, cache, video card, and disk drive are factors in 
overal l performance. The question is, how do you get a 
realistic idea of how fast your machine is runn ing 32 bit 
OS/2? 

We'd like to make a suggestion. BenchTech for OS/2 is a 
suite of more than 25 benchmarks written specifica lly for 
OS/2. If you are in the market fo r OS/2 capable 
computers, or you just want to optimize the computer you 
have, Bench Tech for OS/2 is the too l you need. 

Bench Tech is a 32 bit PM application, that features, in 
addition to the system, disk, CPU, video, and application 
benchmark tests, a logging facility, a macro faci lity, on line 
help, and CUA 91 controls. 

For more information, or to order your copy, ca ll: 
1-800-598-1718, or 

(in the US) The Corner Store 1-800-I-BUY-OS2 

foR 0S(2 

(in the UK) OS/2 lnt'I User Group 
44 28 5641 175 

(in Germany) EDV Beratungun 
49 61 837 2918 

SyNnik 
SysTEMS 

Circle #76 

POWERMAP 
VERSION 2.0 

PROCESS DOCUMENTATION AND 
AUTOMATIC FLOWCHARTING TOOL FOR 
BUSINESS PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING 

• Automatically draws a flowchart which highlights people 
(doers) and their time involved in the process. 

•Calculates two distinct times (work and wait) for each 
activity in a process. 

• Documents tasks, routing activities, parallel tasks, gotos, 
decision points, inputs, outputs, customers, suppliers, 
doers, subprocesses, macro processes, process mission 
statements, and termination points. 

•New-Drag and Drop activity re-sequencing. 
• New-Tracks activity costs, iterations and transactions. 
•New-Additional reports and color flowchart printout 
support 

For pricing inquiries and a list of client/server consultant services contact: 

lNVlCTUS SVSTECTJS CORPORaTION 
5268 Lyngate Court, Burke, VA 22015 

Phone (703) 503-8060 Fax (703) 503-8064 
Circle #85 
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phone is required by the hearing person. 

PhoneCommunicator has a built-in speech synthesizer that 

converts typed text into "spoken" words. The hearing person lis

tens to the speech synthesizer and uses the touch-tone keypad to 

respond, in one of two ways. PhoneCommunicator can accept 

either spelled input or numerical sequences that its dictionary rec

ognizes as shorthand for words. 

The device can also communicate with standard T elecommu

nications D evices for the Deaf(TDDs) and personal computers 

operating in "chat" mode, and with on-line services and bulletin 

boards. 

PhoneCommunicator also has an automatic answer mode, and 

can record incoming messages to be viewed by the deaf user at his 

or her convenience. Commonly used messages can be stored and 

played back on command, useful for routine communications 

tasks, such as notifying a co-worker when a report is ready. 

On the Drawing Board 

IBM is currently alpha-testing an OS/2-based screen magnifica

tion program. According to sources at Big Blue, the program can 

work with Screen Reader/2, allowing users to obtain both speech 

Customizing the OS/2 Keyboard 

You can customize the behavior of the standard keyboard 

from within OS/2 2.1. 

1. Select OS/2 System from the desktop; 

2. Select System Setup; 

3. Select Keyboard. 

You will see a notebook with different tabs to allow you to 

customize keyboard functions. 

You can adjust how long a key must be held down 

before it is accepted as a keystroke (Acceptance delay), 

the rate of speed at which the key will repeat its func

tion when it is held down (Repeat rate), 

and how long a pressed key must be held down before 

it begins repeating its function (Delay until repeat). 

The sticky keys input method lets you press and release a 

series of keys (for example, Ctrl+ Alt+ Del) sequentially but 

have the keys behave as if the keys were pressed and released 

at the same time. 
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and enlarged type at the same time. This program, ifit becomes 

a product, would be very useful to persons with low vision, users 

with learning disabilities, or for those whose eyes grow tired star

ing at a crowded video display. 

According to a reliable source, IBM is also working on a set of 

utilities to make OS/2 easier to operate for persons with disabil

ities. Similar to the Access packs for DOS and Microsoft Win

dows. The new set of utilities would include keyboard and mouse 

enhancements useful for persons with motor impairments. The 

OS/2 Access package would also include utilities for deaf users 

that would translate speaker beeps into a visual format. As of now, 

IBM is keeping these plans, if they exist, closely guarded. 

IBM also is about to roll out a new voice recognition system 

that functions as a voice-writer running under OS/2. According 

to IBM sources, the expected release date is late 1993 or early 

1994, with the target price at about $1,000. The voice-input sys

tem has a vocabulary of30,000 words, similar to that ofDragon

Dictate, a $4,995 product from Dragon Systems of Newton, 

Massachusetts. 

Running on a 486-66mhz machine with 32MB of RAM and 

about 200MB of disk space, the system will be able to recognize 

discrete speech so long as there are brief pauses between words. 

T hus it will be possible for an employee to dictate text that is then 

passed into any standard word processor. According to John Alt

son, an IBM product manager in Somers, New York, the system 

is being used at the New York Times with persons with repetitive

stress injury, and could be customized to accommodate people 

with motor impairments. 

Final Words 
The good news is that OS/2 comes out of the box ready to run a 

variety of adaptive hardware and software. Many disability

related application programs written for DOS or Windows 

can run in D OS or Windows sessions under OS/2. 

The bad news is that there's still a ways to go. According to 

Dr. Greg Vanderheiden of the Trace Research and Development 

Center at the University of Wisconsin, "At the moment there 

isn't a great deal of adaptive hardware and software written 

specifically for OS/2 yet. However, it is one of the few GUI 

operating systems which has a screen reader for it, and is one of 

continued on page 50 

An ADA Resource Guide 

There are numerous free sources of advice and information 

on how to comply with the ADA. 

► Your local state rehabilitation agency or commission is a 

good starting place; many will provide consultation at no 

charge, and in some cases, will loan adaptive equipment free of 

charge. 

► The National Institute on Disability Rehabilitation and 

Research runs a toll-free hotline to connect you to your nearest 

ADA Technical Assistance Center. The hotline can field ques

tions on all aspects of ADA compliance and is in operation dur

ing normal business hours. You can reach the NIDRR hotline 

by calling (800) 949-4232. 

► A free handbook on how to adapt PCs is available from the 

Clearing House on Computer Accommodations, a service of 

the General Services Administration in Washington, D.C. 

Write to: Susan A. Brummel, Director, CHOCA, c/o GSA, 

Room 2022, KGDO, 18th and F Sts. NW, Washington, DC 

20405. 

► A free source ofinformation on-line, the Job Accommoda

tion Network OAN) BBS, is also a good place to ask questions 

of the experts. JAN can be reached by calling (800) 342-5526. 

► A research and development center that focuses on assistive 

technology, the Trace Center at the University of Wisconsin, 

maintains databases devoted to adaptive technologies and their 

application. The Trace Resource Book (S40) and the Co-Net 

CD (single CD S27; two-issue subscription S50) are available 

from the Trace R&D Center, S-151 Waisman Center, 1500 

Highland Av., Madison, WI 53705, (608) 262-6966, fax (608) 

262-8848. 

► Project EASI (Equal Access to Software and Information) 

provides guidance in the area of access-to-information tech

nologies. Project EASI staff and volunteers stay informed about 

developments in the adaptive computer technology field and 

disseminate that information to schools, colleges, universities, 

and into the workplace. EASI is reachable via the Internet at 

easi@educom.edu or easi@educom.bitnet. You can also write 

to EASI c/o Educom, 1112 16th Street, NW, Suite 600, Wash

ington, DC 20036. Voice and fax calls go to (310) 640-3193. 

► IBM has established a toll-free national support center to 

assist persons with disabilities: (800) 426-4832. 
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I ,_ - HARD WORK AND A LITTLE BIT OF LUCK J 

After writing 350,000 line of code, Edward Iacobucci had to do it 
all over again. And now Citrix Systems, Iacobucci's baby, is 

shipping the result: Win View for Networks. 

BY JENNIFER DEJONG 

dward Iacobucci likes to talk in terms of minor miracles. 

That's true particularly when he's thinking back on the 

business he founded almost half a decade ago. The first 

miracle being able to raise the capital to start Citrix Systems, 

Inc., in 1989. Then there was a second-writing in only one 

year the 350,000 lines of code needed to create the first version of 

the company's OS/2-based applications server software. 

The third miracle-but not the last-was doing it all over again 

for OS/2 2.0. 

"There's something to be said for not knowing some things are 

impossible," says Iacobucci, whose company stands as his 

strongest evidence: It currently is 70 employees strong and grow

ing at a rate of 35 percent a quarter. 

His persistence paved the way for Citrix's current flagship 

product, Win View for Networks, which shipped earlier this year. 

Based on the firm's original applications server, the product allows 

multiple remote users to tap simultaneously into both Windows

and character-based OS/2 and DOS applications that reside on 

a central server. 

Users like the program because it's fast and easy to use, and it 

offers the tight security critical to multi-user systems. It's espe

cially well-suited to field salespeople who need to check their e

mail messages or access the corporate database to review a cus

tomer account or check inventory. They dial in via phone lines to 

the Win View server or connect directly to NetWare or LAN 

Manager. Once connected, the program acts and feels as if the 

user is running applications locally. That means even older, slow 

PCs can function as full Windows workstations. 

Although the modest Iacobucci might not agree, the success 

he is enjoying with Win View for Networks actually has little to 

do with miracles. It is instead compounded from three key ingre

dients: top-notch engineering expertise, a willingness to fight a 

lengthy uphill marketing battle, and a conscious decision to 

form alliances with-rather than make enemies of-his industry 

competitors. 

The Original OS/2 Guru 
Prior to founding Citrix, Iacobucci lived and breathed OS/2 for 

five years. In fact, he led the IBM-Microsoft joint development 

effort that conceived the original OS/2 product. 

"Those were interesting times," he recalls. As an 11-year IBM 

veteran who spent the first half of his career in large systems, "I 

worked with some of the top minds in the industry to bring to 

the PC platform a level of sophistication that had never before 

existed." 

The original goal was to come up with an operating system that 

would deliver a PC platform offering access to mainframes, while 

meeting Microsoft's need for a DOS replacement. The result, the 

original character-based version ofOS/2, shipped in 1987. 

The following year, Iacobucci took on the more technical role 

of setting directions for the 32-bit OS/2-what was to become 

version 2.0. But as his experience with OS/2 deepened, Iacobuc

ci also became more and more interested in the possibilities that 

the operating system held for low-end multi-user systems. He 

realized that other than Unix vendors, no one was serving that 

market. And Unix couldn't offer what OS/2 could: compatibil

ity with the enormous installed base of DOS. 
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"I began to think about the mom-and-pop shops, the corner 

drugstores," says Iacobucci. "[At that time] the big guys weren't 

interested in those markets." 

So by early 1989, with the IBM-Microsoft relationship essen

tially still intact, he set out on his own. He had just published the 

best-selling OS/2 Programmers Guide, complete with a foreword 

by Bill Gates, and for a time he considered a career in writing 

books. But the stronger calling was to found a company and de

velop an OS/2 product. 

Trouble was, he didn't know ifhe had what itwould take. What 

he did know was that he couldn't do it on a shoestring. "An oper

ating system company," he points out with some justice, "is not a 

garage operation." 

To succeed, he knew he would need extensive ISV (inde

pendent software vendor) support, strategic alliances, and a well

developed channel-not to mention high-level engineering 

resources. More important still, he needed some serious venture 

capital and a nod of approval from Microsoft. 

Citrix is Born 

Thanks to a little bit of luck and a lot of hard-won respect, 

Iacobucci got both. Microsoft granted him an OEM license for 

OS/2. Venture capitalist Sevin Rosen Funds, with co-investors 

Kleiner, Perkins, Caufield, and Byers and the Mayfield Fund, put 

up the money. With a name derived from citrus (for Florida) and 

Unix (for multi-user systems), Citrix Systems, Inc., was born in 

Coral Springs, Florida. 

By September of 1989, Iacobucci had assembled a team ofl4 

people, all of whom had followed him from IBM, and set out to 

create Citrix Multi-User, a DOS-compatible, character-based 

applications server geared to the needs of small business. The 

A Citrix Systems engineer leads a three-day international resellers 
training class. 

time. "Building a channel for an infrastructure product is a diffi

cult process," he notes. "The reseller has to bet his business on it." 

Turning the Corner 

Iacobucci took that gamble, and Citrix began the formidable tasks 

✓,,Those were marvelous times," recalls 
Iacobucci. ✓,,The energy of the start up 

of learning how to sell the product while writ

ing a new version for 2.0. 

By 1992, users were crying out for LAN inte

gration and for Microsoft Windows' graphic 

user interface. At the same time, interest in was incredible." 
team wrote 350,000 lines of code in a year's time-a feat that 

would require the labor of hundreds of programmers at a large 

firm. 

"Those were marvelous times," recalls Iacobucci. "The energy 

of the start up was incredible." 

The product shipped in 1991, and although he won't say how 

many units sold, he admits it would have been easy to fold at that 
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remote computing was on the rise. These fac

tors led Citrix to create Win View for Networks, which incorpo

rates all three capabilities. Yet another minor miracle. 

Citrix licensed Windows 3.1 from Microsoft. It also began 

working closely with the dominant network vendor, Novell, to 

incorporate Citrix technology in the NetWare OS/2 requester. 

By June 1992, the two firms signed a joint marketing agree

ment that would allow Citrix to sell its products through 
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Novell's well-established channel of platinum and gold dealers. 

These moves led to a slew of other agreements, including the 

licensing of Windows NT from Microsoft , and joint marketing 

agreements with Shiva, DCA, Cubix, and Centrum. While some 

might have regarded these firms as competitors, Citrix saw them 

as partners. "It's not a war," says Iacobucci. "Application server 

technology is complementary." 

Since its release earlier this year, Win View for Networks has 

been selling steadily. Iacobucci declined to say how many units 

have shipped or to give Citrix's revenues, but users say they are 

happy with the product. 

" obody beats Win View's speed across the phone line. [The 

performance] was shocking when we saw it," says Chip Bankston, 

ofCMI Group, a reseller, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, who uses 

the system in-house and sells it to corporate and government sites. 

One ofBankston's customers, a local insurance company that 

deals in worker compensation claims, uses Win View for its 19-

person field sales force. By dialing into the central server at head

quarters, each of them can tap into the corporate database to ver

ify a lawyer's report on a particular claim or check whether a pay

ment has been issued. "All the end user knows is that he makes a 

request and the results appear," says Bankston. 

One drawback customers find with the system is that the cur

rent version of Win View doesn't let you copy files easily from a 

local drive while you're connected to the central server. Iacobuc

ci, who takes pride in always listening to his customers, hints that 

the problem will be addressed in a future version. 

Among Citrix's upcoming product offerings is a version of 

Win View ported to Microsoft NT as a complement to the OS/2 

version. For the company, Iacobucci is determined to sustain 

growth and to remain aggressive in responding to the market

place. He won't say when and if Citrix will go public, or what the 

company's next miracle might be. But one thing is sure: No mat

ter how large his company grows, he will remain unassuming 

about his success. 

Says Iacobucci: "I would like to say I was good at what I did, 

but I think I just got lucky." ♦ 

Jennifer dej ong is a freelance writer based in Boston, Massachusetts. 

For users 
who really 

cook! 

Gail Ostrow, Andrew Verdesca, and Dave Conklin. 

Silver Grey cooking apron 
50% cotton, 50% polyester; 30" long; handy 

double pockets, adjustable neck strap. 

Please send me aprons ($15 each) $ __ _ 

add shipping $ ----'3"-'.-=-oo=-
TOTAL enclosed $ __ _ 

Name ___________________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

City _________ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

Enclose check or money order or charge card authorization. 

Please bill my O Visa O MasterCard 

Card number __________ Exp. Date __ 

Signature _________________ _ 

Send to: Dl!iC-D-TECH 
7831 Woodmont Ave., #381 • Bethesda, MD 20814 
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Wt>RKSMPOS/2 
OS/2 32 bit lntegratable Modules 
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with Foolprinl Worl,cs for OS/::1 : 

• WOfdProeessi,.. 
•S~~t,; 

"°""'"' • O..~FU11r 
•Report\ll/'r1~r 

Five integrated modules providing a full 
range of personal productivity features ... 

~ Word Processing 

II I I Ill Spreadsheets 

@li] Charting 

~ Data Filer 

L] Report W riter 

Footprint Software will make available 
to corporations and developers 

SOM Objects, 
Source Code & APl's 

Call Today About Our Cost Effective 
Solutions for OS/2 Users. 

For Information or prices contact Sharon Manuel at 

1-800-465-84 70 

SOFTWARE INC 

Footprint Software Inc. 53 Yonge St. Toronto, Ont M5E 1J3 
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continued from page 4 5 

only two that has disability features built in." 

The personal computer is a vehicle for putting persons with 

disabilities on the road to independence, allowing millions of men 

and women to pursue career and educational goals. Local area 

networks offer even more to disabled workers, as they create a 

level playing field where all can equally share information. ♦ 

Joseph J L azzaro is author of "Adaptive Technologies For Learning 

And Work E nvironments" (1993, American Library Association, 

800-545-2433), a 250-page guide on how to adapt personal com

puters for the disabled. H e can be reached on the Internet as laz

zaro@bix.com. 

It Pays to Comply 

Adaptive hardware and software pays for itself in the long 

run. According to Michael Dziokonski, director of 

employment services at the Massachusetts Commission for 

The Blind, "Adaptive technology puts people back into the 

work force, and this saves millions of dollars in social security 

payments and taxes. When a person returns to the work force, 

he or she becomes a tax payer, rather than a tax burden." 

Closer to home, there are tax advantages for small businesses 

that provide adaptive equipment to their workers, making it 

more attractive to comply with the law. The business equip

ment purchased bya company to comply with the law is a legit

imate tax deduction as a business expense. Under the recently 

modified tax code, the maximum allowable amount of capital 

equipment that a business can expense (deduct in the year of 

purchase rather than over several years through depreciation) 

has been raised from $10,000 to $17,500. 

The Disabled Access Credit (Internal Revenue Code Sec

tion 44) allows a tax credit rather than an ordinary deduction 

for expenses incurred by small businesses in complying with 

the ADA. (A deduction reduces the amount of income on 

which you owe tax, whereas a credit directly reduces the 

amount of tax you owe.) The Disabled Access Credit is avail

able for 50 percent of"eligible expenses" up to $10,000 per year. 

For example, if a qualifying small business spends $10,000 

on adaptive equipment to accommodate a disabled employee 

pursuant to the ADA, that firm would be entitled to a tax cred

it of $5,000 in any given year, less a $250 deductible. A qual

ifying small business is defined as: one that has gross receipts 

of less than $1 million per year or fewer than 30 full-time 

employees. 
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Automated GUI Testing For Everyone 
You can have your cake and eat it too-all it takes is the right utensils. 

BY LINDA G. HAYES 

I ronically, the very things that make graphical interfaces so easy 

to use--the fluidity of context, the pleasing icons, the propor

tional fonts-make them difficult to test with automated 

tools. This is because traditional testing tools expect the same 

input to produce exactly the same output, and graphical environ

ments are not static enough for this model to work. Although a 

person can easily make allowances for differences such as vari

ances in the size or placement of a window, software can't cope as 

easily. 

There are a number of automated testing tools available for 

Gill applications that seek to address these challenges. But these 

tools vary widely in approach and results. 

Recent innovations, however, promise automated testing tools 

for Gill applications that introduces structure to the testing 

process while flattening the learning curve so that mere mortals 

can be productive, both now and in the long run. 

Capture/Playback Testing 
Let's admit it: When it comes to automating tests, most testers 

want to sit down and just do the test manually, while the inputs 

and outputs are unobtrusively saved for later automated ex

ecution and comparison. This approach, known as capture/ 

playback, has enjoyed popularity for text applications. Input was 

saved and replayed as keystrokes; output was stored and compared 

as screen lffiages. 

But even for stolid and predictable single-threaded text appli

cations, maintenance of the captured tests was often so laborious 

that they simply were discarded and recreated when the applica

tion changed. A single difference, even if cosmetic, could have a 

pervasive impact. For example, a new addition to a menu could 

ripple across every test that traversed the menu: Not only would 

new tests have to be added, but old tests would require changes 

to both the keystrokes and screen images as well. 

As a result, it was often easier to just start over than to locate 

every instance and make changes. Unfortunately, if tests are dis

carded too frequently, you lose not only the productivity automa

tion conveys but also the cumulative knowledge from experienced 

users captured in the tests. 

For graphical applications, there is yet another problem. You 

have to worry not only about what to do if the application changes, 

but also whether the test will repeat itself successfully even if the 

application hasn't changed. This is because the state and context 

of the en tire system directly affects your application's behavior and 

appearance. 

As a simple example, the position of a new application window 

is determined relative to other windows already present. 

Although this is one of the friendly features that make graphical 

interfaces so accommodating, it can wreak havoc with your test. 

To obtain precisely the same result in a later test run means you 

must be aware of-and in control of-the entire operating envi

ronment of your workstation. 

Some testing tools have tried to address this issue by allowing 

testers to define windows or areas of interest; these are stored as 

bitmap images for later comparison, often using sophisticated 

pattern recognition routines. But aside from the amount of stor

age needed for high-resolution bitmaps and the computing power 

required to find and compare them, there are still pesky problems 

such as the varying resolutions and attributes possible from dif

ferent graphics cards-a variable that may cause inconsistent 

results from one computer to another. 

And if you thought maintaining text screens was tedious, just 

try bitmaps.Unless you are prepared to modify them pixel by pixel 

(there can be more than a million of them on one screen), you 

have to recapture them-which means you have to recreate the 

test. And if you thought editing keystrokes was tricky, you can 

forget mouse movements. Editing a mouse event outside of con

text is like trying thread a needle in the dark. 

Scripting Languages 
Given these headaches, some graphical environment tool vendors 

have decided to approach the problem from the inside out. Instead 

of capturing the physical events-keystrokes, mouse clicks, 

screens or bitmaps-these tools allow the Presentation Manager 

events to be captured and enhanced with scripting or program

ming languages. 

It works like this. All of that freedom of context and most of 
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those gorgeous graphics are managed by the Presentation Man

ager. Instead of e;\ch application carrying in it the rules and 

details for behaving and displaying in a consistent way, it is all 

provided by the graphical interface itself. The application makes 

requests of the interface, and the interface carries them out. These 

communications are called events. 

For example, the application asks for a radio button to be pre

sented. It is the Presentation Manager that draws the box, shows 

the options, colors in all the pixels to show the state, and lets you 

toggle it with a mouse. Your application just wants to know, was 

it turned on or off? 

With certain exceptions for custom controls, these events can 

be recorded in lieu of the physical activities. So the selection of an 

item from a menu, for example, could be recorded as the event 

Select Menu Item with the selected option name, instead of as a 

disembodied mouse click at an impersonal pixel location. 

The beauty of this approach is that even if your application win

dow is too far down to accommodate the menu list and the inter

face obligingly pulls the menu up instead of down, your test will 

still select the right item; because the Presentation Manager is in 

charge, it knows where your menu item resides, so you don't have to. 

Most of these tools save these events into a file as statements 

in the Visual Basic or C programming languages. You can then 

edit these files and add logic for comparing results and acting on 

the answer, or create loops of repetitive input, or other program

mable structures for enhancing your test and monitoring the 

results. 

But maybe you can't. Maybe you are one of the majority in the 

quality assurance or testing area who knows the business side of 

the application inside out, but can't program your VCR, let alone 

Basic. Maybe programmers like being able to mess directly with 

the test source code, but for most of us it sounds like writing a 

program to test a program. Where does it end? 

So most GUI testers have a dilemma when they seek to auto

mate: Do they sacrifice repeatability and maintainability for ease 

of use, or do they get a degree in computer science? 

Structured Capture/Playback 
But all is not lost. A new class of testing tool, for both text and 

graphical applications, approaches test automation in a com

pletely different way. The approach is called structured cap

ture/playback, and it means instead of trying to choose between 

testing and programming, you get the best of both. Think of 

it like this: Suppose you were training someone to do the test 

for you, and so you let him or her watch you and ask questions 

along the way about why you were doing certain things and what 

you expected to happen. And what if this trainee was so diligent 

that he or she took copious notes, not just of what you did and 

why, but where you were and what happened? Sounds great, 

doesn't it? 

It is. This "trainee" is actually a structured capture/playback 

tool. Instead of taking notes or producing program source code, 

tools such as these store your test as a script you can read and 

understand, complete with logic that duplicates your own deci-

The following companies are among those that offer software testing products that run under OS/2. When 
selecting a product, consider how it handles stress testing, its capture/replay abilities and script generator, 
and how it is priced. 

AutoTester Inc. 
8150 N . Central Expressway, Ste. 1300 
Dallas, Texas 75206 
(214) 368-1196 
Fax (214) 750-9668 
Product: AutoTester 

IBM Corporation 
555 Bailey Ave. 
San Jose, California 95141 
(408) 463-3300 
fax: (408) 463-3114 
Product: WITT 
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Mercury Interactive 
3333 O ctavius D rive 
Santa Clara, California 
(408) 987-0100 
fax ( 408) 982-0149 
Product: T estRunner 

QES 
20 W estbrook St. 
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108 
(203) 289-2227 
fax (203) 289-2009 
Product: ~S/ Architect 

Softbridge 
125 Cambridge Park Drive 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140 
(617) 576-2257 
fax (617) 864-7747 
Product: ATF 

SQA 
10 State St. 
Woburn, Massachusetts 01801 
(617) 932-0110 
fax (617) 932-3280 
Product: Team Test 
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sion points. The finished result is a documented, executable test 

script that mimics not just your actions but also your expectations 

and decisions. 

The documentation is provided in English, and the execution 

is performed through commands. These commands resemble the 

event statements found in earlier scripting language tools, but in 

this case they are presented by a menu-driven front end that steps 

you through developmentwith on-line help and familiar controls. 

Compared to a scripting language, this is more like a fill-in-the

blank than an essay test. 

In addition to providing logic, these commands also allow test 

contents to be designated as variable fields. For example, instead 

of storing an account number and its attributes as fixed values, the 

script can denote them as fields whose values can be varied based 

on the contents of another, external file. So by simply supplying 

the test script with a file containing account numbers, a single 

sequence of steps to process a single account can be converted to 

process an entire chart of accounts. 

This is where you can get true leverage from automating your 

tests. GUI application testing now can truly be for everyone. 

Testers who know the application can perform their tests as usual, 

with the minor exception of explaining along the way what they 

want to verify and what to do ifit doesn't check out. For example, 

if a radio button isn't on, they may decide to just turn it on and go 

on; or, they made decide to log an error before they continue. 

The script created from these actions is stored as a text file that 

can be manipulated in the work processor of one's choice. Pro

grammers, on the other hand, or those with a more technical bent, 

still have the power and flexibility of a scripting language to 

expand their test coverage with iterative loops or conditional 

steps. They can use the friendly front end to create their com

mands and logic, or they can cut straight to the chase and enter 

the script as an executable text file, or they can mix it up. For exam

ple, they could perform a series of steps once to capture the 

sequence, then edit the resulting script to create a repeating loop 

for executing the sequence a hundred times over. 

With either approach, the end result is a library of test scripts 

that can be easily understood, automatically executed, and rapid

ly maintained over the life of the application. This capability 

means GUI testers can devote more time to testing and less to the 

tool itsel£ And that, after all, is what it's all about! ♦ 

Linda G. Hayes, a frequent author and speaker on automated testing, 

is president & CEO of Software Recording Corporation. 

Back In A Flashl 
File Backup and Archiving Facility 

• Versatile, 32-bit, multithreaded file 
backup and workstation replication 
tool for 0S/2 2. 1 . 

• Easy-to-use, PM-based utility supports 
HPFS, timed/scheduled backups, and 
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~ an OS/2 WorkPlace Shell Tool for: 
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programs and copy files all through a simple 
interface! 

LAN or System Administrators: 
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BackMaster 
The Only 32-Bit Backup for OS/2 2.X. 

Multi-Threaded! 

ONLY $79.95 

MSR Development 

Easy to use PM Interface 
File selections are fast and easy. If you can 
open a Work Place Shell Drive or folder Icon, 
you already know how to navigate through 
the file selection process. Selecting files is as 
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HPFS and FAT file systems 
BackMaster supports both FAT( File Allocation 
Table), and HPFS (High Performance File 
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System files . 

Backup to QIC 40/80 Topel 
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QIC-40/80 floppy based tape drives including 
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Read your old DOS tapesl 
Because BackMaster uses a standard QIC 
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Variety of Backup Optionsl 
Make Total, Partial , or Incremental backups 
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Uses STAC Data Compression. 
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Adventures in gear far the OS/2 Prefessional 

Panasonic 580-Up and Available 
Panasonic has introduced a new line of notebooks and 

the model 580 is right for OS/2 users. 

BY EDWIN BLACK 

E 
arlier this year, Panasonic took advantage of the non-avail

ability ofThinkPads and rushed to market with its series 

of fast notebooks designed specifically for the corporate 

user. In an interesting marketing twist, the company is deliber

ately keeping its line out of the computer supermarkets, selling 

them instead through corporate resellers such as Compucel. 

Panasonic has thus been able to hold prices to a level that makes 

fleet purchases attractive. 

The entry model was the 5-pound CF-1000, a 386-25MHz 

ultra-lite sporting removable floppy drive slots that 

double as extra battery bays. Selling points include a 

14,400kbps internal modem, a bright side-lit VGA 

screen, a very thin and intelligent user-centric 

design, and a fleet price of about $1,500. 

The CF-1000 is a fun notebook. In fact, this 

review is being written on a CF-1000. But its 

4MB of RAM-and a design that makes it 

hard to upgrade-makes it suitable large

ly for DOS users. 

Enter the second model, the 

CF-580, a 486-25 Mhz machine 

with 4MB of RAM that can be boosted 

to 20MB with add-on cards. Either B&W or active color matrix 

models are available. The 580 offers drives from 120MB to 

230MB, a 14,400kbps faxmodem and a PCMCIA Type II slot 

for LAN adapters, extra memory, and other cards. Cost is in the 

$2,500 realm, depending upon configuration. What's more, to 

keep up with the ThinkPad 750, Panasonic will soon release a 

model with a removable CD-ROM drive. 

After several months of testing and on-the-job use, we can 

report that with enough RAM and disk space, the 580 readily 

supports OS/2, and zips through OS/2 applications with great 

agility. 

Indeed, using the 580 is a breeze. System performance is excel

lent. To be unfair, we compared the time needed to perform some 

simple tasks on the Panasonic laptop to the spf'.ed of a 486-

66MHz tower. The results show a strikingly fast portable com

puter. For example, WordPerfect 5.2 for OS/2 loaded in 15 sec

onds on the laptop, compared to 13 seconds on the tower. A 

2.2MB file copied from one directory to another in 13 seconds, 

compared to 9 seconds on the 486-66. There was no multitask

ing at the time. Indeed, while the 580 was archiving a two

million-byte database, it required a full 20 

seconds to load Microsoft Word for DOS. 

The 580 loaded the same program in only 

four seconds after the disk-intensive com

pression task was completed. 

The 580 has a "resume" function trig

gered by the on-off switch. Rather than 

rebooting the system, you just power on and 

off and the screen picks up right where you 

left off. Since you cannot effectively use OS/2 

on the road without such a feature-it takes far 

too long to load-this is an essential feature for 

the OS/2 road warrior. Careful, do not power on or 

off while the LCD disk indicator is whirring, and 

allow five seconds for the resume to engage. 

With any notebook, a paramount issue is how long the battery 

lasts. Many of us have been frustrated by battery life claims that 

were highly exaggerated. The 580 is one of the first notebooks 

we've tested that manages its power to match the manufacturer's 

claim. The trick is a handy setup utility thatlets you allocate power 

usage according to your needs. At the DOS prompt, type 

"setup580" and the program prompts you through a number of 

configurations, including power management. 

When set for maximum power-saving, the system dims the 
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HARD 

screen slightly and executes other miserly regimens that allow 

more than three hours of usage, depending upon what type of 

computing you're doing. The program allows you to trade lesser 

battery life for better performance and more options. 

Among the benchmarks by which we test laptops is what we 

call the Coast-to-Coast Standard: If you board a New York-to

San Francisco flight, how far can you use the notebook on 

battery power? Assume an East Coast departure and the nor

mal interruptions for extreme turbulence and to chomp 

peanuts. Under such circumstances, many notebooks tend to 

kick out somewhere over Ohio. In our test, however, the 580 

almost made it to Denver-a three hour, 45 minute flight. 

0/Ve're still waiting for the critter that will last all the way to the 

Golden Gate.) 

The 580's nickel metal hydride battery recharges fully in 

only 90 minutes. An LCD battery reader mounted on the 

dash-board tells the user at a glance how much life is left. The 

AC adapter is far less bulky than most, so packing it along in 

DR I VE 

a briefcase for quick plug-ins is no hassle. 

The 580 has some quirks and a couple of weak points. The 

Number Lock has a habit of engaging at will and must be 

depressed for a full 2 or 3 seconds before it knows you want it 

gone. The absence of high-resolution graphics means you can't 

effectively use multiple DOS apps in windowed sessions-a 

chronic problem for OS/2 use on any notebook. 

The weakest point is the 580's built-in trackball. It's hard to use, 

often takes two hands to complete a drag-and-drop, and the 

pointer is far from precise. An external mouse solves this 

problem. 

Panasonic seems to have grasped the importance of the OS/2 

market and is producing a line of products with the 32-bit 

crowd in mind. I urge the company to go the next step and either 

bundle or preload OS/2 on request. The 580 is the best de

velopment in laptops since the ThinkPad, and one we highly 

recommend. ♦ 

DON'T WAIT-PRIORITIZE! 
► Runs OS/2 Apps above or below or equal to DOS/Windows/LAN. 

► Allows background prioritization ordering of all OS/2 programs in Full screen or Window mode. 

► Run Background higher than Foreground. 
► Very effective in heavy multitasking and/ or memory overcommit scenarios or as little as two 

background Apps. 

► Prescans the idle levels to insure that programs can run and has auto level seek and minimum 
usable priority defaulting. 

► Online Help with program interaction analysis of mixing background OS/2 apps with DOS & 
Window apps. Also, Tips, Questions & Answers, and simple usability features display 
information and guide you along. 

► 32 bit Presentation Manager Application -works on OS/2 2.0 & 2.1 Volume discounts available. 
30-Day money back guarantee. 

► Background Master I- 32 priority levels (No idle scan). $39. 

► Priority Master I- 96 priority levels. $79. 

► Priority Master II- 128 priority levels. Designed for the OS/2 professional developer. $89. 

ScheduPerformance Inc. 
3474 N. University Dr. • Suite 217 • Sunrise, Florida 33351 

(305) 486-8299 • M-F 11:00AM to 8:00PM EST Circle #126 
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Seftware far OS/2 

The Battle of Visual REXX 
Two REXX products use the style of Visual Basic to 

help you create custom O S/2 apps 

BY RICH MALLOY 

0 
ne of the most important programming products to 

come onto the market in the last few years is Microsoft's 

Visual Basic. This innovative programming environ

ment goes a long way toward eliminating the considerable pain 

of developing custom Windows applications. With a little bit of 

training, you can develop a Windows application using Visual 

Basic in a matter of hours. 

Of course, we're not going to hold our breath waiting for 

Microsoft to come out with an OS/2 version. 

But as luck would have it, we don't really need such a Microsoft 

product. The reason? Not one but two companies have seized the 

opportunity to create a Visual Basic-like product for OS/2. The 

existence of both products promises to have the same impact on 

OS/2 as Visual Basic did on Windows. 

The two products are VisPro/REXX from a North Carolina 

startup called HockWare (formerly known as UCANDU Soft

ware), and VX-REXX from the Canadian programming power

house Watcom. As you can see from their names, the new prod

ucts eschew Bill Gates' favorite programming language in favor 

ofRE:X:X, a language that is just as easy as BASIC, but one that 

makes more sense for OS/2. 

The Visual Revolution 

The big change that Visual Basic brought to the programming 

market was that it greatly simplified the process of creating a user 

interface for your program. Even in a command-line program 

under DOS, a large percentage of a program's code deals with the 

user interface. In a GUI such as Windows, the user interface code 

becomes enormous and requires significant retraining for the pro

grammer. In Visual Basic, the process is almost trivial. 

With Visual Basic, a programmer could create a user interface 

by simply picking objects such as buttons or list boxes from a 

palette of tools and dropping them on a form. Of course, that's 

not the end of the story. The programmer must also set the prop-

erties of these objects, such as name and color, and then impart 

behavior to the objects by writing code. For example, what hap

pens when you click a particular button? 

At this point the visual paradigm ends; programmers turn to 

. their BASIC manuals and write code the old-fashioned way. 

Nonetheless, the great majority of your code-which would nor

mally call and position various Windows objects-has already 

been written for you. 

The basic point to remember about Visual Basic is that for each 

object, such as a button, you have three specific sets of things asso

ciated with it: properties (e.g., position, size, color, value), events 

to which the object responds (e.g., mouse button clicks, double

clicks), and methods or procedures (e.g., adding an item to a list 

box, deleting an item). 

Adding behavior to an object is a simple two-step process: first, 

select an event to which that object responds, and second, designate 

how that event will change that object, another object, or some 

variable in your program. Underneath all this, of course, remains 

the algorithm for your program, which still must be coded in the 

usual way. But that's the fun part; who wants to automate that? 

Not the least of Visual Basie's features is its comfortable pro

gramming environment. Since you spend most of your time look

ing up each object to see which properties, events, and methods 

it supports, Visual Basic provides a sizable amount of reference 

material both on-line and off. There are also plenty of code exam

ples that can easily be copied and pasted into your application. 

To further simplify the programming burden, if you enter a 

line that contains a syntax error, the Visual Basic editor spots it 

immediately. 

Since its introduction two and a half years ago, Visual Basic 

has not been standing still. Already in its third version, the pro

gram has regularly gained new objects, such as a spreadsheet-style 

grid, and now even includes a database engine for Microsoft's 

Access database. 
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REXXRules 

As good as Visual Basic is, it still suffers from two critical limita

tions: It runs only on Windows, and it uses BASIC. True, this 

BASIC has undergone incredible evolution since the first BASIC 

crawled out of Dartmouth almost 30 years ago; some even call it 

a new version of Pascal. But whatever you call it, it is still not 

REXX. 

When HockWare and Watcom decided to come out with a 

Visual Basic-style product, choosing REXX was a no-brainer. 

First, it was already established by IBM as the user language of 

choice for OS/2. Not only can it be used as a programming lan

guage in the traditional way, it is also the batch programming lan

guage for OS/2. And not only can it launch OS/2 applications, it 

can also control them to some extent. Gates would like to estab

lish BASIC as the common batch and macro language for Win

dows; REXX is already that language for OS/2. 

Stylistically, REXX is similar to BASIC but in many ways bet

ter-although it does take some getting used to. Like BASIC, it 

avoids cryptic acronyms in favor of procedures and functions that 

are full names. There is only one data type, the string, but it can 

be used as an integer or floating point number when needed. 

Arrays and compound variables are handled as variations of each 

other. And variables, even arrays, need not be declared (a mixed 

blessing). 

File access also follows a characteristically simple model. Files, 

along with keyboard input and COM port access, are treated 

alike-as streams. You can easily write a line out to a filename 

using the LineOut() command. If the file is there, it appends the 

line; if not, it creates a new file-as easy as that. 

Before we get too far here, let me confess that I am not a REXX 

expert. The approach I take here is as a serious user, basically 

someone interested in getting a job done as soon as possible. 

To test VisPro/REXX and VX-REXX, I tried to implement 

a small but useful autodialing program that I had previously coded 

in Visual Basic. The program starts by reading in a list of names 

and phone numbers from a text file. It then loads these into a 

combo box. With the combo box, you can either choose a name 

already on the list, or enter a new one in the entry field at the top 

of the list. Pressing an A dd button will add the new name to the 

list. Likewise, pressing a Delete button will delete a name. Press

ing a Dial button will parse the name, separating out the phone 

number (which is preceded by a colon). Closing the application 

will automatically save the names back to a text file. 
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VisPro/REXX 

This program takes a Visual Basic approach but with a somewhat 

different design. When you call it up, it presents you with a work

space-a blank form criss-crossed by grid lines at the bottom and 

an array of objects at the top. 

One ofVisPro/REXX's strengths is the range of objects avail

able. Of course, there is the obligatory set of buttons, text labels, 

check boxes, entry fields, and list boxes. But there is also a slider, 

a value set (offering a palette of color boxes, for example), a spin 

button (a numeric data box with buttons for increasing and 

decreasing its value), a Settings notebook, and a business graph

ics tool for creating simple charts. 

Of special interest is a "free form" object with special proper

ties. This object can intercept events-right mouse button down 

and mouse move, for example-that other objects cannot. 

According to HockWare, the free form object offers you all the 

functionality an OS/2 programmer has, but with a simplified 

interface. 

For adding behavior to your objects, VisPro/REXX uses an 

interesting quasi-visual approach. Say, for example, I wantto have 

the D elete button in my test application delete an entry from a 

combination box. VisPro/REXX provides an "event tree view" of 

your programming code. This has two windows: On the left is a 

graphic representation of all the objects in your program and some 

of their associated events. On the right is the code associated with 

the selected event of the selected object. 

In my case, I would highlight the Button Click event of the 

Delete button. On the right side, a blank window for code will 

appear. I would then drag the combination box icon on the left 

to the code window on the right. 

Immediately a menu of possible 

methods would appear. I select 

Delete a List Item, which would 

insert the following code line 

along with a comment line 

explaining the purpose of the line: 

CALL VpDeleteltem window, 

"Combo_l", index 

VisPro/REXX already has 

inserted the name for my combi-

VisPro/REXX 1.1 I 

HockWare, Inc. 
POBox336 
Cary, NC 27512-0336 
(919) 387-7391 
FAX(919)380-0757 

LIST PRICE: 

VisPro/REXX 1.1 
$299 

Bronze edition 
$99 

nation box into the command. All I have to do now is be sure that 

the variable index has been set to the right value. 

For debugging, VisPro/REXX uses some simple techniques. 
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When you run a program and it spots a bug, for example, it may 

pop up a text box with the comment: "Error in line 7: Incorrect 

procedure call." 

VisPro/REXX's documentation is fairly good. The best part 

consists of two examples of some useful programs. There is also 

an on-line tutorial that leads you through the creation of a short 

program. But VisPro/REXX would benefit from an in-depth ref

erence listing of each object along with its associated properties, 

events, and methods. 

Normally, VisPro/REXX has a list price of $299. But just as 

we went to press, HockWare announced that it was offering a 

slightly slimmed-down "Bronze" edition of the software for only 

$ 99. This edition lacks four of the more advanced objects, includ

ing business graphics and the notebook. 

VX-REXX 

In its general look and feel, VX-REXX is much closer to the Vis

ual Basic model. Its workspace consists of a blank form with a grid 

indicated by an array of dots. Objects such as buttons and check 

boxes are arranged on a vertically oriented palette of tools off to 

the right. The program also uses a menu editor very similar to that 

in Visual Basic. 

As far as properties and programming are concerned, how

ever, VX-REXX is definitely an OS/2 program. Double-click

ing on any object brings up a notebook for that object. In the note

book you can specify any of several properties for that object. One 

page of the notebook is Events, where you can program the 

object. This page presents you with a menu of events that the 

object responds to. Simply double-click your choice (e.g., mouse 

click) and write your REXX code. 

Among VX-REXX's strengths is its support for graphics. The 

program allows you to use the usual command buttons and radio 

buttons, but also offers you two additional choices: graphic com

mand buttons (where a small graphic image could itselfbe a but

ton), and graphic radio buttons (where a graphic can have a radio 

button beside it). 

Other strengths include the ability to put hints into the bot

tom margin of each form to help your users fill out the various 

data items. Also, you can set time-consuming tasks such as long 

calculations into their own threads so that the rest of your pro

gram can continue. 

VX-REXX's manual is larger and more detailed than that of 

VisPro/REXX. It features a good reference section that describes 

each object, method, property, and event. But like the VisPro/ 

The Most Complete 32 Bit C++ 
Application Framework For OS/2 
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Oberon Terminal Emu/at;or/2 

High Quality ** Low Cost 
Telecommunication for OS/2 

✓ 32-bit subsystem for 
OS/2 2.0! 
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for OS/2! 
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background operation! 
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terminal emulations! 
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REXX manual, it could benefit from more code examples. How

ever, the VX-REXX manual includes one particularly strong 

example: a front end for OS/2' s Database Manager. Many REXX 

programmers will doubtless be building front ends like this and 

VX-REXX 1.0 

WATCOM International 
Corporation 

415 Phillip St. 
Waterloo, Ontario 

Canada N2L 3X2 
(800) 265-4555 
(519) 886-3700 
FAX(519) 747-4971 

LIST PRICE: 

VX-REXX 1.0: $299; 
introductory price: $199 

will find the example very useful. 

The manual also contains exten

sive instructions on how to write 

OS/2 batch files with VX

REXX. 

The debugging features 

include the ability to set break

points in your code, process code 

one line at a time, or step over pro

cedures. Like VisPro/REXX, 

VX-REXX does not check syntax 

until you try to run the program. 

When VX-REXX was first released at a list price of$299, it 

was given an introductory price of$99. That introductory price 

has expired, but the company is now offering a special introduc

tory price of $199. 

Bottom Line 

Although neither program is as slick and polished as Visual Basic, 

both programs help you produce good, useful stand-alone OS/2 

applications with relatively little effort. Both should be com

mended for this. And like Visual Basic, neither product is stand

ing still. HockWare says it will have VisPro/REXX version 2.0 

out by the end of the year. Watcom says that it will continue to 

add more objects to its tool palette. 

While both products deserve merit, VX-REXX is clearly the 

more powerful system. Its wide range of features, including the 

ability to produce hints, threads, and batch programs, raises it to 

a slightly higher level. 

Butwith either product you can't go wrong. If everybody would 

use these two products, we'd soon have so many OS/2 apps we 

would never need to use Windows again. ♦ 
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OS/2 would seem to be made for computer-based faxing, and users have a 
choice of two good packages. But why aren't there more? 

BY RICH MALLOY 

t is simple logic. The best reason to use OS/2 is its multi

tasking ability. The best use for multitasking is communica

tions. And one of the best ways to communicate is by fax. So 

it is only natural to assume that there would be an abundance of 

fax software for OS/2, right? 

Wrong. 

The fact is that fax software is like many other software cate

gories: The Windows offerings dwarf the OS/2 assortment. 

Well, OK then, you might say, we can run a Windows package. 

But Windows just doesn't have the same multitasking infra

structure that OS/2 does. Using Windows fax software on OS/2 

is like driving a family sedan on the no-speed-limit Autobahn. 

Yes, it's comfortable, and it gets you from Point A to wherever, 

but somehow you feel you are missing something. 

But while there is not an abundance ofOS/2 fax software, there 

is no dearth either. There are, in fact, two good fax software pack

ages, and the competition between these two products is intense. 

They have practically the same price, and at one point, they even 

had almost the same name! Like all such competitions, the win

ner eventually is us, as each company strives to outdo the other 

with a better and better product. 

The first product, FaxWorks, from SofNet in Atlanta, Geor

gia, was covered in these pages last May. FaxWorks has gone 

through a number of name changes. The first was PMF AX; then, 

for a reason that will become obvious in a few paragraphs, the 

company switched the name to Faxit. Finally, the current name 

was chosen, and according to another OS/2 Proftssional, Herb 

Tyson, FaxWorks works well indeed. 

Going chin to chin with FaxWorks is an import from France. 

It's not often we have the pleasure of seeing software being 

imported into the U.S.A. But when we do, it often has some rela-

tionship with OS/2-perhaps because OS/2 is a more interna

tionally accepted operating system. 

Anyway, the import in question is Fax/PM from a company 

called Microformatic, which has been developing OS/2 software 

since 1987. Here in the States, Fax/PM is sold by a Connecticut 

company called American TeleRep. The price is $150-a dollar 

more than FaxWorks. Last April, Microformatic came out with 

version 2.2 of Fax/PM, the first full 32-bit version. 

Anyone who tested the beta version ofOS/2 2.1 may remem

ber seeing a stripped-down applet version of Fax/PM. This ver

sion could send or receive only one page. At the last moment, 

IBM decided to cancel this applet because of user requests for a 

full-powered version and because it entailed adding an extra 

floppy disk to the installation kit. The applet is still available on 

an OS/2 CD-ROM Toolkit. 

Better Than a Fax Machine? 

Before we get too involved with Fax/PM, let's examine why you 

need fax software in the first place. Unless you just arrived on a 

MiG from Havana, you probably already have a fax machine, or 

at least have access to one. For general purpose communications, 

it's hard to beat a fax machine. 

Hard, maybe, but not impossible. That is especially true if you 

want to send a fax again later in the day, or if you want to send 

the same fax to five or more people, or if you would like to have 

your incoming faxes printed on decent paper. You can get a high

end fax machine to do all of these things, but a much more cost

effective solution is to use a fax modem and a good quality fax 

software package. 

Even if the costs were comparable, the images sent by a fax 

modem are strikingly better than those sent by even the best fax 

machine. The reason? The bad quality of most fax messages is 
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due not to the thermal printers or to phone line noise, but to the 

low-quality scanner inside the sending fax machine. And even 

good scanners are subject to dirt, paper jams, and crooked pages. 

By contrast, a fax sent by fax modem can make even a low-qual

ity fax machine produce pages that almost rival a laser printer. 

If nothing else, a fax modem saves you from the annoying 

process of printing a letter and then faxing it-a waste of time, 

toner, and paper. 

One of the added benefits of having a fax modem and a fax 

machine is that you now have, in effect, a plain-paper copier and 

a scanner. To copy something simply fax it to your fax modem 

and have your fax software direct the fax to your laser printer. If 

you need to scan an image into your computer, fax it to your fax 

modem and then save the image in any of the popular graphics 

formats . 

Modular Approach 

Fax/PM says it does a lot, and then does it. You can fax directly 

from any OS/2, Windows, or DOS app; you can receive in back

ground; and you can even access Fax/PM from your own custom 

programs. 

Fax/PM uses a simple, modular approach. It basically consists 

of two programs: a scheduler, for sending and receiving faxes, and 

a viewer, for viewing and printing faxes. There are also two fold

ers, F AXIN and FAX OUT, which store faxes waiting for trans

mission or viewing. If you don't like the default folder setup you 

can store these faxes anywhere you want. Fax/PM does not offer 

fancy features such as inserting signature images into faxes. These 

tasks are relegated to other applications. 

Compared to a slick, polished consumer product such as Del

rina's WinFax Pro for Windows, Fax/PM seems a bit coarse. But 

it is aimed at a different market. Fax/PM is more like a power

ful, industrial-grade tool designed for no-nonsense utility. For 

example, WinFax Pro offers optical character recognition and 

stylish icons. But if you want to fax from a DOS application, you 

have to install a memory-resident program, gobbling up valuable 

memory. As an OS/2 app, Fax/PM offers DOS apps almost a full 

complement of memory. 

Fax/PM is not content to be outdone byproducts such as Win

Fax Pro. By the time you read this, Fax/PM will support optical 

character recognition. Microformatic will offer a $49 OCR add

on developed by Recognita. Unfortunately, this add-on was not 

available at press time. 
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"What You Print Is What You Fax" 

In Fax/PM, sending a fax is relatively straightforward thanks to 

two special printer drivers: an OS/2 driver called 'WYPIWYF'' 

( what you print is what you fax), and a Win-O S/2 driver for Win

dows applications. To your applications, these look like regular 

printer drivers. When I was ready to fax, I simply printed a file 

and selected the fax driver rather than my usual HP Laser] et. The 

driver then displayed a dialog box asking me to whom I would 

like to send the fax and when. After I indicated my preferences, 

the driver generated a fax file and put it into a queue. 

Note that for the fax to actually be sent, the Fax/PM Sched

uler program must be loaded and running in background, a fact 

that somehow was not immediately obvious to me and led to a 

few frantic moments. (If you want your fax modem on line at all 

times, you could add the Scheduler to your startup folder.) Also 

note that before you can fax from a Windows app, you must run 

Fax/PM's Win-OS/2 DDE Server, another crucial point that 

was not immediately obvious. 

I experienced one minor glitch here. When I sent faxes from 

Microsoft Word for Windows, the program functioned beauti

fully. But when I sent faxes from OS/2's Enhanced Editor, the 

program would add an extra blank page at the end of the file for 

no apparent reason. 

For DOS apps such as my copy ofXyWrite, the procedure is 

just slightly more complicated. Fax/PM emulates an IBM Pro

printer, and you can select the LPT port on which the driver will 

reside. Most users will probably select LPT3, and faxing is as sim

ple as printing to that port. 

Not so simple is the driver's dialog box, which asks you where 

you would like to send the fax. This dialog box will appear on the 

OS/2 Desktop-out of sight from a full-screen DOS session and 

without any indication that it is there. If you remember to Ctrl

Esc to the dialog box, though, all is fine. 

One ofFax/PM's neat features is its support ofOS/2's Work

place Shell: An alternate way of sending a fax is to drag and drop 

a file onto the Scheduler icon. 

Receiving 

Receiving a fax is relatively easy. Just turn on the automatic fax 

reception mode in the Fax/PM Scheduler's notebook and then 

minimize the Scheduler. When a fax comes in, the caption of the 

Scheduler's "smart icon" will keep you apprised as the fax is 

received.You can also have incoming faxes sent directly to any of 
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several printers, which of course is a nice way to get plain-paper 

faxes. 

Faxes printed by Fax/PM are a little smaller than the original 

document (there is a 15 percent reduction horizontally and a 

10 percent reduction vertically). This makes room for a small 

footer that Fax/PM adds, indicating the name and the location 

of the fax file related to this printout. 

To view a received fax, you use the Fax/PM Viewer. The fancy 

method is to drag and drop a fax icon onto the Viewer icon. With 

the viewer you can either pan around a greatly enlarged view 

of the fax image or see a reduced image of the entire fax. The 

viewer does not let you store the fax as a standard graphics file 

format, such as .BMP, but you can select part or allofa fax image 

and copy it into the OS/2 Clipboard. 

One of the unique features of Fax/PM is its Application Pro

gramming Interface for programmers. If you are a programmer 

and want to endow your programs with the ability to send fax 

messages, you can access Fax/PM either through OS/2's System 

Object Model (SOM) or via REXX commands. One company 

has already made use of this feature to enable its mainframe com

puter to send faxes through a networked OS/2 system. 

Qyirks 

Every program, especially one with such far-reaching goals as 

Fax/PM, will have quirks. For example, the documentation is 

written in a relaxed, informal style, but sometimes the wording is 

awkward. Occasionally, curious phrasings appear that remind 

you of the program's French origin. My favorite: "The Files Send 

a fax option is the beating heart of the Scheduler." 

Fax/PM includes drivers for both OS/2 and Windows. These 

drivers generate dialog boxes that ask you where you would like 

to send a particular fax. For some reason, the dialog boxes for the 

OS/2 and Windows fax drivers are different; the OS/2 driver lets 

you attach a cover page, for example, but the Windows driver does 

not. Furthermore, while you can use the dialog boxes to choose 

a fax number from your phone book, you cannot add new num

bers to the phone book-that can only be done in the Scheduler. 

Although the Scheduler's caption alerts you to the current 

activity, it does not indicate whether any faxes were received while 

you were away from your desk. Perhaps a future version will indi

cate not only the program's status but also how many faxes have 

been received. In the meantime, there are two ways around the 

problem. First, you can keep the FAXIN folder (or whatever 
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folder you designate to receive incoming faxes) open and visual

ly see how many faxes are there. Alternatively, you can copy into 

the F AXPM directory a special DLL that will display new faxes 

as they come in. 

One item on my wish list has to do with file naming: Most fax 

apps deal out numeric names for fax files. For outgoing faxes, 

Fax/PM uses a serial approach, starting at "00000001.F AX." 

Incoming faxes are assigned names related to the date and time 

(e.g., "10311800.FAX" for6 pmon Halloween). It would be bet

ter if fax software were to designate more descriptive names, per

haps based on the initials of the recipient (or sender for received 

faxes). For example, a fax to Bill Clinton might be called 

"BC000026.F AX." A fax received from IBM Corp. would be 

"IC000027.F AX." 

Bottom Line 

Faxing, whether by fax machine or fax modem, is still more of an 

art than a science. Seemingly random glitches pop up occasion

ally to ruin a transmission. And despite advances in fax modems 

and fax software, fax machines are not about to go obsolete in the 

near future. Still, a good combination of fax software and a fax 

modem greatly expands the ways in which your system can inter

act with the outside world. 

Microformatic's Fax/PM is a useful piece of software. It has a 

rough edge or two, but no more than you would expect on a pow

erful industrial-grade tool. If you're interested in communications 

(and who isn't?), give this product a very close look. ♦ 

FAXWORKS SofNet 
110 North Chase Parkway, 

Suite 150 
Atlanta, GA 30067 
(404) 984-8088 
FAX(404)984-9956 

FAX/PM American TeleRep, Inc. 
PO Box654 
610 Niederwerfer Rd. 
South Windsor, CT 06074 
(203) 644-1708 
FAX(203)648-9587 

Q: Have you been praying for a OS/2 Parallel tape solution? 
A: API has Parallel Port Tape Systems for You. 
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• Speeds of up to 9 .5 Mbytes/Min. 
• Supports PC/ At, PS/ 2 and 100% 

Compatibles 
• Sytos Plus for OS/ 2 

(It is also IBM's choice) 
• Tandberg drives for quality in every bit 
• Supports OS/2, DOS, Windows, 

Novell, and IBM LAN Server 
• Tapes transferable between platforms 
• Runs unattended backups 
• 30 day money back guarantee 
•Technical Support Hotline 
• Call for a complete Product line 

250MB to 2GB 
• VISA MasterCard Accepted 
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continued from page 23 
doing a few articles on it? Also, you 
seem to write many articles about what 
is going on today with IBM and OS/2; 
how about some more articles on where 
the two are going tomorrow? 
Chris Cioffi 
MCI Mail 

Letters to IBM 
I do hope you don't believe what IBM 
tells you or what the new "big shot" tells 
the newspapers. A recent ad is the 
newest IBM joke on us and themselves. 
It advertises DOS 6 & Windows 
installed. OS/2 is not available on this 
IBM product. 

I am writing this letter by hand 
because both of my "true blue IBM 
P/S2" mod 80s are in for repair. Walk
in repair for these fine products is over 
150 miles away from the home of both 
Microsoft and Boeing. 

Perhaps when the reviews say OS/2 

INPUT 

is three times as good as any DOS/ 
Windows competitor and the upgrade 
costs $9.95 or less I'll take the seven 
hours and tech support to install it 
agam. 
H.O. Woog 
Seattle, WA 

Wow! What a system this OS/2 is. I 
have been a Windows user for decades, 
or since 2.0 I guess. I was afraid of it 
too! I am a self-trained MS-DOS man. 

Last year I got the 2.0 version of 
OS/2. I ran into so many problems that 
I gave up the installation and went back 
to the old Windows way of doing 
things. Then I saw that IBM had a $30 
rebate for OS/2, so I went out and got 
the new version 2.1. Now I'm freaked. 
It's like, "Eat your hearts out, Windows 
fans." It's either "upgrade now or 
upgrade later." 

I did have fear during installation. I 
even used the manual. This IBM cor-

Change icons on the desktop 
in one simple step! 
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poration needs to sit 100 Windows 
users down in front of a PC and ask 
them to write down all of their ques
tions (and fears) during the installation, 
then publish them in a hard copy and 
put that into the box the program 
came 1n. 

Finally, I reformatted both hard
drives and installed from the beginning. 
It was worth the effort! I kept the 
Windows 3.1 version on the C:\ just in 
case I got irked at OS/2. Now I guess I 
will always have it around just for "the 
memories," something like the old PC
W rite program hanging on the wall. 
Bob Deming 
Tucson,AZ 

I upgraded from OS/2 2.0 to 2.1 over 
the 4th of July weekend. After having 
used it for nearly three months, I 
believe this product can be recommend
ed to others. With qualifications. 

continued on page 93 
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Organize ... Manages other icons in your system. 
To organize your icons, simply create a new 
page in the Icon EXPRESS notebook and bring 
icons from other applications into these pages. 
You now have easy access to all of your icons. 

~~fooo Icon Library 
Computer Devices 

Business/Office 

Letters of the Alphabet 

Documents 

Sports Figures 

Geometric Designs 

INTRODUCTORY 
PRICE ONLY 

$49.99 
1-800 

ACT-7185 

Folders 

Nature 

Tools 

American Computer Technologies 
2301 Maitland Center Parkway, Suite 445 

Maitland, Florida 32751 
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MARKETLINE 
Product News far the OS/2 User 

SCOOPS 
IBM readies Ferengi raid 

IBM will ratchet up its mar-

keting assault on the 

Windows crowd in a big way 

with a secret new OS/2 prod-

uct code-named Ferengi 

(for the irascible commercial 

raiders seen on Star Trek). 

The package will not be a 

mere front-end GUI, but a 

Stop cursing your 
cursor 
Here's a great Christmas 

present for the computer 

overuser. Called CursorPower 
and priced at $49.95, this soft
ware changes the size and/or 

shape of your OS/2 cursors. 

That means no more straining 

trying to find that little arrow 

hiding somewhere on the 

screen. You can change your 

pointer, wait, text, or sizing 
cursor into any of more than 

100 arrows, symbols, signs, 
musical notes, hand signals, or 

other designs supplied with 
the software or a design you 
create on-screen or import. 

North Shore Systems Inc., 
P.O. Box 8687, Incline 

Village, NV 89450-8687, 

(702) 831-1108, fax (702) 

831-8553. 

fully functioning OS/2 Windows 3 .1. It will allow 

that will be virtually indistin- current Windows users to 

guishable from the packages easily adopt the OS/2 operat-

installed by OS/2 users, reli- ing system without giving 

able sources told OS/2 Week. up their existing configura-

The as-yet-untitled prod- tions. 

uct is designed to install Ironically, Ferengi will 

easily on top of DOS and still require between 15 and 

Windows as an upgrade to 17 diskettes. 

New Products 
VideoBlitz from 
Genoa 
Genoa Systems Corporation is 
shipping VideoBlitz, a high
performance VESA Local Bus 
graphics accelerator for OS/2, 
Windows, and AutoCAD. 

Based on the W eitek P9000 
GUI accelerator chip, the card 
has 2MB ofVRAM and can 
deliver non-interlaced color at 
resolutions up to 1,600xl,200. 
The VideoBlitz also delivers 
"True Color" (16.8 million 

Genoa System's VideoB!itz Graphics Accelerator Card ( 9200VL) 

IBM has not finalized a 

price for the product, but 

$49. 95 is being actively con-

sidered. Ferengi is still in 

beta, but Big Blue is rushing 

the product to be ready for a 

Comdex announcement. 

colors) at 800x600 resolution. 
The $549 list price of the 
VideoBlitz includes a two-year 
warranty on parts and labor. 

Genoa Systems, 75 E. 
Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 
95131, (408) 432-9090, fax 
(408) 434-0997. 

LAN administration 
tool for OS/2 
Desktop Observatory 3 from 
Pinnacle Technology Inc. 
promises to be a player in the 
OS/2-based LAN administra
tion market. Operating inde
pendent of machine type or 
network operating system, the 
software enables an adminis
trator to configure any desktop 
from a central location. There
after, each user's customized 
desktop appears at log-on at 
any network workstation. This 
"mobile desktop" provides a 
flexible work environment 
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while retaining system-wide 
and individualized security. 

Desktop Observatory 3 
brings a wealth of security fea

tures to the OS/2 desktop as 
well. Event-driven password 

protection is available using 

internal or GSS DCE APis. 

The software also makes it 

possible to restrict reconfigu

ration of the desktop and 

access to specific applications 
or utilities. 

To round out the package, 
Pinnacle has provided addi

tional client functionality on 

the OS/2 desktop. 

Desktop Observatory 3 is 

available until Comdex at a 

special introductory rate of 

$149 per workstation, with 

site licenses available. 

Pinnacle Technology Inc., 
P.O. Box 128, Kirklin, IN 

46050,(800)525-1650,fax 
(317) 279-5157. 
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New printers for 
Lexmark 
Lexmark has shipped six new 
printers aimed at the desktop 
and forms markets. 

Of the six, the two most 
innovative are the IBM 4037 
SE and the ExecJet II. The 
IBM 4037 SE ($799) is a five 

page-per-minute LED printer 
designed for users who are 
pri-marily text-oriented with 
occasional graphical needs. 
Competing with Hewlett
Packard's Laserjet 4L in price and 
performance, the IBM 4037 
SE is designed for a 16,000 
page-per-month duty cycle. 

The IBM ExecJet II ($349) 
is IBM's new entry in the hot 
desktop inkjet printer market. 
It offers affordable fine print
ing of text and graphics at 
600x300 dpi. 

The four other printers are 
2300 series 9-pin and 24-pin 
dot matrix printers designed 
for multipart forms and labels. 
Standard and wide carriages 
are available. The dot matrix 
printers range in price from 
$399 to $549. · 

Lexmark International, 7 40 
New Circle Road, NW, Lex
ington, Kentucky 40511, 
(606) 232-2000, fax (606) 
232-5317. 
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Getting Optical 
with DPI 
Backup media are maturing in 
capacity and flexibility to 
match the needs of more com
plex computing environments 
and larger files . One of the 
latest steps forward is the 
Rewritable Magneto Optical 
Drive (RMOD), a high
capacity portable drive. 

Analog &Digital Peripher
als, Inc., based in Troy, Ohio, 
has just released the newest 
addition to its One For All 
line, the 3.5-inch RO128 
RMOD. Connectible via 
either parallel printer or SCSI 
interface port, the RO128 
offers a seek time ofless than 
28msecs and conforms to 
ANSI and ISO standards. 

Since it's portable and the 
disk is removable, one RO128 
unit can service a number of 
workstations, Macs, and PCs. 

The unit weighs 5.5 pounds 
and the 128 megabyte optical 
disks have a guaranteed shelf 
life of 30 years. 

The RO128 RMOD 
comes self-contained in a case 
with a carrying handle, and is 
supplied with software to back 
up OS/2, DOS, System 7, or 
Novell LANs. The system, 
with one software package and 
one rewritable optical disk, 
sells for $1,495; additional 
disks cost $49. 

ADPI, P.O. Box 499, 
Troy, Ohio, 45373, (513) 
339-2241, fax (615) 339-
0070. 

Mail call 
One of the more interesting 
multimedia messaging suites 
for OS/2 is now available from 
V oxLink Corporation. 

V oxLink makes products 
that integrate e-mail and 

The RMOD from ADP/ is ideal for users with multiple, large capacity files. 



voicemail: V oxLight for the 
Octel Voice Mail system and 
a five-product package, 
VoxServer, that interfaces 
with cc:Mail, Microsoft 
Mail, or other MHS-based 
applications. 

V oxLight, which works 
with Octel and Rohn voice 
mail systems, monitors in
coming e-mail and notifies the 
user via voicemail when a new 
message arrives. VoxMail con
verts cc:Mail messages into 
synthesized speech messages 
accessible from a touch-tone 
phone. VoxVoice lets users 
send voice messages over the 
cc:Mail system as digitized 
attachments that can be 
heard by the addressee by 
phone. VoxFax allows a user 
to direct the contents of his or 
her cc:Mail mailbox to a fax 
machine. The fifth tool, 
VoxAlert, automatically noti
fies a pager when a new 

50/50 and IBM 
Seeking to turn a capacity 
requirement into a marketing 
advantage, IBM and 50/50 
Electronics, a memory manu
facturer, have joined forces to 
market a bundle package that 
combines 50/50 SIMM mem
ory modules with OS/2 2.1. 
The OS will be offered on 3.5-

inch floppy disks and CD
ROM and will be available 
with 4MB, 8MB, and 16MB 
SIMM modules. 

MARKETLINE 

e-mail message arrives. 
The system is OS/2-com

patible and requires a dedi
cated IBM compatible com
puter with a network card and 
640K of memory. VoxLink 
modules start at $5,000 for an 
unlimited number of users. 

V oxLink Corporation, 
1015 Hickory Oak Hollow, 
Roswell, GA 30075, (404) 
518-1920, fax (404) 518-
1946. 

Parlez-vous 
francais? Mais oui! 
An average human translator 
can convert 6,000 words a day 
from a foreign language to 
English. The new Power 
Translator Professional for 
OS/2 from Globalink, Inc., 
however, can translate 20,000 
words an hour to or from 
French, German, or Spanish. 
The software reads ASCII 
text of any length, with or 
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without distinguishable punc
tuation. 

Assuming all the foreign 
words are in the 250,000-
word dictionary, the Power 
Translator Professional pro
vides, on average, a translation 
accuracy rate of90 percent. It 
is the only translation software 
available for OS/2 and, with 
the multitasking capabilities 
allowing many translations 
simultaneously, the product is 

News 
SIi files for Ch. 11 
protection 
Systems Integrators Inc (SII) 
of Sacramento, California, 
once a market leader in news
paper editorial and composi
tion systems, has filed for 
Chapter 11 protection because 
"no satisfactory agreement 
could be reached with the 
company's bank group to 
reduce the long-term debt" 
and finance future growth, 
according to a Sept. 22, 1993, 
letter signed by the company's 
CEO and CFO. SII plans to 
continue to operate as its debt 
is restructured. 

New Publication 
NaSPA, the Association for 
Corporate Computing Tech
nical Professionals, has 
launched a new monthly mag
azine for its members entitled 
PC Systems and Support. 
The publication is devoted to 
business users of DOS, Win
dows, OS/2, Unix, and LAN 
software and hardware. The 
first issue was available in 
October. For more informa
tion, contact NaSPA at (414) 
423-2420 ext. 116. 
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especially powerful on the 
OS/2 platform. The company 
suggests it is particularly useful 
for bilingual education com
panies, multinational firms, 
and publishers. 

Power Translator Profes
sional is priced at $1,195 for a 
five-user license. 

Globalink, Inc., 9302 Lee 
Highway, Fairfax, VA 22031, 
(703) 273-5600, fax (703) 
273-3866. 

Sytron partners 
with Merisel 
Sytron Corporation, a devel
oper for OS/2, DOS, Win
dows, and NetWare backup 
software, and Merisel, Inc., a 
distribution company based in 
El Segundo, California, have 
formed an alliance. One of the 
many products developed by 
Sytos is Sytos Plus for OS/2, a 
client/server network backup 
product. Merisel is the world's 
largest publicly held distribu
tor of software and hardware 
products. ♦ 
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Visual Development Environment For OS/2 RE:xx 

WATCOM VX•REXX is an easy to use visual development environment 
for creating applications that leverage the capabilities of OS/2 2.x and 
exploit the Presentation Manager graphical user interface. VX•REXX 
combines a project management facility, visual designer and an 
interactive source-level debugger to deliver a very approachable and 
highly productive visual development environment. 

Design Applications Visually Create rich graphical applications quickly and 
easily using the visual design environment. With the visual designer, you can graphically create 
Presentation Manager interface objects, quickly customize their properties, and easily attach 
RE.xx procedures using powerful drag-and-drop programming techniques. 

bugger 
1 11el de · ct 

source . e our pro1e t 
. tegrated . .,,p1if1es Y e\oprnen · 

Integrated Development Environment Build, test and debug your application 
without leaving the development environment. Then package your application as an EXE file or 
PM macro for royalty-free redistribution. The power of the integrated development environment 
and debugger can also be used with your existing REXX applications. 

Powerful Open Environment Enjoy the simplicity of event-driven 
programming together with the global editing capabilities essential for professional project 
management. W ATCOM VX •REXX is open and extensible through IBM's 
object oriented System Object Model (SOM) technology. You _.......llilllll,,,.~~ 
can access all standard RE.xx API's including DB2/2, 
because VX•REXX is based on the OS/2 2.x 
standard system RE.xx. 

Interactive Debugging 
If an error occurs at run-time, VX •REXX will 
display a traceback pinpointing the source 
line where the error occurred. A simple click 
of the mouse will return you to the source edit 
window to correct the error. The built-in 
interactive source-level debugger lets you set 
breakpoints, step through code and watch 
variables to track down complex problems. 

Build Professional Applications 
WATCOM VX•RExx allows you to leverage key 
OS/2 features to create professional applications. 
Build applications that dynamically create and modify 
CUA'91 screen objects at both edit and run-time, and 
include OS/2 style help and hints. 

The 1n SI"' de\/ 

Hlghllghts 
► Easy to use visual development environment 
► Drag-and-drop programming 
► Create and modify objects dynamically at 

both edit and run time 
► Powerful project management facility 
► Advanced interactive source-level debugger 
► Package your applications as EXE files or 

PM macros 
► Access to standard REXJ< APl's including 

D82/2 
► System Object Model (SOM) based object 

manager 
► Support for multi-threaded applications 
► Include OS/2 style help and hints in your 

applications 
► Supports SAA CUA'91 objects 
► Integrated console window support for 

existing RExx programs 
► Royalty-free run-time 
► Multiple modeless window support 
► Create PM macros for applications 

supporting REXx as a macro language 

Suggested Retail: $199* 

Create Multi-Threaded Applications W~ 
- - ----------==--=='~=-= .. =-= =~ ~ ■ ~ --=--==-= 

Call Toll Free 
1-800-265-4555 

Every VX•RExx application contains multiple threads. One thread 
remains responsive to user input while others continue processing. 
In addition, VX•RExx provides the ability for advanced 
applications to easily use additional threads. 

WATCOM International 
415 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, N2L 3X2 
Phone: (519) 886-3700 Fax: (519) 747-4971 

"Prices and specification are subject to change without notice. Price does not include freight and taxes where applicable. Prices quoted in US dollars. WATCOM, the Lightning Device, and VX•REXX are trademarks of 
WATCOM International Corporation. Other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.© Copyright 1993 WATCOM International Corporation. 
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Now that I have C++ ... 
BY DAVID MOSKOWITZ AND CHRISTOPHER WEES 

I f you've ever tried using the C++ features tacked 

onto the latest version of your C compiler, you've 

probably discovered that C++ is a more complex 

language than plain C. Most of the people who buy C++ 

compilers end up using them to write better C. They 

may even begin to write C programs with class (pun 

intended). 

As we said last month, the C programmer already 

knows much of the syntax for C++. The fundamental 

data types, operators, expressions, and control struc

tures are the same. In fact, it is possible to write a pro

gram for a C++ compiler that looks exactly like tradi

tional C. 

This approach to C++, however, misses a world of 

opportunity and possibility to upgrade skills and tech

niques to a more productive level. This month we'll take 

a look at a simple OS/2 Presentation Manager program 

written in C and C++ to understand why, if you have 

C++, you should give it a try-you just might like it. 

The first program that most programmers write in a 

new language is usually something akin to the famous 

"Hello World" example first used in the Kernighan and 

Richie treatise. Listing 1 shows a simple example for 

the OS/2 Presentation Manager written in C. 

If you've ever written a PM program you should rec

ognize the structure. In their simplest form, all PM 

programs written in C have basically the same layout. 

A main routine initializes the Presentation Manager, 

which calls the required Application Programming 

Interfaces (APis). ln C Programs, these APis take the 

form ofWin ... , and include the required Winl nitial

ize, WinRegisterClass, and WinCreateMsgQyeue, 

among others. 

After initializing the environment, the program 

must register one or more window procedures ( through 

the WinRegisterClass API). PM calls the window 

procedure(s) to handle messages addressed to any win

dow that is an instance of this window class. (Note that 

LISTING 1 

Sample Hello World program in straight C 

#define INCL WIN 
#include <os2 . h> 
#include <stdio . h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#include "dialog . h" 
#include "demo . h" 

INT main VOID ) 

{ 

HAB hab; 
HMQ hmq; 
ULONG ulFlags 
HWND hwndFrame 
HWND hwndClient 
BOOL bReturn 
QMSG qmMsg ; 

hab = Wininitialize ( 0 ) ; 

WinRegisterClass ( hab, CLS_CLIENT, 
ClientWndProc, CS_SIZEREDRAW, 0 ) 

hmq = WinCreateMsgQueue ( hab, 0 ) ; 

I* 
** FCF_TITLEBAR I FCF_SYSMENU I FCF_MENU 
** FCF_SIZEBORDER I FCF_MINMAX I 
** FCF_ICON I FCF_ACCELTABLE I FCF SHELLPOSITION 
** FCF TASKLIST 
*I 

ulFlags = FCF STANDARD && -(FCF_ICON I 
FCF SHELLPOSITION 
FCF_MENU); 

hwndFrame = WinCreateStdWindow ( HWND_DESKTOP, 
WS_VISIBLE, 
&ulFlags, 
CLS_CLIENT, 
"Titlebar", 
OL, 
NULLHANDLE, 
0, 
&hwndClient ) ; 

if ( hwndFrame != NULLHANDLE /* start msg pump 
if we get a window*/ 

while (WinGetMsg ( hab, &qmMsg, NULLHANDLE, 0, 0 ) ) 
WinDispatchMsg ( hab, &qmMsg) 

WinDestroyWindow ( hwndFrame) ; 
} /* endif */ 

WinDestroyMsgQueue (hmq) 
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CODE CACHE 

Win Terminate ( hab) the nomenclature can become confusing. Both PM 
return 0; 

MRESULT EXPENTRY ClientWndProc(HWND hwnd, 
ULONG ulMsg, 
MPARAM mpl, 
MPARAM mp2) 

PVOID pvSaveBlock; 

switch ( ulMsg) 
{ 

case WM CREATE: 
I* load the strings from 

the resource file , here *I 
break; 

case WM PAINT : 

HPS hps; 
RECTL rec; 
pvSaveBlock 

I* Presentation space handle *I 
I* Window rectangle *I 

(PVOID) WinQueryWindowULong 
(hwnd, QWL_USER); 

hps = WinBeginPaint( hwnd, (HPS)NULL, &rec); 
WinFillRect( hps, &rec, SYSCLR_WINDOW ); 
WinDrawText(hps, strlen((PSZ)pvSaveBlock), 

(PSZ) pvSaveBlock, 
&rec , 
0L, 
0L, 
DT_CENTER I DT_VCENTER 
DT TEXTATTRS ) ; 

WinEndPaint( hps ); 

break; 

default: 
return WinDefWindowProc ( hwnd , ulMsg , mpl, mp2 ) 

I* end message switch *I 

return MRFROMSHORT ( FALSE 

LISTING 2 

Sample Hello World in C ++ 

II include the required headers 
#include <iapp.hpp> II For the IApplication class 
#include <istattxt.hpp> II The IStaticText class 
#include <iframe . hpp> II The IFrameWindow class 

#include "demo.hpp" 

#include "demo.h" 

II the main procedure 
void main() 
{ 

II our main window class 
II header def 
II our symbols 

Hello mainWindow (ID_MAINWINDOW); 
IApplication::current() . run() ; 

II Create the window 
II ... and run it 

} I* end main *I 

//************************************************* 
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programming and C++ use the term "class," but in dif

ferent contexts.) 

As we add more functionality to the C program, we 

expand the switch statement in the window procedure 

to handle the new behaviors. However, as the program 

expands, the switch statement can become unmanage

able due to sheer size. Typically, we would write addi

tional functions to improve readability. If we're really 

conscientious, we would use a style that aids readabil

ity and understanding. In addition, we could also work 

on making the code easier to debug while we write it. 

If you write many OS/2 applications, you've proba

bly developed a skeleton application with the basic 

structure oflisting 1, with a few additions for your stan

dard menus and functions. Every time you write a new 

PM application, you start with your skeleton applica

tion and extend it as needed. 

This approach has several advantages. First, the 

skeleton code can be several hundreds lines long, so it 

saves programming time. Second, the code doesn't 

have to be debugged (once you get the kinks out) . 

Finally, the source files can form the basis for as many 

new programs as are needed. The only drawback is the 

need to go back and constantly edit the original boil

erplate file every time you add a new feature. Any time 

you edit or change source code there is always the pos

sibility to introduce bugs. 

Once you make the commitment to use C++ (the 

language, not just the compiler) you can do things dif

ferently. The core of your development work will be 

based around the class library rather than a skeleton 

program. For example, with IBM's C Set++, the IBM 

User Interface Class Library (UI CL) becomes the basis 

of OS/2 development work. This library encapsulates 

the user interface API to the extent that you no longer 

need the IBM OS/2 Toolkit (and its associated head

er files) to create the user interface for your OS/2 PM 

applications. 

The program in listing 2 uses the UICL to create a 

"Hello World" program with the same behavior as the 

one for listing 1. However, if you compare the two list

ings you'll see they bear little resemblance to each other. 

The main routine in the C++ example is only two 
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IBM Programming Systems introduces 
C Set++;M the most complete application • 
development package you can buy for 

- OS/2<!> Its32-bitC/C++ cr1 
compiler lets you unleash 

all the power of OS/2 - so you can 
create the most advanced, high-
performance applications. 

It has an extraordinary code optimizer with a 
full set of options. Even a switch to optimize for the new 
Pentium™ processor. Plus a full set of class libraries, 
including application frameworks for PM, container 
classes and classes for multitasking, streams and more. 

There's also a full complement of other helpful 
features. Such as an interactive source level debugger. 

And the unique Execution Trace 
Analyzer traces the 

execution of a program, 
then graphically displays 

diagrams of the C + + analysis. Plus a class 
library browser that 

shows class library relationships. 
What's more, you get Workframe/2;M a language

independent tool that lets you customize your own envi
ronment. It's adaptable and flexible -you can use any 16 
and 32-bit DOS, Windows rM and OS/2 tools. 

To order C Set++ , 
contact your nearest dealer or call 
1-800-342-66 72 (USA) or 
1-800-465-7999 ext. 460 (Canada). 

Clearly, there's only one place to start. C Set++. 

• 

co 
ANSI C X3.159-1989 

NIST validated 

ANSI C++ X3J16 (Full ARM) 

ISO 9899:1990 

Global 

Inter-module 

Function inlining 

Instruction scheduling 

ere. 
==.=. ~ @ - - - --- - -- - ---- - - ------ -----·-

IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and C Set++ and Workframe/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation . Pentium is a trademark of Intel Corporation . 
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. © 1993 IBM Corp. 
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CODE CACHE 

// This is the constructor for the window 
II 
// Essentially the application is little more than a 
// delclaration and a constructor. 
//************************************************* 
Hello:: Hello(unsigned long windowid) 

* 
* 
* 
* 

IFrameWindow (IFrameWindow::classDefaultStyle, 
windowid) 

lines. Also, a close inspection of the code doesn't re

veal a single OS/2 Presentation Manager APL Final

ly, the large switch statement in the window pro

cedure of listing 1 is also missing. In fact, so is the win

dow procedure! 

The code structure we've come to associate with a 

PM program isn't valid using the IBM UICL. The 

class library encapsulates the user interface functions of 

the PM program. So our main window subclasses a 

frame window (IFrameWindow). The frame window 

defines a general set ofbehaviors; the code in the Main

Window function defines the specific behavior for our 

main window. This becomes the pattern we use to 

write object-oriented programs using the UICL. We 

use the classes and methods supplied and extend or 

modify their behaviors to cover specific cases. 

hello=new IStaticText(IST_HELLO, this, this); 
hello->setText("Hello C++ World!"); 
hello->setAlignment(IStaticText::centerCenter); 
setClient(hello); 

setFocus(); 
show(); 

LISTING 3 

Sample File Dialog in C ++ 

//This function requires the following class header files: 

I* 
#include <ifiledlg.hpp> 
#include <iwindow.hpp> 
#include <istring.hpp> 

*I 

//The IFileDialog class 
//The IWindow class 
//The IString class 

//************************************************* 

The IBM User Interface Class Library is a rich set 

of tools with more than 2,600 member functions and 

260 classes. It supplies a lot of power, flexibility, and 

W'E'D LIKE TO SAY A W'ORD ABOUT 
CLIENT /SERVER DEVELOPMENT. 

TESTING. 
You've chosen the platform, architecture, 
development tools, and application. Now's 
the time to decide how you're going to test 
your client/server applications. 

The Softbridge Automated Test Facility (ATF) 
enables you to fully automate regression 
testing, letting you test "often and early" in 
the development cycle. And that means 
lower costs, decreased time to release, and 
higher quality systems. 

ATF is the only product on the market that is 
designed to test all aspects of client/server. 
ATF understands the problems that GUls and 
distributed applications can lead to. And how 
to catch these problems - before your end
users find them. 

If you're building OS/2, Windows, or NT 
systems for client/server (or stand-alone), you 
should have a word with the ATF sales team. 
Call us at 800-955-9190. 

Circle#36 ~ Softbridge, Inc. 
617-576--2257 (Phone) 
617-864-7747 (FAX) A TF: THE FINAL WORD IN TESTING. 
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CODE CACHE 

//Hello:: openFile() * 
// Open file dialog - member function of Hello * 
//************************************************* 
IString Hello:: openFile() 
{ 

IFileDialog::Settings fdSettings; //New instance 
//Set default values for our file dialog 
fdSettings.setTitle("Hello files"); //Dialog title 
fdSettings.setOKButtonText("SELECT");//OK button=select 
fdSettings . setFileName("hel lo . *") ; //FileName=hello.* 

//Create File Open Dialiog: 
IFileDialog fd((IWindow*)desktopWindow(), //parent is 

// the desktop 
(IWindow*)this , //owner is self 
fdSettings); //with our settings 

IString filename=fd . fileName(); 
if (fd.pressedOK()) //Check if SELECT (OK) 
{ 

if (filename.size()) 
{ 

//button was pressed 
//Check size of filename 

//User pressed SELECT and file name was chosen 
//check for existance, process , etc ... 
/* endif */ 

/* endif */ 
return filename; //Return file name 

} /* end Hello: : openFile() */ 

Now Shipping .... 

NDP 0S/2 2.1 
Developer's Pack 

$595 Includes: 
• 32-bit Globally Optimized Code 
• 32-blt Graphics and AA Access 
• IBM Toolkit and Workframe 
• Integrated Development Environment 
• 1500 pages of documentation 
• Your Choice of Compiler: 

NDP CIC++, NDP Fortran-77 
or NDP Pascal 

C all for our \Alhfte Papers on 0S/ 2, 1860 
Parallel Processing on PCs, Fortran 90 and 
our port of lAPACK to the 486 and i860. 

M1croway :,~le #96 
Research Park, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341 

U.K., 081-541-5466 USA. FAX (508) 746-4678 
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capability. The library is CUA '91 compliant, ensuring 

that user interface objects maintain a consistent "look 

and feel." In addition to the interface classes, the library 

also supports DDE and DLLs, along with exception 

handling and threads. 

Delving into the on-line documentation provided 

with the UICL, you'll find all the pieces of the user 

interface puzzle that are present in PM programs. 

There are classes for basic windows (!Frame Window 

in listing 2), viewportwindows (with on-demand scroll 

bars), pull-down and pop-up menus, several types of 

buttons and check boxes, slider controls (including a 

"progress indicator" version), and a host of text display 

and editing tools. 

Additional classes provide a multitude of control 

and formatting functions. Various flavors of cursor 

classes access elements of their parent classes. An 

Accelerator class implements shortcut keys (such as 

assigning a file save function to the F2 key). Classes for 

'·"'-·········· ········· 
:.: ..... ~ ·-················· 
1,000 -··-··· •• ·-·· ····-
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or 
Windows 3.x• 
application 

Developer's Business Graphics Toolkit 

• High-level APis • Dynamic Link Library 
• Tactile feedback • Positive/negative data 
• Real-time charting • Printer /metafile support 

The Crouley Group 

P.O. Box 921759 
Norcross, GA 30092 
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It's available now-ready to per
form on your desktop. A new 
function-rich, 32-bit relational 
database you can really trust 
with your growing client/server 
network, your mission-critical 
data and your business. 

Introducing IBM DATABASE 2™ OS/2® 
(DB2/2™) from IBM Programming Systems, the 
birthplace of relational database technology. 

DB2/2 includes an industrial-strength DB 
engine that supports transaction management, 
concurrency control, security, integrity, and 
recovery functions. Designed to exploit the 
power and open architecture of OS/2, it also 
supports industry-standard SQL for developing 
portable applications. And it runs your DOS, 
DOS Windows™ and OS/2 
applications requiring 
online access. 

You can access data 
directly from DB2/2 on 
your desktop or from a 
DB2/2 server on your 
LAN, and with 

DISTRIBUTED DATABASE 
CONNECTION SERVICES/2-;" 

from DB2: SQL/DS-;" and OS/400® 
databases as if they were on your desktop, too. 
This versatility can play a significant role in 

an Information Warehouse™ solution 
for your business. 

We've developed an 

exciting demo diskette to show 
you just how well new DB2/2 
performs-right on your desktop. Call us today 
for your free demo, or to order DB2/2: 
1 800 342-6672; or fax: 1 800 445-2426. 
In Canada, call I 800 465-7999, ext. 850. 
An upgrade from OS/2 Extended Edition 
or Extended Services is also available. 

==.== ::::@ 
IBM, OS/2, DB2 and OS/400 are registered trademarks and DATABASE 2, DB2/2, DISTRIBUTED DATABASE CONNECTION SERVICES/2, 
SOL/OS and Information Warehouse are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Windows is a trademark of 
Microsoft Corporation. © 1993 IBM Corp. 
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colors and fonts provide the means to query and manipulate ele

ments of the user interface. Even mouse clicks are encapsulated 

in event and handler classes. 

Child controls are formatted within a window using a number 

of classes. Text objects created from the static text control class 

(IStaticText in listing 2) maintain their relative position regard

less of the parent window's size. The status line area of a window 

is also defined using a static text object. Another common win

dow extension, the information area, is constructed from its own 

specialized class. (Both of these areas are set up by declaring them 

in a window class definition and specifying instances in its con

structor.) The canvas classes, however, are among the most 

important general formatting and control tools. 

Canvas classes give windows the ability to contain multiple 

child controls (for example, static text, buttons, check boxes, and 

additional windows). The various positioning and sizing rules of 

these classes provide the means to build individual static, sizable, 

or scrollable areas within a window. Integrated tab, cursor key, 

and focus change handling implements the controlinfrastructure. 

Finally, there are a number of complex classes that embody 

entire PM objects. These include font and file dialog boxes, a 

notebook, and a help window using OS/2's Information Presen

tation Facility (see Code Cache, May and August 1993, for details 

on IPF). A prime example demonstrating the capabilities of a 

complex class is the standard PM file dialog box (see Code Cache, 

July 1993, for an example implemented in C). 

The openFile() function in listing 3 uses the IFileDialog class 

to open a file dialog box with the OS/2 desktop as the parent. We 

use desktop Window() to float the file dialog on top of any other 

open windows, giving the function greater flexibility. The 

instance of the IFileD ialog::Settings class (fdSettings) passes our 

default parameters to the file dialog constructor. Changing this 

function into a Save as file dialog is simply a matter of adding the 

statement fdSettings.setSaveAsDialog();. We then use the file 

dialog member functions fileName() and pressed OK() to retrieve 

the selection and check if OK was pressed. An I String class 

instance is used to store the file name, check it's size, and finally 

return the result from the function. As you can see, we accom

plished quite a bit in just a few lines of code. 

The UICL illustrates the power of object-oriented program

ming while drawing attention to one ofits problems. The library 

greatly simplifies PM code, but its sheer size proves to be a for

midable foe on the road to mastery. 



CODE CACHE 

Nevertheless, the C++ advantage is evident. Note how our 

sample C++ hello world program is shorter and more readable 

than its C counterpart. This simplicity stems from a key concept 

of C++: the ability to "reuse" code written for us by expert class 

designers. We've only scratched the surface of the UI CL-there 

is a lot more. Just about every PM element you can think of (and 

probably some you can't) have class definitions within the library. 

It takes time to study and master object-oriented program

ming. The results, however, are worth it. You'll save time because 

you won't be testing code that is part of the class library. As a 

result, bugs can be isolated and found more rapidly than with C. 

However, in order to reuse the library you have to understand it 

well enough to know what is available. You can't reuse a class if 

you don't know it exists. While the initial slope of the learning 

curve may be steep, the climb will keep you coasting down a long 

hill once you've reached the top. ♦ 

David Moskowitz is president of Productivity Solutions, of Norris

town, Pennsylvania, a consulting.firm that specializes in OS/2 and 

object-oriented development. 
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NOW, DO YOU HAVE 
ENOUGH ROOM TO USE IT? 

If you're running OS!t you've probably discovered 
how much disk space your powerful new operating system 
demands. 

Not to worry. 
With Stacker® for OS/2 & DOS, you can quickly and 

safely double the capacity of your hard disk to take full 
advantage of OS/2's power. 

Using Stac® Electronics' patented, award-winning Stacker 
LZS'" technology, Stacker instantly and transparently com
presses all your data, storing it more efficiently so you have 
more room to work. 

That's all there is to it! You can install--&acker in minutes 
and access all your compressed files at any time, whether 
you boot from OS/2 or DOS. 
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And, with the Stacker Optimizer= you can quickly 
defragment your Stacker drives to get the best possible 
performance. Stacker works on disks as large as 1 gigabyte, 
giving you up to 2 gigabytes of disk capacity. And, it even 
comes with a simple Unstack command that returns your 
system to its original, uncompressed state. 

New Stacker for OS/2 & DOS. Think of it as adding 
space to your OS/2 workplace. 

CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION 
1-800-522-STAC, ext. 8311 

or 716-871-6573 
Fax 716-873-0906 
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TIPS AND 

BY GORDON SCOTT 

Having Your DOS and OS/2 

Y 
ou've purchased a new engine for 
your old car. But after you install 
it, you find it has a few quirks

there's a knock as you accelerate, and 
more smoke than you'd like to see coming 
out the tailpipe as you ease off on the 
gas. At times you even think you'd like 
to have your old engine, bad as it was, 
back in your car temporarily. But if wishes 
were horses, then peasants would ride. 

If you change the picture from cars 
to personal computers, though, it's not 
an idle wish. When it comes to upgrad
ing your operating system, you can have 
your OS/2 and your DOS as well. 

True, not all OS/2 users find them
selves wishing they could jump back 
into DOS temporarily. But if you do, 
OS/2 provides you with some options 
for running true DOS without leaving 
OS/2 with its multitasking and crash 
protection. 

First, though, let's set the record 
straight about OS/2's DOS emulation 
window. A few years ago, the first 
OS/2 guru I ever met explained to me 
that OS/2 doesn't run true DOS in that 
window; it merely emulates DOS. 
While the distinction has become sub
tle under OS/2 2.x, OS/2's DOS 
window is still not DOS. The guru's 
explanation was hard to top, and 
harder to forget. 

"Gordon," he said, "the DOS win
dow in OS/2 is not DOS. It looks like 
DOS, it talks like DOS, it smells like 
DOS, it even gets down on its belly and 
crawls like DOS, but it ain't DOS! It's 
just OS/2 acting like DOS." 

While OS/2 does a fabulous acting 
job, there may be times when the mask 
slips. Those will be the times when 
you'll have to operate under native 
DOS, not DOS emulation. 

Those who run DOS programs 

under OS/2's DOS emulation and 
make a sacrifice here or there to do so 
may get a pleasant surprise using a true 
DOS session. Some DOS programs, 
even though they don't require a true 
DOS session, display noticeably 
improved performance running under 
non-emulated true DOS. 

The following tips will show you 
how to start a non-emulated DOS ses
sion and provide more guidance about 
when to resort to such measures. 

Start DOS from a DOS disk. 

How to do it: 
• Place a DOS diskette (any version) in 

drive A. 
• Open the Command Prompts folder 

(located in the OS/2 system folder). 
• Double-click on the icon labeled DOS 

from Drive A. 

NOTE: When the command prompt 
appears, enter the command VER. The 
window will display the version of 
DOS you are running. Compare this to 
the display you get when you type VER 
in a standard DOS window. 

What this buys you: Quick access 
to "true" DOS. 

When you complete these steps, you 
will notice that you have started DOS 
as a separate operating system in its 
own window. You can enter any DOS 
commands and the DOS operating sys
tem will execute them from the floppy 
disk in drive A. 

There are some subtle but important 
differences between OS/2's emulated 
DOS session and running DOS 
proper. For example, emulated DOS 
sessions can't send messages directly to 

the computer hardware. Suppose you 
had a DOS communications program 
that sent messages directly to the com
munications port. If you run that pro
gram in an emulated DOS session, the 
messages don't end up going directly to 
the COM port. 

Instead, OS/2 creates a virtual com
munications port that regulates mes
sages sent to the computer's physical 
communications port. In effect, OS/2 
steps between the computer and the 
DOS program so that it can accomplish 
its preemptive multitasking more effec
tively. 

As a result, some DOS programs 
have problems accessing hardware fea
tures. More often than not, these pro
grams (such as PC Support for DOS, 
some CD-ROM drives, and some net
work applications running in a DOS 
session) require a special DOS driver in 
CONFIG.SYS. So if you are running a 
DOS program that needs direct access 
to your computer's hardware, you 
should try using a non-emulated DOS 
sess10n. 

Loading DOS from drive A may be 
fine for some situations, but in many 
cases where you need true DOS it's not 
very practical. That's why OS/2 gives 
you the option of using a DOS disk 
image. The next tip explains how. 

Run DOS from a DOS 
disk image 

How to do it: 
First, use these steps to create a DOS 
disk image: 
• Place a DOS disk in drive A. This can be 

a from-the-box DOS disk, or a blank 
floppy formatted with /S and con
taining a copy of COMMAND.COM. 
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• Open an OS/2 window. 
• At the command prompt enter: VMDISK 

A: C:\DOS\DOS61.IMG 

NOTE: The path and file name of the 
target DOS image file can be any valid 
path name. You can also create multi
ple image files with differing versions of 
DOS to meet your specific needs (e.g., 
DOS33.IMG, or DOS50.IMG). For 
more information on creating an image 
file, type HELP VMDISK in an OS/2 
window. 

Next, use these steps to create a pro
gram object that uses this image file: 
• Open the Command Prompts folder 

(located in the OS/2 system folder). 
• Select the DOS Window object. 
• Hold down the CTRL key while drag

ging the DOS Window object to the 
desktop with mouse button 2 (the right 
button on a right-handed mouse). This 

TIPS AND TECHNIQUES 

creates a copy of the DOS window 
object. 

• Open the settings of the new DOS win-
dow object. 

• Select the Session tab. 
• Select the DOS Settings push button. 
• In the list of DOS Settings, locate and 

select the DOS_STARTUP _DRIVE entry. 
• In the entry field provided, enter the 

path and filename of the image file. 
(Using the previous example, the entry 
would be C:\DOS\DOS61.IMG.) 

• Select the Save button to save the new 
settings. 

What this buys you: Better 
performance when running real 
DOS under OS/2. 

When you start DOS from an image 
file, OS/2 loads the file into memory. 
In other words, at this point you have 
a DOS disk that works from RAM. 

As a result, performance is much 
improved. 

Hardware access is not the only rea
son you may need a specific DOS ver
sion. Some programs require a true
DOS session because they look for spe
cial features found only in a specific ver
sion of DOS. There are a handful of 
programs that for one reason or another 
check the version of DOS through 
unorthodox means. When you run such 
a program, OS/2's DOS emulation 
window won't fit the characteristics 
they are searching for. Starting a specif
ic DOS version under OS/2 accommo
dates these programs while giving you 
the benefits of OS/2. 

There is one drawback to running 
DOS from a disk image: You can't 
access the OS/2 file system (i.e., you 
can't read or write to the hard disk). 
This would be a major problem, but 

Only OS/2 Week scoops 
OS/2 Professional. 

Put 0S/2 WEEK-the 
new fax newsletter, 
on your desk every 
Monday morning. 

Call (301) 770-4672. 
Or fill out the subscription coupon on page 3. 
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once again, OS/2 provides a solution. 
The next tip explains how to use this 
feature. 

Use the File System FILTER 
command to give your specific 

DOS session access to 
OS/2files. 

How to do it: 

• Edit the CONFIG.SYS file on your DOS 
floppy disk (or create CON FIG.SYS if it 
doesn't exist.) Add this line before all 
other DEVICE= statements: 
DEVICE=C:\OS2\MDOS\FSFIL TEA.SYS 
(your drive and path may vary). 

• Save and exit the file. 
• Create a DOS image file using the steps 

in the previous tip. 

What this buys you: Access to all 

TIPS AND TECHNIQUES 

files (FAT or HPFS) from the DOS 
session. 

Once you have started a specific version 
of DOS with this line in the CON
FIG.SYS file, you can access your hard 
drive normally. That means you can 
then start DOS programs that are on 
your hard drive. 

One limitation remains, however. If 
you try to read a floppy disk in drive A, 
you will find that the DOS session 
thinks of the image file as Drive A. 
This effectively blocks you from using 
the floppy drive from your DOS session. 

However, there may be times you 
need to access the floppy disk after you 
have a specific DOS version up and 
running. Once again OS/2 2.1 provides 
a way, but it involves a minor change to 
the AUTO EXEC.BAT file. The next 
tip explains what change to make. 

Use the File System ACCESS 
command to use drive A after 

starting DOS from an image file. 

How to do it: 
First, specify that your DOS image will 
look for the COMMAND.COM file on the 
hard drive using the following steps. 

• Edit the AUTOEXEC.BAT file on your 
DOS floppy disk (or create one if neces
sary.) Add the line SET COMSPEC= 
C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM to the file. 

• Save and exit the file. 
• Create a DOS image file as described 

previously. 

Next, start up DOS from the newly creat
ed image file, and follow these steps to 
access drive A: 
• Change drives to the boot drive (e.g., C:) 

Using and Supporting OS/2 
Two comprehensive support seminars by Mark Minasi, author of 

the #1 best seller: Inside OS/2 
Some of the topics included in our new course Using 0S/2 2.1 are: 
• How to navigate the Workplace shell (WPS) 
• How to customize the desktop 
• Understanding and configuring objects 
• How to install new applications 
• Explanations of little-used features that can be real productivity boosters like shadow and work-area folders. 

For support staff, Supporting 0S/2 2.1 includes: 
• Fixing WPS problems, including "the disappearing desktop" 
• OS/2's HPFS and SuperFAT file systems, with a complete explanation of "extended attributes" 
• Understanding and tuning OS/2's multitasking 
• Complete explanations of all the DOS settings so your DOS programs will run quickly and reliably 

Our seminars offer you a quick start to the new OS/2 and shows your support and technical staff the difficult-to
find and undocumented information that they need to effectively support, optimize and use OS/2. We've worked 
with OS/2 since 1987, what has taken us years to research, you can learn about in the convenience of your 
own facility. Call Donna Cook, our Marketing Director, to receive a detailed outline. She can supply whatever 
information you need. 

(703) 276-8940 
Circle #21 
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• Enter the command CD \OS2\MDOS 
• Enter the command FSACCESS A: 

What this buys you: access to the A 
disk drive from your DOS session. 

Using these steps you have a complete 
DOS session available running under 
OS/2. With the exception of a slight 
pause after some commands or key
strokes, you won't notice any difference 
between this DOS session and a stan
dard DOS window. 

Conserve disk space and memory 
by creating your DOS image 

from a 720K or 360K diskette. 

How to do it: 
• Format a double-density diskette (if 

you have only high-density floppy dri
ves, you have to specify the number of 
tracks and sectors as parameters to the 

FORMAT command, e.g., FORMAT A: 
/T:80 /N:9 /S). 

• Copy all files to be included in your 
DOS image file onto the double-density 
floppy disk. 

• Create a DOS image file as discussed 
previously. 

What this buys you: a smaller 
image file, which means more 
efficient use of memory and disk 
space. 

When you create a DOS image file, it 
makes a copy of the entire diskette, 
whether there is anything on the 
diskette or not. That means that when 
a 1.44MB 3.5-inch floppy disk is used 
to create an image file, you end up with 
an image file that is 1,474K in size. 
When the DOS window starts up from 
this image file, it gets loaded into mem
ory. That won't make any difference to 
your system's performance if you have 

16MB of RAM or more, but if you are 
running with 8MB, it might crowd 
things a little. 

By using a smaller-size diskette, you 
can reduce the size of the image file and 
conserve not only memory but space on 
your hard drive. ♦ 

Gordon Scott writes on-line help and tuto
rials far OS/2 applications at IBM's Santa 
Teresa Laboratory in Sanjose, California. 
Share your tips with OS/2 Professional 
readers by sending them through the Inter
net to GSC01T@STLVM22. VNET 
IBM. COM. Gordon Scott can also be 
reached during normal business hours at 
(408) 463-4483. 

0S2TREE™ 
See your entire system graphically at a glance! 

"What XTREE GOLD is to DOS and More!" 
• Completely programmable: every function/key can 

be customized! 
• Display your tree structure for all system and LAN 

disks concurrently! 
• Manipulate your files, directories, entire disks 

and/or entire system! 
• HPFS fully supported 
• Pop-up list of files for any directory 

• Accredited by the IBM I. V. League! 
• Edit/browse file(s) using any EDITOR or PROGRAM! 
• Extensive FILE Search and Tree directory search 

capabilities make locating files and/or data easy. • Recipient 0S12 Software Developer Award! 

100 Page Book and 30 REXX Programs 
The Book -Best Source or 0512 Tuning lnrormatlont 

"Simple enough for the Novice with details that satisfy the Advanced user/" 

The Software • S/mpfltles tuning, Improves Performance/ 
Utilities include: Optimizers to analyze and tune your system; Remove 
OS/2 features from fixed disk; Measure & report on tuning progf8ss; 
Create an OS/2 boot diskette; Backup your Worl<Place Shell Desktop; 
Reset Icon Associations - Plus 3000+ OS/2 Format Icons 

ONLY $29.95! 
3.00S&H 

send Check or M.O. ($32.95) 
VISA, MC & Discover Accepted 

or call 
(203) 658-1204 - Fax (203) 651-0354 

CLEAR & SIMPLE, INC. • P.O. Box 130- W. Simsbury, CT 06092 
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• Upload/download files between mainframe and PC 
• Secure delete (sensitive files wiped clean) 

Intro Price: $79.99 
Prefessional Version: $249.99 Limited time special $150.00 

Network Licenses Available 

LEVINE COMPUTER 
CONSULTING SERVICES 

7640 Provincial Dr., Suite 213, McLean, VA 22102 

Orders Only (800) 383-9495 
FAX/Inquiries/Helpline (703) 790-1660 Circle #69 
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November 16 duced this year: the "Visual Contact: DCI, (508) 470- Client/Server Applications, 

Dallas, TX Communications Area," dis- 3880. Client/Server Databases and 

November30 
playing audio-visual technol- Tools, Network Manage-

ogy, and the "VAR Club," December ment, Enterprise Database 

Atlanta, GA which offers discussion from 6-10 Connectivity, and Communi-

members of this distribution cations Technologies for the 
THE ERGONOMICS channel on "various programs OBJECT-ORIENTED '90s. In addition, two one-day 
CONSORTIUM SEMINAR and expertise they have to ANALYSIS & DESIGN pre-show conferences will be 
ON WORKPLACE ISSUES offer dealers and resellers." Boston, MA offered, on Downsizing/Re-

The Ergonomics Consortium, The conference portion of This workshop is designed to Engineering Applications 

a network of independent the show, entitled "The Fall "immerse the attendee in with Client/Server Comput-

consultants, offers a one-day Computing Classic," offers 16 practical applications and ing and The Relational 

workshop on the "physical sessions divided into four cat- exercises so that Object-Ori- Model. You can also choose 

and psychosocial factors egories: nomadic computing, ented methods can be put to from among six half-day man-

affecting employees in today's business re-engineering, use on a real project immedi- agement/technical sessions 

computerized offices." The enterprise networking, and atley upon returning to the on Tuesday, Dec. 7th. Of 

session, presented by board- emerging technologies. The office." It is a new five-day course, Database World and 

certified ergonomist Carla Conference will offer a num- hands-on session led by Client/Server World also 

Springer, is designed to help ber of Canadian speakers, Edward Y ourdon, a 30-year include an Exposition where 

organizations establish health including Fred Gibbons, veteran of the software engi- you can view live product 

and safety programs that min- chairman and CEO of Soft- neering field. The workshop demonstrations along with the 

imize the risk of employee ware Publishing Corporation, emphasizes group interaction expected 20,000 other com-

injury and optimize comfort and Frank Clegg, general and direct application of puter professionals. Price is 

and productivity. The morn- manager of Microsoft Canada. learned skills by citing two $995 for three days (includes 

ing session offers an exarnina- Admission to all 16 sessions case studies throughout the your choice of conferences). 

tion of problems within the costs $375. sessions. Cost of the five-day Contact: DCI, (508) 470-

office, as well as legislative Contact: Deborah Dugan, session is $1,895. 3880. 

developments on the topic. (416) 252-7791. Contact: DCI, (508) 470-

The afternoon is devoted to 3880. December 13 
evaluating specific work envi- December UNDERSTANDING AND 
ronments. Total cost for the 2-3 December EXPLOITING GROUPWARE 
worksho~ is $395. 8-10 Boston, MA Contact: The Ergonomics INSTALLING AND 

Consortium, (800) 568-2211. MANAGING YOUR LAN DATABASE WORLD & This half-day seminar is 

TOOLSAND CLIENT/SERVER WORLD designed for business and IS 

November TECHNOLOGY Chicago, IL executives, project managers, 

22-25 Dallas, TX This year Digital Consulting and system analysts involved 

1993 CANADIAN 
The seminar, designed for IS Inc. has combined two if its in planning corporate technol-

COMPUTER SHOW 
executives and end users with shows, Database World and ogy strategy and evaluating 

& CONFERENCE 
IS responsibilities, focuses on Client/Server World. The groupware applications. This 

the tools and technologies combined event offers a total $495 session offers an over-
Toronto, Canada needed for LAN and WAN of 10 sessions. Database topics view of groupware and where 
More than 300 vendors will implementation decisions. include Database Technology, it can take you. (Also offered 
show the latest in palmtops, Presenting the seminar is Object-Oriented Technology, in combination with the Sue-
pen-based and wireless tech- Cheryl Currid, president of Application Development, cessful Notes Deployment 
nology, multimedia, and Currid and Company, an IT and PC Databases &Xbase. Strategies seminar, below.) 
OS/2 at this year's Canadian consultancy. The cost of the The client/server sessions will Contact: DCI, (508) 470-
Computer Show. Two new seminar is $895. cover Executive Client/Server, 3880. ♦ 
programs are being intro-
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OS/2 2.X NOTEBOOK: The Best of OS/2 
Developer Magazine, 2nd Edition 
by Dick Conklin. The most complete 
reference available on OS/2 2.X. 
A single source of useful articles 
organized by topics that 
include multimedia, graphics, 
LAN, software tools, client 
server, and much more. 
$29.95 0-442-01522-4 

NOW THAT I HAVE OS/2 
2.1 ON MY COMPUTER
WHAT DO I DO NEXT? 
by Steven Levenson. Explains 
IBM's new 0S/2 2.1 Workplace 
Shell. Perfect for beginners: 
assumes no previous 
experience with OS/2. 
$22.95 0-442-01832-0 

Van Nostrand Reinhold 
115 Fifth Avenue New York, New York 10003 

To place an order, or for a complete liJJting of VNR titles, call 
1-800-544-0550 (Dept. Z 1553) or GO VNR on the CompuServe® Network. 
To order from IBM call J-800-568-6294. 
OS&® l~ a regist,ered trademark of I BM Corporation. 
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USING WORKPLACE 
OS/2: The Power 

User's Guide to IBM OS/2 
Version 2.1 by Lori Brown 

and Jeff Howard. 
Exclusive tips from the 

designer of Workplace Shell. 
Covers Windows 3.1 and 

provides abundant support for 
multimedia applications. 

$24.95 0-442-01590-9 

THE OS/2 2.0 HANDBOOK: 
Applications, Integration, and 
Optimization by William Zack. 

Helps users of OS/2 get up to speed 
with the full power, potential, and 

extended services offered by OS/2 2.0. 
$34.95 0-442-01234-9 

, .. 



BOOKSTAX 

OS/2 For Dummies 
by Andy Rathbone, IDG Books, $19.95 

Voodoo OS/2 : Tips & Tricks with an Attitude 
by Allen G. Taylor, Ventana Press, $24.95 

REVIEWED BY HUGH KENNER 

With Fermat's Last Theorem apparently out of the 

way, the mental might of the West may now want 

to concentrate on disproving Kenner's First Theo

rem: A Wholly Intuitive Human/Computer Interface has Yet to 

be Devised. 

A disproof admittedly would have to work around formida

ble obstacles, not the least of which is the vast popularity of the 

"For Dummies" series: DOS far Dum-

mies, Windows far Dummies, 

altogether a dozen-odd titles, 

even WordPeifect far Dummies. 

The publisher claims some 3.5 

million copies in print. 

Now imagine the meeting at 

which the series title was settled on. 

It's a maxim of merchandising that you don't 

insult your customer. But out there, seeming

ly, there exist customers so desperate they'll 

even smile at the D-word if that's their sole 

way to learn how to get some work done. 

(True, the cover does offer a face-saver in 

smaller print: "A Reference for the Rest of 

Us!" That's a Registered Trade Mark, by the 

way; so is "For Dummies.") 

Has there ever before existed a widely used technology that 

routinely reduced educated people to dummydom? Imagine 

Cuisinart far Dummies or Xerox far Dummies. No, the sole plausi

ble candidate is VCR.s far Dummies, and what frustrates in the 

VCR's domain is programming it, a task that's, come to think of 

it, right next door to computing. 

Yes, yes, we all know how it all came about. In the era of eight

bit instructions, 64 Kand CP /M, software was sharply limited by 

Illustration: Arlene Williams 

hardware, and operating systems weren't formidable. Despite 

notoriouslywretched docs, CP /M was pretty easy to learn because 

micro hardware confined it to doing so little. A general with an 

army of ten privates can get by with a pretty simple command set. 

Then came the 16-bit machine, and the need for what became 

DOS. But DOS was merely expanded from CP/M as though 

the 8088 chip marked the edge of the 

universe. Later, the 

resources of improved 

CPUs were served with 

kludge upon kludge; so 

DOS far Dummieswas need

ed. Then Microsoft started 

piling Windows atop DOS, 

and by the time Windows 3.1 

arrived, some 20 books from every tech 

publisher in sight were ready to arrive 

alongside it, all meant to help users 

understand a system that'd been meant 

to free them from printed guidance. Such 

a book is Windows far Dummies. 

OS/2, granted, is far more transparent 

than Windows. Unfortunately, history stuck it 

with the need to run all that DOS and Windows software. That 

means high-tech decisions (Solo? Dual Boot? Boot Manager?) 

even before the Install. This time it's ten minutes after opening 

the box that the buyer feels moved back to the Dummy square. 

So, OS/2 far Dummies. 

All of which is by way of claiming that the OS/2 manual is 

about as good as it could have been, considering the levels of read

ership it had to take account of: Coming in fresh? From DOS? 

From Windows? From high-tech? From no-tech? 
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Such questions help outline the "For Dummies" niche: It's 

where tech words get explained, priorities arranged, and (most 

important) topics get put on display in such a manner that we can 

quickly decide what we do not, just at present, need to know. 

Windows loosens up wonderfully once we understand that no 

one, save maybe a programmer or a tech writer, need master all 

ofit. It's less evident that the same is true ofOS/2, but it is. 

What Andy Rathbone has done in OS/2 far Dummies is com

parable to guiding a motorist from Des Moines into New York 

City, then making the innards ofNYC manageable while the vis

itor decides about settling there. By page 25, while still answer

ing elementary questions like 'What's Memory?," Andy neatly 

intercepts an Install query from someone whose computer gains 

speed by a maneuver called ROM to RAM Remapping, also BIOS 

Caching or Fast Video BIOS. For if you've only 4MB of memory, 

most of which OS/2 covets for itself, you'll get a freeze during 

Install. (Andy has a quick fix. A better fix, he adds, is to buy some 

more RAM.) 

Chapter 2 (17 pages) gets you through the Install process, deft

ly circumnavigating EGKM (Every Glitch Known to Man). 

Chapter 4 (13 pages) is "a lightning-fast guide" to the first icons 

we'll see. We're warned, for instance, that the Shredder, unlike 

the Mac trash can, is Dangerous (it really shreds). But we're also 

told about an UnShredder, installed by IBM and then for some 

reason disabled, and how over in Chapter 6 we can learn how to 

re-enable it; thereafter, Shredder loses its terrors. 

About the Voodoo book. It's a shorter and looser attempt to 

"help you take control of the most powerful and solidly reliable 

operating system," etc., etc. The books in the Voodoo series "give 

quick answers to frequent questions that are not well-docu

mented elsewhere." Thus you "accomplish more in less time and 

with less hassle." Voodoo OS/2 also places what it calls "Installa

tion Magic" near the end. It's assuming, that is, something 

Dummies does not: that you've the savvy to get O S/2 up and run

ning on your own. In short, a fine-tune book. 

That's exactly its emphasis;just be clear aboutwhatyou're buy

ing. Thus, pages 179-183 show you how to tack a decent icon to 

a program you're otherwise happy with. That assumes, note, that 

you're running OS/2, and are happy with an OS/2 program, and 

just yearn for a better interface. 

In that domain, Allen G. Taylor's expositions are crisp and 

clear. If you want to clean up an established OS/2 installation, get 

his book. If you want to install one and make sense ofit, pretend 

you're a Dummy. 

Hobbes OS/2 CD ROM 
Walnut Creek CD-ROM, Walnut Creek, CA 94596-2228, (800) 786-9907, $24.95 

REVIEWED BY JOHN HEILBORN 

We often talk about computer hardware and software 

as though they were separate things, but in fact 

they are not. Hardware-the stuff that we call 

computers-is totally dependent on software. A computer with

out a program is nothing more than an expensive table decora

tion. It can do nothing. 

It's little wonder then that most computer users, whether in 

the home or the corporate office, are on a more-or-less constant 

search for better software. The trouble is, it often seems that the 

best software is also the most expensive. 

One exception to this rule, however, is shareware, which 
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works on the principle of "try before you buy." It is distributed 

for free, allowing the end user to try it out before paying for it. 

And the final cost is generally lower than for commercially 

distributed products-typically in the range of $10-$35 per 

program. 

Because of the low cost of shareware, it is often looked upon 

as being low-quality. In fact, though, this is usually not the 

case. Most shareware is developed by expert computer pro

grammers who write software because they love to do it, and 

write the utilities because they need them. Although there 

certainly are shoddy shareware programs, most are at least 
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as good as their much more expensive retail counterparts. 

Hobbes OS/2 CD-ROM is a case in point. 

This CD-ROM contains literally thousands of programs for 

OS/2, ranging from games to high-level system utilities down

loaded from the world's largest computer network, the Internet. 

It has libraries of device drivers and both PostScript- and True

Type-format fonts, all in compressed form. 

Originally designed to be used by BBSs (computer bulletin 

board systems), the Hobbes OS/2 CD-ROM includes a num

ber of utilities that make it easy to install on a host system. It 

can, however, be used just as easily on a single-user system or 

a network. The programs on the CD-ROM are organized 

into sections, and both the sections and the programs are acces

sible through a utility on the CD-ROM called "VIEW." 

VIEW displays the program names and descriptions on

screen in a list format. All you need to do to use a given program 

is to highlight the program with VIEWs cursor and press the 

Enter key. This initiates a process that decompresses the 

program and all of its subordinate files (if any) and then copies 

them to a directory on your target hard drive. From there you 

can run the program as you would any standard application. 

Because of the enormous number of programs on this 

disk, listing them here would be impossible. What we can do, 

however, is to take a look at a sampling of what this disk has 

to offer. 

There are, for example, nearly a hundred fonts . Some are gen

eral-purpose business fonts like Crillee, a sans serif, blocky, ital

ic font, and GraphicLight, a delicate, serif type. Others have 

more specific purposes, like Cartwright, a font that looks like it 

was lifted right out of the old West, and PostCrypt, which would 

find a good home on the front of a Halloween invitation. The 

selection is huge, and some of the names of the fonts are a bit 

vague, so I'd suggest downloading several at a time and viewing 

them using an application. 

Another category of files included on the Hobbes CD-ROM 

is disk utilities. This is a collection of 27 programs designed to 

help manage your data. One program, BACK.2F AT, allows you 

to backup an OS/2 HPFS drive or drive partition to a standard 

DOS or OS/2 File Allocation Table (FAT)-type drive or parti

tion. This lets you make better use of your hard drive space if you 

have a lot of files allocated to HPFS and room on a FAT parti

tion-a common occurrence. 
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Probably the most useful group of files in this section are the 

three McAfee programs: OCLN102, ONET102, and 

OSCN102. These are anti-virus programs from the McAfee 

Group. OSCN102 is a virus scanning program that identifies 

and isolates virus programs and ONET102 is essentially the 

same program for networked computers. OCLN102 is the 

McAfee virus cleaning utility, which typically is able to remove 

the virus while leaving the program files unaffected. 

Beyond the strictly business applications on this CD-ROM, 

the Hobbes collection includes printer drivers, display drivers 

for high-resolution monitors, games, and much more. Interest

ingly, one of the categories that seemed initially to be mostly 

frivolous was the collection of Presentation Manager icons. 

There are thousands of icons here, drawn from a number of 

sources (there are symbols reminiscent of the Macintosh, 

Windows, and NeXT Gills), that can be used to make your 

OS/2 desktop more personal and easier to navigate. Addition

ally, most of them are editable, and the CD-ROM includes a 

built-in icon editor. 

Whether you are using your system to manage a business 

or want to simply become more productive, this is a CD-ROM 

to try. 

Oh, and by the way, it also includes a program that is an essen

tial for any serious computer user-ADVENTURE. True, it's 

just a computer game, but it's not just any computer game; it is 

the first real game that was developed for computers. Its roots 

go back to the original mainframe systems, predating micro

computers by nearly a decade. ♦ 

john Heilborn has covered the industry far 32 years. He is the author 

of 55 books on computers and thousands of articles. Heilborn is prob

ably best known far his syndicated computer column, "Ask Dr.John." 



continued from page 6 7 

People to whom OS/2 is recom
mended should satisfy these character
istics: 

1. Whatever they are currently run
ning should be supported by drivers 
shipped with OS/2 or which you, the 
recommended, personally posses, and 
can provide. In particular, individuals 
stuck with an S3-based board should 
move to OS/2 only if they aren't using 
it (for anything above 640x480x16 col
ors) anyway. 

2. A certain comfort level with tech
nology is needed. This is because the 
only safe OS/2 installation has a pri
mary hard disk with these partitions 
(the order may vary): 

a. Boot Manager (primary) 
b. A real DOS (MS-DOS, PC-

DOS, DR-DOS) (primary) 
c. OS2Seed (primary) 
d. OS/2 itself (logical) 

3. The primary goal should be to 

INPUT 

multitask DOS programs. Tolerance 
for limitations on Windows programs 
and the inadequacies of OS/2 itself 
should also exist. 

4. Anyone who is really "into 
Windows" should not be encouraged to 
run OS/2. In particular, anyone who 
would need or expect Windows multi
media to work or ATM to stay acti
vated for more than a couple of weeks 
at a time should stick with Windows. 

5. Prospective users who use 
Windows as a task-switcher and whose 
Windows programs will actually run 
under OS/2 (no 2.0 or really old 3.0 
programs, no Extended Mode-only 
programs, no Win32s programs) should 
be satisfied and will appreciate seamless 
mode in those cases where it works. 

6. The primary benefits of using 
OS/2 should be presented as: 

a. Crash protection (which finally 
works for DOS); 

b. Flexibility in organization (multi-

ple program objects for the same 
executable in different folders, sub 
folders, etc.). 

7. Dual Boot and Work Areas 
(except the desktop itself, which cannot 
be changed from being a Work Area no 
matter how irritating that may be) 
should not be recommended. 

8. If software availability is an issue, 
the vast DOS software market is the 
answer. Selected Windows programs 
(the ones that run in WIN-OS/2 
Standard Mode) are part of this answer. 
Actual OS/2 programs, while not as 
unstable as WIN-OS/2 itself, are not as 
Crash Protected as DOS programs and 
should be avoided until OS/2 itself 
actually works properly. All recent sys
tem lockups and major systems failures 
have involved OS/2 and WIN-OS/2 
Extended Mode programs. ♦ 
Paul Person 
Seattle, WA 

Order your OS/2 Professional t-shirt today. 
Adult (XL) $15 each. Children's (Adult S), $12 each. 
Specify quantity, shipping address and billing information 
below, and allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. 

Please send me adult size t-shirts at $ 

child size t-shirts at $ 
add shipping $ 2.00 

TOTAL enclosed $ 

_________ State ____ Zip ____ _ 

Enclose check or money order or charge card authorization. 

Please bill my O Visa O MasterCard 

________ Expiration Date ___ _ 

Send to: D/§C-D-TECH 
7831 Woodmont Ave., #381 • Bethesda, MD 20814 
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BIK: Vour [oach 
to the Internet~ 

Give BIX a try with our new 5 for Free Offer! Join BIX 

today and get 5 hours of evening and weekend access for $5! 

Take the rest of the calendar month to explore BIX, and then 

continue for our standard $13 monthly membership fee. 

Further details and complete rate information are provided 

during registration. Using any communications program, dial 

1-800-695-4882 . At the "logon" prompt enter bix. Then at the 

"name?" prompt enter bix.s2pr. If you have any questions, call us 

at 1-800-695-4775 (voice). Or fax us at 617 -491 -6642. Send Internet 

mail to info@bix.com. Windows users can order BIXnav, our graphical interface for BIX, 

for easy point and click access. Detail s are available during registration. 

Under the 5 for $5 plan. daytime rates ($9/llr) apply for access during prime ttme hours. The 5 for $5 offer ,s 11ahd for f1rst-11me members only 
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The Internet connects you with 

more than 10 million people , at 

universities, companies, and other 

on line services. Now, get full 

access to the Internet free of charge 

when you subscribe to BIX! You'll 

also get expert assistance from BIX 

moderators who can help you find 

your way around the Internet. 

These experts can guide you through 

the many services and features 

available, and help you find the 

information you're looking for. 

Anytime you need help, just join our 

special 'internet' conference and get 

fast answers to your questions. 

As you become more familiar with the 

Internet, you'll be able to download 

files from all over the world using FTP, 

connect to other sites and services 

through telnet, read and reply to 

Usenet Newsgroups, access utilities 

like finger and whois, and much more! 

BIX and the Internet together provide 

the largest and most effective technical 

resource for computing professionals. 

And with over 600 local access num

bers in the U.S., plus telnet access via 

the Internet, BIX makes it easy to 

connect. Try BIX today through our 

special 5 for 5 offer - and become part 

of the top technical team! 

EIX 
If you caH hack it 
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US/TOO 
Gossip and Chip Talk 

THIS AIN'T NO POLKA. When Bruno Blenheim Inc. hired 

"dancers" for the exhibitors party on the opening night of 

NetWorld/ Dallas, it wasn't 

expecting them to show up in 

stripper attire-or lack of it. 

But they did. The four women 

wore lace teddies, the men 

sported California-style 

thong bikinis. When the 

entertainers were told to change, 

the women returned in skimpy 

short shorts and bikini tops; the men had put on jeans and 

cowboy boots. Ultimately, show officials asked the dancers to 

leave. Red-faced Blenheim staffers apologized, claiming it was 

all a "big mistake." 

05/2 WEEK TELLS ALL. 0S/2 Week, the new weekly intelli

gence bulletin, has already caused a stir and caught the atten

tion of IBM. Many rumblings could be heard out of Boca 

Raton and Austin after the second issue of the weekly fax 

newsletter revealed IBM's plan for its new Windows-user 

raider, code-named Ferengi. Judging by the response, OS/2 

Week nailed that story. Stay tuned for further developments. 

BACKMASTER BABY. Is Mike Kupka 

going to get any sleep at all? Not only is 

the MSR developer staying up nights to 

put the finishing touches on 

Backmaster, his wife Juanita just gave 

birth to their second child. Congrats! 

CHANGES AT THE TOP. James Cannavino, previously 

senior vice president and general manager of Personal Systems, 

has become an IBM senior vice president and group executive. 

With the "Personal Systems" corporate tag out of his job 

description, Cannavino now focuses on IBM's new global 

strategies and reports directly to CEO Louis Gerstner. With 

changes like that, one can only wonder how far-reaching the 

makeover at Big Blue will ultimately be. 

DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME. Remember the extra large 

room and lengthy, boring announcements at PC Expo in New 

York last June? And the embarrassingly slender number of 

attendees? By the time NetWorld/Dallas rolled around this 

year, IBM had learned at least that lesson. In Dallas, where 

Illustrations: Arlene Williams 

IBM announced the new LAN NetView family for managing 

distributed LAN environments, the press briefing room was 

the right size and a reception followed the brief conference. 

Peter Hayes, IBM's director of communications, was heard 

to tell one media representative, 'We didn't want to make the 

same mistake as last time." Sounds right. 

FARM DRIVE. Guess who just drove down from his farm? 

Bill Rich , the affable number-two man in PSP, has finally 

moved into new digs in Boca Raton. That meant leaving--at 

least temporarily-his quaint New Hampshire farm. Rather 

than jet down to Florida, Bill hopped in his car and drove. He 

doesn't believe in taking short cuts, so undoubtedly it was a 

nice long drive. 

NO TIME TO PARTY. Watcom telereps 

couldn't attend their own company party 

honoring the success of VX-REXX:, the 

hot new tool. Apparently, the phones are 

ringing off the hooks and the telereps 

decided to forego the victory celebration in 

lieu of more sales. 

PALM SPRINGS AWARDS. The First Annual OS/2 Profes

sional Interchange Awards were presented in mid-October. 

The last thing anyone at the gala poolside event expected was 

to see OS/2 Professional Editor-In-Chief Edwin Black arrive 

dressed in an Alladin outfit and sitting astride a camel. Nine 

awards were presented: Ted Salamone picked up the highest 

honor as the OS/2 Pro of the Year; Dave Whittle received the 

Team OS/2 prize; and The Readers' Choice Award went to 

WordPerfect 5.2. Full details will be provided in the December 

issue of OS/2 Professional 

MINDING THE STORE. Recently retired 

Roland Peek is back at work as an out

side consultant for IBM. What's he doing? 

You guessed it: Roland's still running the 

convention OS/2 store, newly renamed the 

PSP Store. 

HEADED UP? Some in IBM suggest PSP advertising manag

er Joanne Meleski is being groomed for rapid advancement. 

Evidence? Friends report she took time off last month to 

attend Management School in Armonk. ♦ 
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LET FALL 

OS/2 and the Future 

M 
any people in the industry are wondering what 

happens now that IBM's PSP group and Microsoft 

will no longer be sharing OS/2, DOS, and Windows 

source code. 

Let me set the record straight: The termination of the source code 

exchange allows us to continue our aggressive software strategy. 

What did we get out of the source code exchange? The main 

benefit of exchanging source code with Microsoft was to have 

access to 16-bit Windows source code, enabling us to provide 

Windows application compatibility under OS/2. Having access 

to the Windows code was once important to ensure 16-bit Win

dows application compatibility, but the industry's focus is on the 

future and the powerful possibilities of32-bit computing. With 

OS/2 we have the most robust, tested, and proven 32-bit PC 

operating system available today, and we are absolutely deter

mined to keep this competitive edge. 

What happens now? Our long-term strategy is to raise the level 

of the programming interface to the operating system. We intend 

to provide software developers-independent or corporate

with new high-level, functionally superior object layers on top of 

these low-level APis, and to make those object interfaces consis

tent across multiple platforms, e.g., OS/2, Unix, Windows, etc. 

Such a strategy should be far more productive for software devel

opers as opposed to dealing with countless new low-level APis. 

Protecting our customer's investment in software has been a 

design goal for OS/2 from the start and OS/2 2.x has "raised the 

measurement bar" for operating systems. Now an exciting new 

era of32-bit OS/2 applications is upon us. Independent software 

vendors have been telling us about the demand from their cus

tomers for 32-bit OS/2 applications. 

Software vendors such as WordPerfect, Lotus, Computer 

Associates, and Symantec, for example, are shipping, or planning 

on shipping, OS/2 versions of their respective flagship applica

tions. Last, but certainly not least, the number of applications 

appearing from small software companies is also a great indica

tor of things to come. 

For example, by the time the PSP Technical Interchange, held 

in Orlando late in September, had come to a close, there were 
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announcements made by BocaSoft, Hockware, Compuware, 

lnsync Software, Solution Technology, Media Cybernetics, and 

Development Technologies. 

With more and more users experiencing the new levels of pro

ductivity that multitasking and multithreading bring, the future 

for OS/2 has never looked better. 

What about future compatibility? As far as Windows, let me 

put to rest concerns regarding compatibility. We are confident 

in our ability to implement any Windows API should any of the 

four 32-bit APis present a compelling business case to do so. 

Now thatthere is a popular 32-bit Intel-based OS/2 API spur

ring on the delivery of more than 1,300 applications, perhaps cus

tomers should be asking another question: When will Microsoft 

provide support for these up-and-coming applications? 

We have demonstrated our technical prowess by enabling 16-

bit Windows applications to run and perform in a 32-bit envi

ronment, as we've done in OS/2. The industry now recognizes 

that Windows applications perform as well or better in an OS/2 

environment than they do natively. Not bad for a group ofIBM 

developers that were told they wouldn't even get Windows to run 

in OS/2; wouldn't you agree? 

Frankly, our software developers have lived up to every chal

lenge thrown at them the last couple of years. I'm sure most will 

recall that a lot of folks said there was absolutely no way we 

could get Windows running under OS/2; yet we did. Then they 

said we couldn't make it happen seamlessly on the OS/2 Work

place Shell desktop; and we 

did . Then we were told we 

couldn't get Windows 3.1 

applications to work; we did 

that too. We've proven we 

have the skills and resources 

to make it happen. ♦ 

Lois Dimpfel, Director 

Personal Operating Systems, 

IBM Personal 

Software Products, 

Boca Raton, Florida 
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CORELOR,4W! 
THE POWER 
TO DO ITALL 

CorelDRAW 2.5 for OS/2 (version 2.0) contains 
easy-to-use CorelDRAW, CorelCHART, and Corel 
PHOTO-PAINT - all in one value-packed box. Now 
there is no need to buy any other software package. 
Corel DRAW gives you the power to do it al I! 

CorelDRAW is a 32-bit illustration software program, 
\ specifically developed for OS/2, that takes full 

advantage of the power and threading capabilities of 
OS/2 version 2.0 or higher. Now you can create 
effective slides, flyers, brochures, newsletters, 
creative designs and technical illlustrations easily -
and up to 25 % faster than ever before! 

CorelCHART lets you deliver information with 
dynamic 2-D and 3-D data-driven charts, bars, pies 
and pictographs. This completely versatile Windows 
charting package operates seamlessly with OS/2 and 
lets you input your own data or import from popular 
spreadsheet packages. 

Dress up all your documents and presentations or 
retouch color or black and white scanned images 
easily with Corel PHOTO-PAINT, a Windows photo. 
editing application that also works seamlessly with 
OS/2. 

Whatever your communication needs, CorelDRAW 
for OS/2 gives you the power to do it all! 
CorelDRAW's intuitive interface, on-line help and 
tutorial video make it a joy to use. With all of these 
outstanding features and incredible value, it's no 
wonder CorelDRAW is the best-selling illustration 
software in the world. 

All this, plus a bonus CD-ROM disc with over 12,000 
clipart images and symbols and over 250 fonts, makes 
CorelDRAW the complete graphics solution for OS/2 
users! 

CORELDRAW 2.5 
lor OS/2 (version 2.0J 

Call for a free demo disk and brochure. 

1 •800•772•6735 ext.13 
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Your Project Management Software Should Work As Smart As You Do. Switch To CA-SuperProject. 
---------Competitive Upgrade For Only $149. ---------

How To _::-age The 
Future Today. 

Introducing The First Project Management 
Software Everyone can Use. 

Beginners Love It 
Because It's So Easy. 

Only CA-SuperProject™ 
offers a special Beginner 
Configuration with sim
ple, easy-to-understand 
menus and an on-line 
"PM Assistant" that 

t!!!!!W ■ !ks h h wa you t roug 1 • • , 

procedures and teaches the basics (\I. 
of project management. Lots of ~ 
sample data and excellent tutorials ~-.:-.:::::.. 
make it fun to learn and super easy to use. 

Experts Love It 
Because It's So Powerful. 

CA-SuperProject has all the flexibility and 
power you need to 
manage extensive 
projects without any 
constraints. It's 
more sophisticated, Buy one version, 
more effective and, get the other FREE. 

according 
toNSTL 
(Sqftware 
Digest), 
it's the 
"best 
program 
for users 
who require a very powerful project 
manager with the most complete tools for 
modeling and managing resources, 
analytic functions and the most efficient 
resource leveling available."* 

To Order, See Your Local Dealer Or 
call 1-800-225-5224, Dept. 62501 

Whether you're a novice or a pro, call right 
now to find out about CA-SuperProject. 
The first project management software 
everyone can use -
and the best way 
to manage the 
future today. 

f:'OMPUTER. 
.J'ISSOCIATES 
Software superior by design. 

New CA-SuperProject 3.0 
'Software Digest, Vol. 10, No. 4, 1993. Software Digest is a registered lrademarkof NSTL, Inc., a McGraw-Hill Co. Dealer prices may vary. 
© Computer Associates International. Inc., Islandia, NY I I 788-70C/J. All product names referenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies. 
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